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Adding a Person to Your Campus Solutions
Database


Understanding System ID Assignment


When you open the Add a Person component, the system requests a person ID. You can assign IDs two
ways:


• Automatically


If you use automatic ID assignment, the system adds IDs sequentially as you add new people.


The system maintains the last assigned ID on the Installation Table - Settings and Defaults page.


See "Selecting General Installation Options" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application
Fundamentals)


• Manually


You enter the IDs, using any system that you choose for the organization. With manual entry, you
don't need to assign IDs sequentially.


Assigning IDs manually is the only way that you can include alphabetical characters in the IDs.


Note: To avoid maintaining two different sets of IDs, you should either always assign them manually or
always let the system assign them.


Related Links
Establishing ID Delete Control


Adding an Individual to Your Database


To create records in your PeopleSoft Campus Solutions database, you add a person record or an
organization record. This section discusses how to add person records for students and other nonpaid
individuals.


To add an individual to your system, you must create a personal information record for that individual.
If you use automatic ID assignment, when you enter data and save the record, the system assigns the
next available sequential ID to that individual and adds the record to your database. Before adding an
individual, however, you should run the Search/Match process to determine if a record already exists for
that individual.
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If you implement PeopleSoft Human Capital Management, you should read the HCM Administer
Workforce documentation for adding a person and become familiar with the difference and implications
of adding records for employees, contingent workers, and persons of interest.


PeopleSoft HCM 9.2: Administer Workforce, "Adding a Person"


Important! When you add an individual to your database and save the new value, the system performs
an automatic search to determine if a duplicate record already exists. This automatic search uses the
search/match criteria established by your institution. It notifies you that a duplicate is detected, but it does
not give you the opportunity to identify the duplicates. Use the Search/Match feature to help detect and
identify duplicates.
See:
Setting Up Search/Match
Using Search/Match
Creating Organization Records


Note: If you implement Campus Solutions and a separate instance of PeopleSoft Human Capital
Management, read the relevant documentation about CS-HCM Integration to understand the setup,
functional, and technical implementation considerations. Certain items and business processes that are
detailed in this documentation may vary depending on how you configure Campus Solutions and HCM.
See:
"Integrating Person Data" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)
"Integrating Setup Data" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)
"Monitoring Integrations Using the Integrity Utility" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application
Fundamentals)
See Information Center: CS-HCM Integration for PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Solutions in My Oracle
Support (ID 2091799.2).


Warning! Before adding organizations or entering and updating data about them, you must be familiar
with PeopleSoft applications, including the Add, Update/Display, Include History, and Correct History
modes and the PeopleSoft method of applying effective dates with active or inactive status.
See PeopleTools: Applications User's Guide, "Understanding Effective Dates."


You can update personal information for an individual on the same Biographical Details page, but in
update/display mode after adding the individual.


To add an individual to your database using automatic ID assignment:


1. Select Campus Community,  Personal Information,  Add/Update a Person.


2. Click the Add a New Value link at the bottom of the Add/Update a Person search page.


The Add a New Value search page appears with the word New in the ID field.


Warning! If you overwrite the word NEW in the ID field on the Add a New Value search page, and
manually enter an ID for the new person, you will disrupt the autonumbering sequence included with
your system. Your system administrator might need to correct the situation.


3. Click the Add button.


The Biographical Details page appears with an ID value of NEW.
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4. Enter at least the required data, which includes the individual's first and last name and all of the data
in the Biographical Historygroup box (effective date, marital status, and gender).


5. Click Save.


If you click Save before you enter the required data, an error message appears, reminding you that
required data is missing.


If all required data is entered, the system runs an automatic search based on the entered data and the
specified search/match criteria. The search determines if a record for this individual already exists. If
a record with this data does not already exist, the system assigns the next available unique ID to the
record and adds it to your database.


If the system finds an existing record with the data, it displays the Potential Duplicate Found warning
message.


You can click OK to add the individual or click Cancel to investigate further.


Warning! If you click OK, the system adds the new person even though potential duplicates exist. If
this is not what you want, click Cancel.
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In most cases, you should identify the potential duplicate individuals first to determine if you should
add the new one. Then click Cancel to exit the message and return to the Biographical Details page;
from there, access the Search/Match page to run a search and identify the duplicate.


Image: Example of the Add/Update a Person, Add a New Value page where you enter "NEW" to
add a person


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Example of the Add/Update a Person, Add a New
Value page where you enter "NEW" to add a person. You can find definitions for the fields and controls
later on this page.


Image: Example of the top of the Biographical Details page where the system displays the ID of
"NEW" when you add a person


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Example of the top of the Biographical Details
page where the system displays the ID of "NEW" when you add a person. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.
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If the system detects a record with duplicate information, such as another record with the same National
ID number, a Potential Duplicate Found warning message appears, providing you the opportunity to
continue adding the person or to cancel and investigate the duplicate further.


Image: Example of a "Potential Duplicate Found" warning message that appears when the system
detects duplicate data


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Example of a "Potential Duplicate Found" warning
message that appears when the system detects duplicate data. You can find definitions for the fields and
controls later on this page.


Adding or Updating Biographical Details Data


To create a personal information record, you must enter biographical data about that individual on the
Biographical Details page. To update biographical data, you can return to the Biographical Details
page or you can access pages described in the Managing Biographical Data section to edit or update
specific information. When you save information on either the Biographical Details page or the specific
information pages, the system writes it to the relevant maintenance tables and updates that information
both places.


This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to:


• Enter biographical details.


• Enter regional specific data.


Related Links
Understanding Biographical Information


Prerequisites
Before entering or updating basic biographical data, you must design and set up names, addresses, and
other foundational elements of Campus Community. You must also set up basic elements for personal
data management.


Related Links
Designing Campus Community
Setting Up Emergency Contacts Data
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Pages Used to Add or Update Biographical Details Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Biographical Details SCC_BIO_DEMO_PERS Campus Community, 
Personal Information, 
Add/Update a Person, 
Biographical Details


Enter or update an individual's
name and other basic
biographical data.


Birth Information SA_BIRTH_DETAIL Click the Birth Information
link on the Biographical
Details page.


Enter or review an individual's
birth location data.


Edit Address EO_ADDR_USA_SEC Click the Edit Address link on
the Biographical Details page.


Edit an individual's address
data. If you have enabled
address validation on the
Address Format page, the
system validates the address
that you enter when you click
OK. The system validates the
address by comparing it to
the county, state, and city as
defined on the Valid Address
page. If your address does
not contain a valid county,
 state, and city for the selected
country you will receive an
error.


Address Search EO_ADDRESS_SRCH Click the Address Search link
on the Edit Address page.


Search for cities within the
selected country. This link
appears when you change
the country by clicking the
Change Address link. Enable
address search on the Address
Format page.


Visa/Permit Data VISA_PERMIT_DETAIL Click the Visa/Permit link on
the Biographical Details page.


Enter or review an individual's
visa and permit data,
 including country type, date
of issue, duration, issuing
authority, and other visa and
permit information.


Citizenship SA_CITIZENSHIP_DTL Click the Citizenship link on
the Biographical Details page.


Enter or review an individual's
citizenship and passport
detail data, including country,
 citizenship status, passport
number, issue date, expiration
date, and other relevant
information.


Regional SCC_BIO_DEMO_REG Campus Community, Personal
Information, Add/Update a
Person, Regional


Enter regional specific
information for an individual.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


9.2.006


Personal


SCC_BIO_DEMO Campus Community, Personal
Information, Add/Update a
Person, Personal


Enter biographic details
separately from the rest of
the person’s data. This tab
becomes available if a field is
selected for inclusion on the
Biographic Fields page.
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Entering Biographical Details
Access the Biographical Details page (Campus Community,  Personal Information,  Add/Update a
Person,  Biographical Details).


Image: Biographical Details page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Biographical Details page (1 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Biographical Details page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Biographical Details page (2 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


When you add a new person and are using system-generated IDs, the field at the top of the page displays
the value NEW until you save the record. When you access the record after having saved it, the field
displays the ID that the system assigned to this individual.
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Person Information
Date of Birth Enter the individual's date of birth.


Birth Information Click this link to access the Birth Information Detail page,
 on which you can enter or edit the individual's birth location,
 country, and state.


Campus ID Enter the campus ID with which this person is most closely
associated.


Biographical History
Effective Date (Required) Enter the date when the marital status and gender should be


effective in your system.


Note: If you are changing the individual's marital status, you
must enter an effective date.


Note: If you change the individual's name prefix, first, middle,
 or last name, suffix, or marital status, you must enter an
effective date.


Marital Status (Required) and As of Specify the individual's marital status (such as single, married,
 or divorced) and the date (if known) on which the associated
marriage or divorce took place.


Values for the Marital Status field are delivered with your
system as translate values. Do not modify these values in any
way. Any modifications to these values could require substantial
programming effort.


Gender (Required) Values for the Gender (Sex) field are delivered with your system
as translate values.


National ID
Country Enter or confirm the country of this individual's national ID.


If the individual has more than one national ID, you can add
them here.


National ID Type (national ID type) The system enters the value that you establish for this country
on the National ID Type Table page. You can override this
default value.


National ID Enter the individual's national ID number.


Enter the number (with or without spaces and dashes). When
you exit the field, the system formats the number based on the
country and NID type selected.
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Primary Select this check box to indicate the primary national ID number
to use for this individual. You must indicate a primary national
ID.


(CAN) Verifying Social Insurance Numbers for Canadian Employees
Invoke a modulus 10-check digit formula to verify an individual's Social Insurance Number (SIN), if
needed. The formula follows federal standards for using the ninth digit in an employee SIN to verify the
number.


If you enter an SIN that doesn't match the check digit that is calculated by the formula, an error message
appears.


Note: To use the check digit routine for Canada NID, you must modify the national ID format within the
National ID Table to 999-999-998. This is the true default for the check digit routine for Canada and will
enable the routine to pass and the page to be saved.


See Defining National ID Types.


(NLD) Verifying Social Security IDs for Dutch Employees
The Dutch National ID is commonly called the SoFi (Social/Fiscal) number. You can invoke the 11-check
digit formula to verify a Dutch employee's SoFi number. The 11-check formula is a mathematical formula
that evaluates the entry for the employee's Social Security ID and verifies that the result of the calculation
is 11, to determine whether the national insurance/social security ID has a valid format.


(USA) When the Social Security Number is Unknown
When the Social Security number is missing, the system enters the default number that is defined on the
National ID Type table, which is usually all nines (9s).


Contact Information
Address Type Select the type of address to enter, view, or update. The system


displays Home as the default address type and displays the data,
 if any, for that address type.


Edit Address Click this link to access the Edit Address page, on which you
can enter or edit address data for the address type selected.
 When you click OK on the Edit Address page, the data that
you entered appears on the Biographical Details page when you
return to the page.


Phone Select a phone type and enter the individual's phone number for
that type.


Email Select an email type and the individual's email address for that
type.


Visa/Permit Data Click this link to access the Visa/Permit Data page, on which
you can enter or update the individual's visa and permit data.
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Citizenship Click this link to access the Citizenship page, on which you can
enter or update the individual's citizenship and passport data.


Entering Regional Specific Data
Access the Regional page (Campus Community,  Personal Information,  Add/Update a Person,  Regional
and the area of the page that is specific to your region.


Image: Regional page (with areas collapsed; 1 of 7)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Regional page (with areas collapsed; 1 of 7). You
can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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(NZL) New Zealand
The following information is specific to users with an installed country of New Zealand.


Image: Regional page (2 of 7), New Zealand


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Regional page (2 of 7), New Zealand. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Ethnic Group This field allows you to select multiple ethnic backgrounds.


Click the Add button to add more than one ethnic group.


National Student Number Displays the individual's unique number if received from the
NSI database.


Residential Status Enter the individual's residential status.


Values include:


Au citizen (Australian citizen)


Citizen


Overseas


Perm Resid (permanent resident)


Unknown
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These translate values should not be modified.


Residential Stat Verification 
(residential status verification)


Indicates the method used to verify the student's residential
status.


Values include:


BDM – Used only by the Ministry of Education


Other Primary ID


Birth certificate


Passport


Unverified


These translate values should not be modified.


Residential Status Verified By The Post NSI Data process displays the provider code of the
institution that verified the residential status data.


NSI Record Status The Post NSI Data process displays and updates the status of the
record in the NSI database.


Values include:


Inactive:  The record is made inactive following the receipt of
notification from a provider or Department of Internal Affairs (
DIA) of a student's death or as an update from a provider that a
record was created for a nonexistent student.


Active:  The record contains all of the required fields and both
verifiable fields (name/date of birth pair and residential status)
as Verified.


Partial:  The record is missing one or more of the required
fields or one or both of the verified indicators set to Unverified.


These translate values should not be modified.


NZQA Paid The Post NSI Data process indicates whether the student's
NZQA fee is paid.


Values include:


Yes


No


Unknown – not applicable or unknown


Note: When set to Yes, the NSN is cloned to the external system
ID table for the NZQA ID Upload process to load as a external
system value of NZQA. When the NZQA exists, it indicates that
NZQA fees are paid.
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Name/DOB Verification (name/date of
birth verification)


Enter the method used to verify the name and date of birth.


Values include:


BDM – Used only by the Ministry of Education


Birth certificate


Other Primary ID


Passport


Unverified


These translate values should not be modified.


Name/DOB Verification By  (name/
date of birth verification by)


The Post NSI Data process displays and updates the provider
code of the institution that verified the name and date of birth
data.


NSI Processing Enabled Select to automatically update NSI data when changes are
made to NSI fields. When selected, the system updates the
data if the individual has a National Student Number (NSN)
in your database or if the individual does not have an NSN but
has been selected by mass change (NSN App Engine process
CCNSIRQN) to request an NSN from the National Student
Index (NSI) and appears on the Outgoing Page of the NSI
Suspense Table waiting to request an NSN from NSI.


NSI fields include: First Name, Last Name, Middle Names,
 Gender, Date of Birth, and Residential Status fields, the
verification fields for Name/DOB, and residential status fields


The system automatically clears the check box when the Purge
Mass Change Results process runs and the record has not yet
been extracted by the Extract NSI Data process (the record is
still in Ready for Extraction status).


Note: If you manually select the check box and save the page,
 the check box becomes permanently unavailable. Manually
select it only if you decide that an individual record that does
not meet the criteria in your mass change definitions should be
sent to NSI.


See:


Understanding PeopleSoft NSI Processing


(AUS) Australia


Bundle 47. New feature - TFN verification.
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The following information is specific to users with an installed country of Australia.


Image: Regional page (3 of 7), Australia


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Regional page (3 of 7), Australia. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: The Australian Tax File Number (TFN) is a number that is issued to a person by the Commissioner
of Taxation. It is used to verify client identity and establish income levels. The number is an eight or
nine digit number without any embedded meaning, and is based on a check digit algorithm set by the
Commissioner of Taxation. You cannot view a TFN once it has been entered and saved in your PeopleSoft
database.


Ethnic Group This field allows you to select multiple ethnic backgrounds.


Click the Add button to add more than one ethnic group.


Enter TFN (enter tax file number)
or Re-enter TFN (re-enter tax file
number)


The Enter TFN check box appears only if no tax file number
exists in the database for the individual. Select to display the
Tax File Number field where you can enter the TFN.


The Re-enter TFN check box appears only if a tax file number
has been previously saved in the database for the individual.
 Select to re-enter and overwrite the individual's TFN.


TFN Verified Bundle 47. New Feature.


Select the check box to indicate whether the TFN has been
verified by HEIMS and the ATO. If a TFN is updated or re-
entered, this check box is reset to unverified.
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(CAN) Canada
The following information is specific to users with an installed country of Canada.


Image: Regional page (4 of 7), Canada


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Regional page (4 of 7), Canada. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Bilingualism Code Enter the appropriate code for the person. If the Official
Languages Act applies to the organization, use the bilingualism
code as part of the Official Languages reports (PER102CN and
PER108CAN) that you submit to the government.


Health Care Number and Health
Care Province


Enter a number and select the health care province.


Visible Minority Select a code to indicate whether the person's ethnic background
is apparent based on physical appearance.


Aboriginal Person Select this check box to indicate that the person is a Canadian
aboriginal person.


Sensitive Record Indicate whether the individual's record is sensitive, and for
which the system should exclude from Statistics Canada's mail
or telephone surveys.


National Student No. (national student
number)


Enter the Canadian national student number for the student.


Prov Funding Class (provincial
funding classification)


Enter the funding classification by citizenship for grant
purposes. This field prompts against the CAN_PROV_FUN
record defined for the business unit.


Student Funding Approval Select this check box to indicate that the student is approved for
funding.
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(NLD) Netherlands
The following information is specific to users with an installed country of the Netherlands.


Image: Regional page (5 of 7), Netherlands


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Regional page (5 of 7), Netherlands. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Regional page (6 of 7), Netherlands


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Regional page (6 of 7), Netherlands. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Dutch schools receive funding from the Dutch Government for each student who complies with a
predefined set of rules. To qualify for these funding schemes, schools must adhere to strict rules about the
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way that students are allowed to enter the admissions and registration process and about what information
is registered and in what way. The Dutch Government requests that specific information about a student's
prior curriculum and test results, language skills, and personal data are stored in the student administration
application that is used.


GBA (Gemeentelijke Basis Administratie), the register of all Dutch citizen data, requires the registration
of a student's nationality as kept by the different city councils.


GBA Nationality Code 
(Gemeentelijke Basis Administratie
nationality code), Start Date, and
Status


Enter the GBA nationality code, start date, and status.


If a person's nationality changes, add a new row. Enter the new
GBA nationality code and start date, with a status of Active. The
new nationality becomes active and the old nationality row is
set to status of Inactive. This enables you to maintain GBA code
history.


Correspond Nbr (correspondence
number)


In specific cases a correspondence number of a student may
change. Add a new row and enter the new number with a status
of Active. To track the data exchanged, you must store both the
old and the new numbers.


Prior Education Enter data for all known prior education for the student.


When all prior education is entered, the administrator can
combine relevant schools (external organization IDs) and all
subjects with relevant grade point averages.


Program Status Enter the status of the prior education specified. Values are:


Completed


Completed


Running


External Org ID (external organization
ID)


Enter the ID of the education institution where the prior
education took place.


Ext Org Location (external
organization location)


Select a Sub BRINcode.


End Date Enter the date on which the prior education was completed.


Diploma Year Enter a Diploma Year in place of diploma end date if exact date
is unknown.


Highest form of Education Select this check box if this is the highest level of education
attained by the student.


External Subject Area and  External
GPA (external grade point average)


Enter the specific course subject and corresponding grade.


GBA Reporting Names
(Gemeentelijke Basis Administratie
reporting names)


Click this link to access the Names page.
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Mandatory Type or Exempt Enter a value to indicate the degree to which the type of
education that your institution provides is, by Dutch law,
 mandatory for the student.


Mandatory Type field values are:


Complete Exempt


Fully Mandatory


Not Mandatory


Partial Exempt


Partial Mandatory


If no level of education is mandatory for the student, select the
Exempt check box.


Right to Scholarship Select this check box if the student is eligible for a government
scholarship.


Destination Country Enter a Country code if the student has taken up residency
outside of the Netherlands.


Note: Mandatory Type and Right to Scholarship values are used for the registration of Base Register
Education, Basis Register Onderwijs (or BRON) related data.


(USA) United States
The following information is specific to users with an installed country of USA (United States of
America).


Image: Regional page (7 of 7), USA


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Regional page (7 of 7), USA. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Person is Hispanic or Latino Select this check box to indicate whether the person is of
Hispanic or Latino origin.
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For further information on guidelines for defining if person is
Hispanic or Latino, see http://nces.ed.gov/statprog/2002/std1_5.
asp.


Note: You must select this check box if a row exists in the grid
that indicates Hispanic origin.


If yes, Select Ethnic Group If you selected the Person is Hispanic or Latino check box,
 then select an ethnic group code to further refine the person's
ethnicity.


When you select a value, row changes occur as follows:


• If no value exists in the drop-down list and you select a
value that does not currently exist on the record, the system
inserts a new row into the grid.


• If a value exists in the drop-down and that value exists in the
grid, when you select a new value from the drop-down, the
system updates the existing row.


• If a value exists in the drop-down and blank is selected from
the drop-down, nothing affects existing rows.


• If the drop-down value is blank and you select a value that
already exists in the grid, nothing happens to the existing
rows.


Ethnic Group This field allows you to select multiple ethnic backgrounds.


Click the Add button to add more than one ethnic group.


Ethnic Category The system populates this field based on the value in the EEO
Ethnic Group field for U.S. regulatory region ethnic groups
or the Ethnic Category for ethnic groups tracked for other
regulatory regions. For any ethnic group codes with a regulatory
region of USA, this field should always map to one of these five
races:


• American Indian or Alaska Native.


• Asian.


• Black or African American.


• Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander.


• White.


For more information on the guidelines for mapping ethnic
group codes to the five races, visit the National Center for
Education Statistics website.


See Defining Ethnic Groups.



http://nces.ed.gov/statprog/2002/std1_5.asp

http://nces.ed.gov/statprog/2002/std1_5.asp
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Primary Select this check box to indicate with which ethnic group the
person most directly identifies.


IPEDS Select this check box to indicate that the data has been
submitted by a reliable source, such as application data or self
service, in response to the IPEDS questions.


Percentage Indicate the share of 100 of which this person derives his or her
ethnicity. The system displays a warning if you enter an amount
over 100.


Military Status Select the value that describes this person's current military
status.


Disabled Select this check box to indicate that the individual is disabled
and might be covered by the Americans with Disabilities Act (
ADA).


Disabled Veteran Select this check box to indicate that the individual is a veteran
who was disabled in the line of duty and might be entitled to
certain U.S. Veteran's benefits as well as being covered by the
ADA.


VA Benefit (Veterans Administration
benefit)


Select this check box to indicate that the individual currently
receives veteran benefits from your institution. Navigate
to Veterans Benefit Reporting (Records and Enrollment, 
Enrollment Reporting,  Veterans Benefit Reporting) to complete
enrollment certifications and tuition calculations.


See "Setting Up Veterans Benefit Reporting" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Records).


Note: When you save the page, the system records the operator ID and the last updated date and time,
although the fields do not appear here.


Entering Personal Information


9.2.006


The Personal tab appears if at least one field is selected for inclusion on the Biographic Fields page
in the Campus Community installation settings. The page is secured by permission list security
(HCCPCSSA1000). If configured as Display Only in the installation settings, a field is read-only on the
Personal page for all users irrespective of their permissions. For information, see Reviewing or Defining
Campus Community Installation Settings.


Access the Personal page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Add/Update a Person, Personal).


Birth Gender Select a birth gender from the list of values, if permitted. The
field label is defined as message text on the Biographic Fields
page.


Gender Identity Select a gender identity from the list of values, if permitted.
 The field label is defined as message text on the Biographic
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Fields page. If you select Other, and the Other Identity field is
included, the Other Identity field appears.


Other Identity Enter a description with a maximum of 120 characters. The field
label is defined as message text on the Biographic Fields page.


This field appears if Gender Identity is included on the page
and is set to Other,  or if Other Identity is included but Gender
Identity is not. However, if an Other Identity value is saved and
Gender Identity is not included on the page, the Gender Identity
value in the underlying record is set to Other  (OT).


Sexual Orientation Select a sexual orientation from the list of values, if permitted.
 The field label is defined as message text on the Biographic
Fields page. If you select Other, and the Other Orientation field
is included, the Other Orientation field appears.


Other Orientation Enter a description with a maximum of 120 characters. The field
label is defined as message text on the Biographic Fields page.


This field appears if Sexual Orientation is included on the page
and is set to Other or if Other Orientation is included but Sexual
Orientation is not. However, if an Other Orientation value is
saved and Sexual Orientation is not included on the page, the
Sexual Orientation value in the underlying record is set to Other
(OT).


Preferred Pronouns Select preferred pronouns from the list of values, if permitted.
 The field label is defined as message text on the Biographic
Fields page. If you select Other, and the Other Pronouns field is
included, the Other Pronouns field appears.


Other Pronouns Enter a description with a maximum of 120 characters. The field
label is defined as message text on the Biographic Fields page.


This field appears if Preferred Pronouns is included on the
page and is set to Other  or if Other Pronouns is included but
Preferred Pronouns is not. However, if an Other Pronouns value
is saved and Preferred Pronouns is not included on the page,
 the Preferred Pronouns value in the underlying record is set to
Other  (OT).


Attribute Label  1 through 9 Select a value from the list of values, if defined. Field labels are
defined on the Biographic Fields page.


You can set up an Attributes sub-page on the Personal page using the Common Attribute Framework, by
defining at least one attribute in the Record Context (SCC_PERS_BIOG).





		Adding a Person to Your Campus Solutions Database

		Understanding System ID Assignment

		Adding an Individual to Your Database

		Adding or Updating Biographical Details Data

		Prerequisites

		Pages Used to Add or Update Biographical Details Data

		Entering Biographical Details

		Entering Regional Specific Data

		Entering Personal Information
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Setting Up Communications


Understanding Communications Setup


Important! Letter Generation (Letter Gen) is a deprecated product. Support will be maintained for
this product, but no new development will be produced for Letter Gen. It is strongly recommended that
you use Communication Generation (Comm Gen) instead. For more information on Comm Gen, see
Understanding the Communication Generation Process


To set up communications, use the following components: Standard Letter Table
(SA_STNDR_LTR_TABLE), Communication Context Table (COMM_CTXT_TBL), Communication
Category Table (COMM_CATG_TBL), Communication 3C Groups (COMM_GRP_3C_TBL), and
Communication Speed Key Table (COMM_SPEED_KY_INST).


Use the Communication Contexts (SCC_COMM_CTXT_TBL) and Communication Categories
(SCC_COMM_CATG_TBL) component interfaces to load the data into the tables for these components.


Use the Communication Data Source (SCC_CG_DTASRC) and Report Definition (PSXPRPTDEFN)
components to set up the Communication Generation process.


Before you can assign communications to individuals, organizations, or groups of individuals, you must
identify the letter codes and methods to use and set up the contexts and categories. You will also want to
create 3C groups to control security access to communications, and define Communication Keys (Comm
Keys) to streamline communication data entry.


A letter code must exist for each template that you plan to use. A letter code links extracted data to a
template created to be used with the Letter Generation (Letter Gen) process or with the Communication
Generation (Comm Gen) process. You can also use letter codes to group letters to send as enclosures. The
PeopleSoft system delivers sample letter templates in Microsoft Word. You can use the sample templates
as they are, modify them, or create your own.


Warning! Some processes are dependent on the predefined letter codes and their templates. Read the
documentation carefully and check with your administrator before modifying a predefined letter code or
template.


You must create communication contexts and group them into communication categories to set up
communication management. Communication contexts are broad groupings that indicate the type of
communication and how it was sent or received. Methods include letter, phone call, fax, email, and in
person. You can specify more than one method of communication for each context. For example, if
students can contact your institution by letter, email, or phone to confirm admission acceptance, you
might create an Admissions Acceptance communication context that includes all three methods.


A communication category is a broad grouping of communication contexts that generally indicates why
a communication was sent or received. For example, you might create an Admissions communication
category that includes the following communication contexts: application received, admission acceptance,
admission decline, admission deferral, frosh admit, frosh deny, and so on, or you might decide to create
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more detailed communication categories such as Frosh Recruit, Frosh Admission, Graduate Recruit, and
Graduate Admission.


Use communications 3C groups to grant groups of users inquiry or update security access to the
categories of communications in your database.


Use Comm Keys (communication speed keys) to create a shorthand method of specifying common
communication data. With the controls in place—standard letter codes, communication methods,
communication directions, communication contexts, and communication categories—you can set up
Comm Keys to combine these controls with a number of defaults into one shortcut page control.


Note: Comm Keys are required if you plan to use the 3C engine process to assign communications to
individuals or organizations.


The following table lists the features of Letter Generation and Communication Generation processes.
Letter Generation is deprecated. You are encouraged to use the richer functionality included with
Communication Generation.


Bundle 47. Documentation-only update. The feature table has been updated to clarify the features 
or capabilities that apply to Letter Generation and Communication Generation.


Feature or Capability Letter Generation Communication Generation


Process Type SQR Application Engine


Person ID, Org ID, Both Y Y


Communications Recipients Y Y


Joint Communications Y Y


Enclosures Y Y


Include Checklist Items Y Y


Update Checklist Y Y


Print Comment Y Y


Communication Methods Letter-only Letter, Email


Preferred Communication Method N Y


Communication Language Base language Multiple languages or specified language


Preferred Communication Language N Y


Extract Data Generic list (delivered) User-determined from data source and
query


Missing Critical Data Predefined Configurable


View of Data Extracted Communication Letter Data component View Generated Communication link
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Feature or Capability Letter Generation Communication Generation


Communication Management
Component


Y Y


Supported Output Formats RTF, TXT RTF, PDF (send-to-printer only)


HTML (email format)


Template Creation Microsoft Word BI Publisher Template Builder


Organization Communications Y Y


Org Recipient Usage Table N Y


Include Checklists One Multiple


Checklist Code One Multiple


Checklist Type One Multiple


Tracking Group One Multiple


Item Status Hard Coded Selectable


Preview Option N Y


Send to Printer Y Y


Sort Outputs Y Y


Generate Labels and Envelopes Y (using Microsoft Word) Y


Oracle BI Publisher N Y


Related Links
Understanding the 3C Engine
Using the Letter Generation Process
Understanding the Communication Generation Process Setup
"Setting Up 3C Group Security" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)


Prerequisites for Setting Up Communications


Before designing your communication structure, do the following to analyze your functional areas
and institutional needs for tracking and scheduling communications for individuals and for external
organizations:


• Understand the use of administrative functions and 3C groups and make sure they are set up properly.


• Identify all incoming, outgoing, and in-person contacts to track.
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• Identify the various types of contact (for example, phone, letter, email, and fax) that your institution
wants to track.


• Set up usages for names, addresses, and salutations.


Related Links
Reviewing Administrative Functions
Understanding Communication Management
Designing Campus Community


Defining Letter Codes


Important! Letter Generation (Letter Gen) and Financial Aid Notification (FAN) letter are deprecated
products. Support will be maintained for the products, but no new development will be produced for
either Letter Gen or FAN. It is strongly recommended that you use Communication Generation (Comm
Gen) instead. For more information on Comm Gen, see Understanding the Communication Generation
Process


To define letter codes, use the Standard Letter Table CS (SA_STNDR_LTR_TABLE) component.


This section discusses how to define letter codes.


Page Used to Define Letter Codes
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Standard Letters SCC_STN_LTR_TBL • Set Up SACR, 
Common Definitions, 
Communications, 
Standard Letter Table CS


• Campus Community, 
Communications,  Set
up Communications, 
Standard Letter Table CS


• Contributor Relations, 
Communications,  Set
Up Communications, 
Standard Letter Table


Review or define the
types of letters that your
institution wants to generate
by assigning a letter code
and administrative function
to each. You can also group
letters to create enclosures.
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Setting Up a Letter Code
Access the Standard Letters page (Set Up SACR,  Common Definitions,  Communications,  Standard
Letter Table CS).


Image: Standard Letters page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Standard Letters page (1 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Standard Letters page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Standard Letters page (2 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Warning! Be sure to use the Standard Letters page (SCC_STN_LTR_TBL) in the Standard Letter Table
CS component (SA_STNDR_LTR_TABLE) for Campus Solutions letter codes and read the specific
product documentation before modifying any letter code delivered within Campus Solutions.
If you implement PeopleSoft HCM, you must use the HCM Standard Letter Table page
(STANDARD_LTR_TBL) to set up letter codes for HCM form letters.
Within Campus Solutions, you must be familiar with the scope of the PeopleSoft Financial Aid FAN code
or template before modifying it. See:


"Creating the FAN Extract File and Producing the FAN Letter" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2:
Financial Aid)


Set Letter Code Select the category (such as Admit Letters, Inquiry Response
Letters, Recruitment Letters, and so on) that best describes
the group of letters that includes this letter code. This field is
optional and for information only.


Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. You can modify these translate values.


Processing Letter Details
Function Select the function, from the Administrative Function


Table page, that identifies the variable data to extract for
communications associated with this letter code.


For example, if you are sending a letter to a freshman
applicant under the function of Student Term, the variable
data of Academic Career and Term are extracted for
the communication. The variable data are set up in the
Administrative Function table and cannot be modified.


See Reviewing Administrative Functions.
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Applicable To When you select the function, the system indicates the types
of IDs that can receive communications associated with that
function by selecting the Person check box, the Organization
check box, or both check boxes.


If the function permits communications with both persons and
organizations, both check boxes are available for editing. You
can select or clear the check boxes to limit the communications
to either persons only or organizations only.


Letter Type Select the check box for the desired output form for this letter.
 Values are:


Hardcopy:  Does not allow the system to extract data or merge
into a softcopy template. Indicates preprinted items, such as
brochures or pamphlets.


Softcopy:  Allows the system to extract data and merge into a
softcopy template, which you can then print.


Values for this field are delivered with your system as
translate values. Do not modify these values in any way.
 Any modifications to these values could require substantial
programming effort.


Letter Printed Data Enter the type of extracted data for the process to save for
historical purposes.


The Letter Generation process saves the data that you specify
and displays it on the Communication Letter Data page. You
can select All to save all of the communication headers and their
data, Name/Address Data to save only the name and address
headers and their data, or None to save no data.


Warning! The Letter Generation process extracts a huge amount
of data. Saving all of the communication headers and their data
can cause the table to be huge and the Communication Letter
Data page to take significant time to load.


The Communication Generation process either saves the
generated output with all data or does not save the generated
output. Select either All or Name/Address Data to store
the sample output and make it available from the View
Generated Communication link on the Person Communication
Management or the Organization Communication Management
components. Select None not to store a sample output or any
data, in which case, the View Generated Communication link
does not appear.


See Understanding Communication Management.


The values for this field are delivered with your system as
translate values. Do not modify these values in any way.
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 Any modifications to these values could require substantial
programming effort.


SQC Name (structured query compiler
name)


Enter the name of the unique Structured Query Compiler (
SQC), if any, required to generate additional variable data for
communications associated with this letter code.


The Letter Generation process uses the unique SQC to extract
data into a letter template. You must modify the letter generation
SQR (CCLTRGEN.sqr) to look for any SQCs that you specify
here.


Warning! Do not modify the CCLTRWOL.SQC. The
User Profiles Management process requires this SQC. Any
modifications to this could require substantial programming
effort.


The Communication Generation process does not use SQCs. It
uses Application Classes or PS Query to extract specific fields.


See Using the Communication Generation Process.


Joint Communications Allowed Select to permit this letter to be addressed jointly to two people
at the same address, provided that they have a relationship
defined in your database that permits joint communications.


The sample Microsoft Word template CCLTRJNT.doc is
provided for use with joint communications generated by the
Letter Generation process. For the Communication Generation
process, examples are provided in the QA_CS_CC_LETTERCD
_<letter code><language><method>.rtf template definitions.


Include Enclosures Select to indicate that other letters must be grouped and sent
with this letter. When selected, the Enclosures group box
appears.


Define Comm Gen Parameters
(define communication generation
parameters)


Select to allow the Communication Generation process to
generate communications with this letter code.


Enable the Communication Generation process for letter codes
that might be used as enclosures, too. If you do not enable the
process for a letter code that is an enclosure, the process cannot
produce it and will return an error.


When selected, the Template Selection group box appears.


Enclosures
This group box is available only when the Include Enclosures check box is selected. You can group a
maximum of 10 letter codes as enclosures here. Letter codes from which to select must already exist on
the Standard Letters page.


Seq Number (sequence number) Displays the number of this enclosure in the list of enclosures
for this letter. The system automatically enters the next
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sequential number for each enclosure that you add. You can
override the numbers manually to reorder the list of enclosures.


When you run the Letter Generation data extract process or the
Communication Generation process, the process lists, in the
order identified here, up to 10 enclosures on the main letter in
the order identified here.


Enclosure Code Enter the code for the letter to include as an enclosure.


The letter codes available are those associated with the same
function that you select for the main letter code. For example,
 if you select the function ADMA for the main letter code,
 the Enclosure Code prompt list displays the letter codes that
exist and that are associated with the function ADMA on the
Standard Letters page.


Enclosure Type The system displays the type of output associated with the
selected enclosure letter code, either Softcopy or Hardcopy.


Both the Letter Generation and Communication Generation
processes will extract data for an enclosure set to Softcopy.
 Both processes will extract the enclosure code descriptions
whether they are set to Hardcopy or Softcopy and you can list
them all as attachments in the main letter template. A hardcopy
enclosure is a printed brochure or other item produced outside
of your PeopleSoft system that you must insert to include as an
enclosure.


Required Select this check box to indicate that the specific enclosure
must accompany the main letter at all times. Administrative
users can remove optional enclosures when they assign the
communication to an individual on the Communication
Management page or to an organization on the Org
Communication Management page.


Comment Enter comments to further identify or describe this enclosure.
 Enclosure comments are for information purposes only. They
will not be printed in the communication.


Template Selection
This group box is available only when the Define Comm Gen Parameters check box is selected. The
fields are related to the Communication Generation process only.


Report Name The system displays the name of the report definition associated
with the specified letter code and administrative function. To
replace a report, click the Report Name link next to it and select
the desired report on the Look Up Report Name page. To add
a report, add a new row and click Report Name, and select the
desired report.


The report names listed on the Standard Letters page when you
save it are the report definitions that will be available on the
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Communication Generation process run control page for this
letter code. Of those reports, only the reports to which the user
has security access will be available to that user.


Making multiple reports available can be useful if multiple
users send different templates or personalized templates for the
letter code. For example, for a letter code dedicated to sending
admissions letters, Mary can use her own templates, which
might be set in a Report Definition named MaryAD,and John
can use personalized templates that might be set in a Report
Definition named John_Personal. Based on the security in the
Report Definitions, only John has access to the templates under
John_Personal, and only Mary has access to templates under
MaryAD. When generating the communication, John will be
able to use only the Report Definitions to which he has access,
 and Mary will be able to use only the Report Definitions to
which she has access.


See Creating a Data Source File.


Data Source ID and Template List Displays the data source ID that is associated with the report
name that you enter and lists the Template IDs available for
merging with that data source.


Description, Language, Method, and
Default


The system displays information about the templates available
for this communication.


Note: The system will not allow you to save the Standard
Letters page if a selected report name includes more than one
template with the same language and method combination. The
Communication Generation process evaluates the language and
method combination to determine which template to use when
multiple templates exist in a report definition


View Report Definition Click to open a new browser window displaying the Report
Definition search page. In the new browser window, enter the
report name or other information about the definition that you
want to view and click Search to access the Report Definition
component for the report. View the definition to confirm that it
is the definition that you want to make available and to preview
the templates.


You can make changes to the report definition.


Defining Communication Contexts and Categories


Important! Letter Generation (Letter Gen) is a deprecated product. Support will be maintained for
this product, but no new development will be produced for Letter Gen. It is strongly recommended that
you use Communication Generation (Comm Gen) instead. For more information on Comm Gen, see
Understanding the Communication Generation Process
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This section discusses how to:


• Define a communication context.


• Define a communication category.


Pages Used to Define Communication Contexts and Categories
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Communication Context COMM_CTXT_TABLE • Set Up SACR, 
Common Definitions, 
Communications, 
Communication Context
Table


• Contributor Relations, 
Communications,  Set
Up Communications, 
Communication Context
Table


• Campus Community, 
Communications,  Set
Up Communications, 
Communication Context
Table


Create and define
communication contexts.


Communication Categories COMM_CATG_TABLE • Set Up SACR, 
Common Definitions, 
Communications, 
Communication Category
Table


• Contributor Relations, 
Communications,  Set
Up Communications, 
Communication Category
Table


• Campus Community, 
Communications,  Set
Up Communications, 
Communication Category
Table


Define categories of
communication contexts
to indicate why a
communication was sent or
received.
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Defining a Communication Context
Access the Communication Context page (Set Up SACR,  Common Definitions,  Communications, 
Communication Category Table).


Image: Communication Context page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Communication Context page . You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Communication Context Method
Method Select the form of this communication (for example, letter,


 email, or phone call).


A communication context can have multiple methods. For
example, for the context of Award, you might send a letter and
also make a phone call.


Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. The Letter value is required for generating letters with
the Letter Generation process; do not modify it. You can,
 however, modify any of the other method translate values.


Direction Specify the direction of this communication, such as in person,
 incoming communication, or outgoing communication.


Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. Except for the value of Outgoing Communication, you
can modify these translate values.


Letter Code Enter the code for this communication. The code specifies
the variable data associated with this communication. The
Letter Code field is available only when you specify Outgoing
Communication in the Direction field.
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Available letter codes are from the Standard Letters page.


Defining a Communication Category
Access the Communication Categories page (Set Up SACR,  Common Definitions,  Communications, 
Communication Category Table).


Image: Communication Categories page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Communication Categories page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: Communication categories are assigned to communication 3C groups on the Communications 3C
Groups page for the purpose of limiting access to the communications associated with those categories.
Therefore, make your communication categories specific so that you have more flexibility to determine
which users have access to which communications.


Communication Category Description
Function Enter the functional area to include in this category. The


function determines the variable data that will be associated
with communications in this category.


Available function codes are from the Administrative Functions
page.


Communication Context
Context Enter each context to include in this category.


Available context codes are from the Communication Contexts
page.
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Description The system displays the long description of the context that you
select. This value is from the Communication Contexts page.


Warning! All contexts from the Communication Context page are available, regardless of whether they
include a letter code associated with the same function as the communication category. For example, if
you select a context that has a letter code associated with the ADMA function and a category associated
with the PROP function, the letter code will not be available as a valid choice when you assign the
communication on the Communication Management page.


Defining 3C Groups


This section discusses how to:


• Define a 3C update/inquiry group.


• Define a communication 3C group.


Pages Used to Define 3C Groups
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


3C Update/Inquiry Group
Table


GRP_3C_TABLE Set Up SACR,  Common
Definitions,  3C Update/
Inquiry Group Table


Define a group of users
who have similar needs and
interests.


Communication 3C Groups COMM_GRP_3C_TABLE • Set Up SACR, 
Common Definitions, 
Communications, 
Communication 3C
Groups


• Contributor Relations, 
Communications,  Set
Up Communications, 
Communication 3C
Groups


• Campus Community, 
Communications,  Set
Up Communications, 
Communication 3C
Groups


Associate one or more 3C
update/inquiry groups with a
communication category.
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Defining a 3C Update/Inquiry Group
Access the 3C Update/Inquiry Group Table page ((Set Up SACR,  Common Definitions,  3C Update/
Inquiry Group Table).


Image: 3C Update/Inquiry Group Table page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the 3C Update/Inquiry Group Table page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Define a group of users who have similar needs and interests. You can then associate one or more 3C
Update/Inquiry Groups with a communication category to create a Communication 3C Group.


Security Administrators give users security access based on 3C update/inquiry groups.


Related Links
"Setting Up 3C Group Security" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)
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Defining a Communication 3C Group
Access the Communication 3C Groups page (Set Up SACR,  Common Definitions,  Communications, 
Communication 3C Groups).


Image: Communication 3C Groups page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Communication 3C Groups page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Update/Inquiry Group
Group Enter each group that should have access to this communication


category.


Available group codes are from the 3C Groups page.


Description The system displays the long description, from the 3C Groups
page, of the group that you select.


Related Links
"Selecting the Type of 3C Group Access" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals)


Defining Communication Speed Keys


This section discusses how to define communication speed keys as shortcuts for defining
communications.
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Page Used to Define Communication Speed Keys
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Communication Speed Keys COMM_SPDKEY_TABLE • Set Up SACR, 
Common Definitions, 
Communications, 
Communication Speed
Key Table


• Contributor Relations, 
Communications,  Set
Up Communications, 
Communication Comm
Key Table


• Campus Community, 
Communications,  Set
Up Communications, 
Communication Speed
Key Table


Create Comm Keys for
specifying common
communication data.


Defining a Communication Speed Key
Access the Communication Speed Keys page (Set Up SACR,  Common Definitions,  Communications, 
Communication Speed Key Table).


Image: Communication Speed Keys page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Communication Speed Keys page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Comm Key  (communication key) Enter the name of the communication speed key to represent
this set of communication elements.


Category Enter the communication category to associate with this
communication speed key.
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Context Enter the communication context to associate with this
communication speed key.


Duration Enter the average duration, expressed in minutes, for the
type of communication that you are associating with this
communication speed key. (Optional)


Duration is usually used to specify the length of time for in-
person communications (for example, the duration of a phone
call).


Method Specify the typical method of the communication that you are
associating with this communication speed key. The Letter
method is required when generating letters.


Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. Except for the value of Letter, you can modify these
translate values.


Direction Specify the direction of the communication you are
associating with this communication speed key. The Outgoing
Communication direction is required when generating letters.


Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. Except for the value of Outgoing Communication, you
can modify these translate values.


Letter Code Enter the code, from the Standard Letters page, for
the communication that you are associating with this
communication speed key.


Comments Enter comments to further describe or identify the
communication to associate with this communication speed key.


Print Comment Select this check box to include or print the comments on the
Comments pages in the communication associated with this
communication speed key.


Activity Completed Select this check box to make the status of Complete available
with this communication speed key.


This option is useful when data for a communication is typically
entered after the activity is completed. For example, if the
communication is an incoming phone call or an incoming letter,
 then the communication is already complete when you report it
in the system.


Unsuccessful Outcome Select this check box to make the status of Unsuccessful
available with this communication speed key.


For example, if you were to hold a telephone fund-raising event,
 you might want to record each call to track your success rate.
 You could create two communication speed keys—one for
successful phone calls and one for unsuccessful phone calls.
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Note: Before users can use the communication speed keys defined here, the communication speed key
codes must be assigned in the users' defaults.


Related Links
"Setting Defaults for Communication Keys" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application
Fundamentals)


Setting Up the Communication Generation Process


Important! Letter Generation (Letter Gen) is a deprecated product. Support will be maintained for
this product, but no new development will be produced for Letter Gen. It is strongly recommended that
you use Communication Generation (Comm Gen) instead. For more information on Comm Gen, see
Understanding the Communication Generation Process


To set up the Communication Generation process, use these components: Communication Data
Source (SCC_CG_DTASRC), Report Definition (PSXPRPTDEFN), Organization Recipient Usage
(ORG_RCP_USAGE), Name Usage Table (NAME_USAGE_TABLE), and Address Usage Table
(ADDR_USAGE_TABLE).


This section provides an overview of setting up the Communication Generation process and discusses
how to:


• Create a template.


• Create valid PeopleSoft queries and application classes.


• Create a data source file.


• Create a report definition.


• Define organization communication recipient usages.


Understanding the Communication Generation Process Setup
You can set up your PeopleSoft system to generate letters and emails using the Communication
Generation process. The process uses Oracle BI Publisher included in PeopleSoft PeopleTools. To use
Oracle BI Publisher with PeopleSoft Campus Solutions Communication Generation process, you must set
up the elements as described in this section.


The concept of setting up the Communication Generation process includes the following steps:


1. Create a draft template and identify which variables to include.


2. For each variable, identify the corresponding record fields from which to get the data.


3. Create one or more queries or application classes to use to select the record fields.


4. Create a communication data source from within Campus Community and specify the queries or
application classes to use for that data source.
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5. Finalize the template using either the delivered Oracle BI Publisher template builder for Microsoft
Word to create RTF templates or other software to create other template formats such as PDF by
adding the variable tags from the data source.


6. Create a report definition to upload the template and associate it with the communication data source.


7. Associate a letter code with the report definitions that include the templates and communication data
sources that you want to make available for generating the communication.


Pages Used to Set Up the Communication Generation Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Communication Data Source SCC_CG_DTASRC • Campus Community, 
Communications,  Set
Up Communications, 
Communication Data
Source


• Set Up SACR, 
Common Definitions, 
Communications, 
Communication Data
Source


Identify the source to use
and specify the fields to
extract data from that source.
 The extracted fields can be
specific to one template or
can be reused in multiple
templates. Also use the
Communication Data Source
to identify what record
fields the Communication
Generation process should
consider critical data for
producing the outputs.


Note: For the Communication
Generation process to
succeed, you must create
the data source from the
Communication Data Source
page inn PeopleSoft Campus
Community. Do not create
the data source from within
PeopleTools.


Definition PSXPRPTDEFN Reporting Tools,  XML
Publisher,  Report Definition


Define a report to associate
the data source and the Oracle
BI Publisher template.


See PeopleTools: BI Publisher
for PeopleSoft


Template PSXPRPTTMPL Reporting Tools,  XML
Publisher,  Report Definition, 
Template


Identify the Oracle BI
Publisher templates into
which to merge data from the
source file.


See PeopleTools: BI Publisher
for PeopleSoft
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Output PSXPRPTOUT Reporting Tools,  XML
Publisher,  Report Definition, 
Output


Select the PDF option on
the Output page to include
report definitions that must be
printed. PeopleTools Oracle
BI Publisher supports only
PDF files for printing.


See PeopleTools: BI Publisher
for PeopleSoft


Bursting PSXPRPTBURST Reporting Tools,  XML
Publisher,  Report Definition, 
Bursting


Enter the Burst By value to
separate the outputs that the
Communication Generation
process generate.


The value of fld_CG_SORT_
ORDER is the only available
or valid value for a Report
Definition that is associated
with a data source that was
created through Campus
Community's Communication
Data Source component. If
you enter a different value
or if you leave the field
blank, the Communication
Generation process will force
the bursting value to fld_CG_
SORT_ORDER at run time.


The process uses the bursting
value for several reasons
including to separate the
outputs that it generates
and send them to the
printer according to the
order specified on the
Communication Generation
run control page. Bursting
and ordering are required
for producing letter and
email outputs from the
Communication Generation
process.


See PeopleTools: BI Publisher
for PeopleSoft


Org Communication
Recipient Usage Table


ORG_RCP_USAGE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Campus
Community,  Establish
People Processing,  Setup, 
Organization Recipient
Usage,  Org Communication
Recipient Usage Table


Define usages for recipients
of communications assigned
to organizations when no
recipient is specified.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Name Usage NAME_USAGE_TABLE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Campus
Community,  Establish People
Processing,  Setup,  Name
Usage Table


Define name usages to specify
the hierarchies of name types
that you want to use in a
specific usage.


See Establishing Name
Usages.


Address Usage ADDR_USAGE_TABLE Set Up SACR,  Product
Related,  Campus
Community,  Establish People
Processing,  Setup,  Address
Usage Table


Define or review address
usages by specifying
hierarchies of address types or
email type to search for and
use in a specific usage.


See Establishing Address
Usages.


Creating a Template
You cannot automatically convert a Microsoft Word letter template designed for the Letter Generation
process to a template for the Communication Generation process. However, you can use the Letter
Generation template to determine which record fields need to be extracted and include them in a
communication data source for an Oracle BI Publisher template for Communication Generation process.


See PeopleTools: BI Publisher for PeopleSoft, "Creating Report Templates, Creating RTF Templates.”


Creating Valid PeopleSoft Queries and Application Classes
Create queries or application classes to identify the record fields to use to extract data to place in a
template. You assign queries and application classes to the communication data source that you associate
with the letter code to use. You can reuse queries and application classes for different letter codes.


Queries
Use PeopleSoft Query Manager to create queries based on the administrative function used in the
associated communication data source. The system evaluates each query when you register the
communication data source and registers only the queries that it validates can be successfully executed by
the Communication Generation process.


See PeopleTools: Query


If you require criteria to be supplied at run time, create query prompts and add them as criteria to your
query definition. The process can accept only query prompts for retrieving person and organization IDs
and their variable data associated with the administrative function that is specified in the communication
data source. You can also include the Communication record in your query and use the SEQ_3C field as a
prompt to access values from the Communication record.


Warning! You must include at least query prompts that retrieve person ID or organization ID or a
combination of the two.


While creating the query, after identifying the fields to use as prompts, you must click the Edit button on
the corresponding Prompts page of the Query Manager component, and change the value in the Unique
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Prompt Name field to a value that will prompt for the desired data. This is the only way the process will
know what data to pass to the prompt list.


To prompt for person ID, enter the Unique Prompt Name of PERSON_ID.The typical key field for
persons in transaction tables is EmplID. However, entering PERSON_ID enables the process to select
person data from tables with a different person ID key field. The process searches for PERSON_ID and
assigns the COMMON_ID for person communications to the query prompt.


To prompt for organization ID, enter the Unique Prompt Name of ORG_ID. The typical key field for
organizations in transaction tables is EXT_ORG_ID. However, entering ORG_ID enables the process to
select organization data from tables with a different organization ID key field. The process searches for
ORG_ID and assigns the COMMON_ID for organization communications to the query prompt.


To prompt for both person and organization ID, enter the Unique Prompt Name of COMMON_ID. The
typical key field used in shared transaction tables is COMMON_ID. Entering COMMON_ID enables
the process to select person and organization data from shared tables with a different common ID key
field. The process searches for COMMON_ID and assigns the COMMON_ID for person and organization
communications to the query prompt. The process uses the SA_ID_TYPE field at run time to place the
COMMON_ID for the communication into the correct person or organization query prompt field.


To use values from the Communication table to join with other data tables in your query, you can create a
prompt for the communication sequence field (SEQ_3C). For this field, enter the Unique Query Prompt of
SEQ_3C. The process searches for SEQ_3C and assigns the SEQ_3C for the communication to the query
prompt.


For example, to join to the Communication table in your query criteria, write:


select A.FIELD1, A.FIELD2 
from PS_SCC_TABLE A, PS_COMMUNICATION B
where A.INSTITUTION = B.INSTITUTION
and A.EMPLID = B.COMMON_ID
and B.COMMON_ID = Query Prompt1
and B.SEQ_3C = Query Prompt2


This joins a transaction table PS_SCC_TABLE, which is keyed by INSTITUTION and EMPLID, to the
PS_COMMUNICATION table to resolve the institution value for the communication being generated.


To use variable data from the communication to prompt for administrative function data, create a
query prompt for the variable data fields associated with the administrative function specified in the
communication data source. Enter the variable data field name in the Unique Prompt Name field. The
process searches for the field name and assigns the variable data for the communication to the query
prompt.


For example, assume that the communication data source uses the ADMA (Admissions Application)
administrative function. ADMA has a dedicated table called VAR_DATA_ADMA. The variable
data fields on the table that are assigned for this type of communication are ACAD_CAREER,
STDNT_CAR_NBR, and ADM_APPL_NBR. To prompt for the ACAD_CAREER field, enter a Unique
Prompt Name of ACAD_CAREER.


Warning! You must list each prompt that you create as criteria in the Criteria page of the Query Manager
component.


After you create the query definitions, you can include them in a communication data source. When
you click the Register Data Source button on the Communication Data Source component, the system
evaluates each query and registers only the queries that are executable by the Communication Generation
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process. The system compares the setup of the query prompts with the information in the Data Source
Context of the Communication Data Source as follows:


1. Validate Person/Organization check boxes:


• Person only: Valid Unique Prompt Names include PERSON_ID, COMMON_ID, and SEQ_3C.


• Organization only: Valid Unique Prompt Names include ORG_ID, COMMON_ID, and SEQ_3C.


• Person and Organization combined: Valid Unique Prompt Names include PERSON_ID, ORG_ID,
COMMON_ID, and SEQ_3C.


2. Validate Administrative Function value: Valid Unique Prompt Names include the record.field
VAR_DATA_%.FIELDNAME where % is the value of the administrative function used in the Data
Source Context. The valid values are the field names used in the dedicated Variable Data table for the
specified administrative function.


After registering the data in the Communication Data Source, the output from the query is appended at the
end of the generated sample data file and is ready for use in an Oracle BI Publisher template.


Note: If you need to manipulate your custom extract data in ways that cannot be accomplished using PS
Query, you can use PeopleTools Application Designer to create application classes (App Classes), which
are also compatible with the Communication Generation process.


See PeopleTools: PeopleCode API Reference, "Application Classes."


Application Classes
Use PeopleTools Application Designer to create custom application classes to extract and manipulate data
using standard PeopleTools logic. Each application class can be created with your own validation logic to
assure that it can be successfully executed by the Communication Generation process.


See PeopleTools: PeopleCode API Reference, "Application Classes."


When you create a custom PeopleTools application class to use in a Communication Data Source,
you must include methods required by the Communication Generation process. You can insert your
own PeopleCode logic into the required methods to extract and manipulate the data to include in your
Communication Data Source. You can also create and call your own methods in addition to the required
methods.


The PeopleSoft system delivers a base application class called CommGenDSAbstract to use in the
creation of all custom application classes for the Communication Generation process. This application
class is never called directly, but provides the structure for creating all custom application classes for use
with the process. The system also delivers a sample application class named AppClassAdapter, which was
created from the base.


Follow these steps to access the base and sample application classes:


1. Open the SCC_COMMGEN application package in Application Designer.


2. Access theModel sub package.


3. Within the Model sub package, access the CommGenDSAbstract application class, which is the base
application class.
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4. Within the Model sub package, access the DSAdapters package.


5. Within the DSAdapters package, access the AppClassAdapter application class, which is the sample
application class.


Follow these steps to create a custom application class that is valid for the Communication Generation
process:


1. The application class must inherit the structure of the base CommGenDSAbstract application class.


For example, the sample application class AppClassAdapter implements
SCC_COMMGEN:Model:CommGenDSAbstract.


2. At a minimum, you must use the following two methods:


• The Validate method Method Validate(&strContext As string,
&arrValidBindFields As array of any) which will be called when the user
clicks the Register Data Source button on the Communication Data Source page. No further
validation code is required. The method will always be passed the Data Source Context
(person, organization, or both) and an array of the variable data field names associated with the
administrative function selected in the context.


For example, assume that you want to validate that the custom application class is used only in
Communication Data Sources where only the Person check box is selected in the Data Source
Context. The variable&strContext which is passed into the method contains each of the
following values:


P for Person Communications


O for Organization Communications


PO for Person and Organization Communications combined.


You can issue an error message to the user if the context of the Communication Data Source is for
organizations (O) or both (PO).


• The BuildAdapterRowset method BuildAdapterRowset(&rowResult As Row,
&booVarData As boolean) Returns Rowset which will be called when the
Communication Generation process runs. The method will always be passed a PeopleCode
row object containing communication and variable data information for the communication
in context. It will also be passed a Boolean value of True or False indicating whether the
Communication Data Source uses an administrative function that contains variable data. While
most administrative functions have associated variable data, some do not. For example, the GEN
(general) administrative function does not.


This method will always return a rowset PeopleCode object to be appended to the extract data.
The rowset object that you construct can be of any PeopleTools supported structure.


The AppClassAdapter example application class uses the keys from the communication
(COMMON_ID, SEQ_3C) to join to the Communication table and extract the descriptions for the
institution. This is the institution by which the communication was assigned.
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Warning! You can create new application packages that contain any number of custom
application classes for use in building custom extract data for the Communication Generation
process, but you should not modify the delivered SCC_COMMGEN application package when
creating your own custom application classes.


After you create the custom application classes, you can include them in a communication data source by
selecting the Type of App Class.on the Communication Data Source page. When you click the Register
Data Source button, the systems evaluates each application class and registers only the application classes
that are executable by the Communication Generation process.


The system evaluates and validates each application class as follows:


1. Instantiate the custom App Class object.


If the path is incorrect or the application class does not exist, a standard PeopleTools error message
appears stating that the object could not be opened.


2. Call the Validate method for the custom application class, and perform the code check, if any.


After registering the data in the Communication Data Source, output from the application classes is
appended at the end of the generated sample data file and is ready for use in an Oracle BI Publisher
template.


See:


• See PeopleTools: PeopleCode API Reference, "Application Classes."


• Creating a Data Source File
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Creating a Data Source File
Access the Communication Data Source page (Campus Community,  Communications,  Set Up
Communications,  Communication Data Source).


Image: Communication Data Source page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Communication Data Source page (1 of 2). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Communication Data Source page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Communication Data Source page (2 of 2). You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Data Source Map ID Displays the unique mapping ID that links the Oracle BI
Publisher data source to the Communication Generation process
metadata.


If you are creating a new data source, the system temporarily
displays what you entered when you chose Add a New Value.


When you click the Register Data Source button to save and
register the data source, the system creates or updates the Data
Source Map ID and displays it here.


Warning! For the Communication Generation process to
run successfully, you must create and update the data source
from within Campus Community as described in this section.
 Do not create the data source from within PeopleTools
Oracle BI Publisher. The Register Data Source button on the
Communication Data Source page in Campus Community
automatically stores the data source inside the PeopleTools
tables. This button also keeps the data source created within
Campus Community synchronized with the information in the
PeopleTools tables for you.


Object Owner ID (Optional) Enter the PeopleSoft product responsible for this data
source and the map ID.


Data Source Type Displays XMLDoc Object, which is the only type of object that
the Communication Generation process processes. You cannot
change this value.


The system requires this information to access the data source
from the Tools Data Source component Oracle BI Publisher.


Active Select to make the data source active and available to users.
 Clear to preserve the definition but prevent the data source from
being available to users.


Data Source Context
Information in this group box shows in which context the data source can be used.


Administrative Function Enter the administrative function to use for this data source.


The administrative function is used to filter which data source
will be available for which Letter Code. The value selected
identifies whether the communication can be sent to a person, an
organization, or both.


Person and Organization The system indicates the types of IDs that can receive
communications based on the administrative function.


If the function permits communications with both persons and
organizations, both check boxes are available for editing. You
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can select or clear the check boxes to limit the communications
to either persons only or organizations only.


Generic Process Data
The system lists the generic data that the Communication Generation process must always extract to
accommodate all of the Campus Solutions communication features. The data varies depending on whether
the context is for a person, an organization, or both. Each of the features is associated with the names of
the records into which the extracted data will be placed for the Oracle BI Publisher templates. You can
prioritize the order of the records using sequencing, but you cannot add or delete any of them.


Click the Critical Data check box to identify the generic data to include as critical to the creation of
the output for individual or organization recipients. On the run control page, administrative users can
specify what to do if critical data is missing: either to process the communication without the data or
not to process the communication for IDs that are missing the data. Checklists, enclosures, and person
communication recipients cannot be specified as critical data.


Custom Extract Data
You can use queries or application classes to identify additional data to extract. You can use multiple
queries, application classes, or combinations of both.


Type Enter the type of tool to use to identify the data to extract, either
Query or App Class.


Do not add values or modify the delivered values.


Query Name or App Class Name The field name changes based on the Type selected, either
Query or App Class.


For the Query Name field, available values are limited to
queries to which the user has security access. The Register
Data Source feature evaluates each query and registers only the
queries that it validates to as executable by the Communication
Generation process.


For the App Class Name field, enter the application class in the
same format as the sample application class, which is SCC_
COMMGEN:Model:DSAdapters:AppClassAdapter.


See Creating Valid PeopleSoft Queries and Application Classes.


Max Nbr (maximum number) (For queries only.) Enter the maximum rows of data for the
query to extract.


Note: To extract all the possible values for an ID, leave the Max
Nbr field blank. For example, if your query includes the ACAD
_CAREER field and an ID has an application for 5 different
academic careers, when the field is blank the query will extract
5 of the values. If you want to extract only 2 values, set the
maximum number to 2.
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The MaxNbr field on the Communication Data Source page
does not apply when you are using an application class for
custom extract data. PeopleTools does not support the ability
to restrict the number of rows selected into a Standalone
Rowset by simply passing a maximum number into the Rowset
Fill method. You can control the number of rows of data to
append to the extract either within the selection criteria or by
manipulating the Standalone Rowset after it has been filled.


View/Download Sample Data File Available only after the data source is registered.


Click to view the Oracle BI Publisher file to determine where
the sample data placeholders are for the data to extract.


You must download the Oracle BI Publisher file and load it into
the XML templates using the delivered design helper tool. The
file contains all the fields that the Communication Generation
process will extract. You can include these fields as variables
in your templates. The collapsible sections in the XML file
correspond to the folder names listed in the Generic Process
Data group box in the Communication Data Source page. If the
Communication Data Source includes a query or application
class, the query or application name appears in the list at the end
of the XML file.


See PeopleTools: BI Publisher for PeopleSoft, "Creating Report
Templates."


Register Data Source Click to create or update the data source ID in the PeopleTools
record. When you do, theRegister Data Source button becomes
unavailable, the View/Download Sample Data File link appears,
 and the system populates the audit information fields with the
date and the user ID who registered the data.


To ensure that the data source created in the Campus
Community component remains synchronized with the data
source stored in the PeopleTools record, each time you make
a change to the Campus Community data source, the system
hides the View/Download Sample Data File link, reactivates the
Register Data Source button and displays a message telling you
to click the Register Data Source button to update the Oracle
BI Publisher data source. When you click the Register Data
Source button again, the system recreates the sample data file
and updates the PeopleTools record for you.


You can make as many changes as you want, but you must
register the data source again for the system to accept and use
the changes and for the system to update the Data Source Map
ID in the PeopleTools record.
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Creating a Report Definition
You must define a report and associate with it, the communication data source from which to extract data
and the Oracle BI Publisher templates into which you want to merge the extracted data. Report definitions
are a function of PeopleTools Oracle BI Publisher Reporting Tools,  XML Publisher,  Setup,  Report
Definition.


You must associate the report definition with the letter code to use so that the Communications
Generation process knows which template and data source to use to create the communication.


See:


• Creating a Report Definition


• Defining Letter Codes


• Using the Communication Generation Process


Defining Organization Communication Recipient Usages
Access the Org Communication Recipient Usage Table page (Set Up SACR,  Product Related,  Campus
Community,  Establish People Processing,  Setup,  Organization Recipient Usage,  Org Communication
Recipient Usage Table).


Image: Org Communication Recipient Usage Table page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Org Communication Recipient Usage Table page.
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Set up prioritized usages for the Communication Generation process to use to identify recipients if no
recipients are specified on the Org Communication Management page.


Enter a Usage Type to send the communication to a Contact, Department, or Location for an organization.
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After you select the Usage Type, use theRecipient Option field to specify whether to send the
communication to All, to the Preferred, or to the Primary contact, department, or location.


If you select a Recipient Option of Contact, use the Contact Type field to specify the type of contact. For
example, to define a usage order to send the communication to all contacts who are academic advisors,
enter a Usage Type of Contact, a Recipient Option of All, and a Contact Type of Academic Advisor.


Usage Type, Recipient Option and Contact Type values are translate values. They should not be modified.


Related Links
Designing Campus Community





		Setting Up Communications

		Understanding Communications Setup

		Prerequisites for Setting Up Communications

		Defining Letter Codes

		Page Used to Define Letter Codes

		Setting Up a Letter Code



		Defining Communication Contexts and Categories

		Pages Used to Define Communication Contexts and Categories

		Defining a Communication Context

		Defining a Communication Category



		Defining 3C Groups

		Pages Used to Define 3C Groups

		Defining a 3C Update/Inquiry Group

		Defining a Communication 3C Group



		Defining Communication Speed Keys

		Page Used to Define Communication Speed Keys

		Defining a Communication Speed Key



		Setting Up the Communication Generation Process

		Understanding the Communication Generation Process Setup

		Pages Used to Set Up the Communication Generation Process

		Creating a Template

		Creating Valid PeopleSoft Queries and Application Classes

		Creating a Data Source File

		Creating a Report Definition

		Defining Organization Communication Recipient Usages
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Using the Population Selection Process


Understanding the Population Selection Group Box


A standard group box appears on run control pages for processes that use the Population Selection process
to select the IDs to process. The Population Selection process may be required for some processes (for
example, the Mass Assign Service Indicators process) but optional for others (for example, the 3C Engine
process). The Population Selection Context Definition for a process controls whether the Population
Selection process is available and if is required or optional.


If your institution defines a context definition that makes the Population Selection process available,
the run control page for that process includes a standardized Population Selection group box. If the
Population Selection process is available but optional, the run control page includes a check box that users
can either select or clear to enable or disable the use of the Population Selection process. Depending on
the page design, the check box, if it appears, might or might not be within the standard group box.


For the Mass Assign Service Indicators process, which is used in this section as an example of a process
configured to use population selection, the group box appears at the top of the run control page. Because
population selection is mandatory, the check box does not appear.


This section discusses the fields, links, and buttons that behave the same in the standard population
selection group box wherever it appears on run control pages throughout PeopleSoft Campus Solutions.
The values and parameters that you enter are specific to the application process. Consult the appropriate
PeopleSoft documentation for information about using population selection for a specific application
process.


This table lists the application processes that, as of the date of this publication, are configured to use the
Population Selection utility.


Application Process Reference


Audience Criteria See "Setting Up Audience Criteria" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Contributor Relations).


Advisement Report See "Producing an Online Academic Advisement Transcript
Report" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Academic
Advisement).


Application Delete by Batch See "Selecting a Group of Applications to Delete" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Recruiting and Admissions).


Prospect Delete by Batch See "Selecting a Group of Prospect Records to Delete"
(PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Recruiting and
Admissions).


3C Engine See Running the 3C Engine Process.
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Application Process Reference


Mass User Security Replacement See "Replacing User Security for Multiple Individuals"
(PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application
Fundamentals).


Population Update See Running the Population Update Process.


Process Student Groups See Running the Student Group Process.


Service Indicator Person Mass Assign and Service Indicator
Organization Mass Assign


See Mass Assigning Service Indicators.


Service Indicator Person Mass Release and Service Indicator
Organization Mass Release


See Mass Releasing Service Indicators.


Aid Year Activate See "Activating an Aid Year for a Student" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


Mass Packaging Select See "Performing Mass Packaging Using Application Data"
(PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


Select Students for Need Summary Validation See "Selecting Students for Need Summary Validation"
(PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


Select Students for Repackaging See "Selecting Students for Repackaging" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


Process Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) See "Running the SAP Batch Process" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


SF External Award Feed See "Receiving Student Financials Payments as External
Awards" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


Mass Contract Select See "Processing Mass Contract Assignments" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Financials).


Process Transcripts and Batch Transcript Request See "Processing Batch Transcripts (Application Engine)"
(PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Records).


Process User Edit Messages See "Assigning User Edit Messages in Batch" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


Ability to Benefit See "Managing Ability to Benefit" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


NSLDS Request See "Generating Financial Aid History or Transfer Student
Monitoring Inform File Requests" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


NSLDS Data Push See "Using the NSLDS Data Push Process" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


Mass Select Transactions See Understanding the Population Selection Group Box.


Mass Assign Student Waivers See "Assigning Waivers for Multiple Students" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Financials).
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Application Process Reference


Create Project Records See "Creating Student Academic Projects in Batch"
(PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Student Records).


Create and Maintain Evaluations See Processing Evaluations in Batch.


CR Workset Build See "Working with Worksets" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions
9.2: Contributor Relations).


Process Loan Dates See "Updating Loan Dates" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions
9.2: Financial Aid).


Pell Payment Origination See "Creating Pell Origination Records" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Financial Aid).


Loan Origination See "Originating Direct Loans and Viewing Loan Status
Summary Information" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2:
Financial Aid).


Using the Population Selection Process


This section lists the pages used for implementing the population selection process and provides an
example.


Pages Used for the Population Selection Process


Note: You access the pages listed here from the standard Population Selection group box, wherever it
exists in the database. You will use other pages depending on the values and parameters that you enter
for a specific process. Those pages are documented where the specific run control page for that business
process is documented.


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Equation Editor EQUATION_EDITOR Click the Create Equation
or Edit Equation link in the
Population Selection group
box on a run control page
when the selection tool is
Equation Engine. The Create
Equation and Edit Equation
links only appear if the user
has appropriate security for
creating or editing equations
and the selection tool is
Equation Engine.


Create a new equation or edit
the selected equation to use
for a process.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Equation Parameters SCC_EQTN_POP_PARM Click the Edit Prompts link
in the Population Selection
group box on a run control
page when the selection tool
is Equation Engine. The Edit
Prompts link appears only
if the equation is set to use
prompts.


View or enter prompts for an
equation.


See "Preparing to Write
Equations" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2:
Application Fundamentals).


Query Manager QRY_SELECT Click the Launch Query
Manager link in the
Population Selection group
box on a run control page
when the tool is PS Query.


Reporting Tools,  Query
Manager


If you have security access
to Query Manager, create a
new query or edit the selected
query to use for a process.


Preview Selection Results SCCPS_RESULTS Click the Preview Selection
Results link in the Population
Selection group box on
a run control page. The
Preview Selection Results
link appears only if preview
functionality is enabled on the
Selection Tool page for the
tool selected.


Preview the results that will
be returned by the tool.


Population Selection File
Mapping


SCCFP_PS_FILE Set Up SACR,  System
Administration,  Utilities, 
File Parser,  Population
Selection File Map


Click the Create File Mapping
link or Edit File Mapping link
in the Population Selection
group box on a run control
page when the tool is external
file.


Create or edit a mapping for
an external file for use by the
Population Selection process.
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Example: Using Population Selection
Access the run control page for the specific process, for example, the Mass Assign service indicators
process (Campus Community, Service Indicators, Person, Mass Assign).


Image: Example of the standard Population Selection group box on a Campus Solutions page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Example of the standard Population Selection group
box on a Campus Solutions page. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Population Selection
Selection Tool Select the tool to use to identify the population for the process.


Only tools set to Active on the Selection Tool setup page and the
applicable selection tools defined in the context definition for
the process are available in this drop-down list box.


The PeopleSoft system delivers the following tools with a
default status of Active:  Equation Engine,  External File, and
PS Query. If your institution creates other tools, sets them
to active status, and lists them in the context definition for a
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specific process, then they also will be available in this drop-
down list box.


Fields and links appear on the subpage based on the tool that
you select.


Equation Engine Tool
This section describes the fields and links that appear when you select the Equation Engine tool in the
Population Selection group box on a page.


Image: Example of the Population Selection group box with the Equation Engine tool selected


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Example of the Population Selection group box
with the Equation Engine tool selected. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this
page.


When you select the Equation Engine tool, if you have the appropriate security for creating equations a
Create Equation link appears next to the Equation Name field. If you must create an equation, you can
click this link to launch Equation Editor in a separate window, where you can create the equation, save it,
and then enter the equation name in the Equation Name field without exiting the page that contains the
Population Selection group box.


If you have the appropriate security to create and edit equations, when you enter an equation name the
Create Equation link will change to the Edit Equation link. You can click the Edit Equation link to open
the Equation Editor page for that equation and edit it.


Note: If you save the page with an equation name entered in the Population Selection group box and you
subsequently edit and save that equation in Equation Editor, then you do not have to save the page that
contains the group box again to benefit from changes to the equation.


Selection Tool Displays the type of tool that you selected. In this example,
 Equation Engine was selected.


Equation Name Select the equation to use.


Only equations valid for the specific process are available.
 Limiting the prompt list to valid equations ensures that users
select IDs with the appropriate data needed for running the
process. Valid equations include the application prompt name
that is set on the Equation To Context Mapping page.


The PeopleSoft system delivers predefined equations for
specific processes. A list of equations delivered as of the
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date of this publication is provided as an appendix to this
documentation.


See Equations for Population Selection.


Create Equation This link appears only if you have security access to create new
equations and if no equation name is entered.


Click this link to launch Equation Editor in a new window,
 where you can create a new equation.


Warning! Never modify and save a delivered equation using
the original equation name. The PeopleSoft system delivers
predefined equations upon which specific processes depend. If
you want to create a different version of a delivered equation,
 save it using a different name and then modify it.


Edit Prompts This link appears after you enter the equation name and only if
the equation that you selected is set to use prompts.


Click this link to access the Equation Parameters page, where
you can view or enter prompts for the equation.


Edit Equation This link appears only if you have appropriate security for
editing existing equations.


Click this link to launch Equation Editor in a new window,
 where you can view and edit the specified equation.


Preview Selection Results This link appears only if the Enable Preview Results check box
is selected on the Selection Tool page for the Equation Engine.


Click this link to preview results based on the parameters that
you selected before you run the process.


PS Query Tool
This section describes the fields and links that appear when you select the PS Query tool in the Population
Selection group box on a page.


Image: Example of the Population Selection group box with the PS Query tool selected


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Example of the Population Selection group box
with the PS Query tool selected. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Selection Tool Displays the type of tool you selected. In this example, the PS
Query tool was selected.


Query Name Select the query to use.


Only queries valid for the specific process are available.
Limiting the prompt list to valid queries ensures that users select
IDs with the appropriate data needed for running the process.
 Valid queries use a data source record listed in the context
definition.


The PeopleSoft system delivers predefined equations for
specific processes. A list of equations delivered as of the
date of this publication is provided as an appendix in this
documentation.


Edit Prompts This link appears after you enter the query name and only if the
query that you selected is set to use prompts.


Click this link to access the Query Prompts page, where you can
view or enter prompts for the specified query.


See Creating Valid PeopleSoft Queries and Application Classes.


Launch Query Manager This link appears only if you have the appropriate security for
accessing the Query Manager component.


Click this link to launch Query Manager in a separate window,
 where you can create or update a query without exiting the
Population Selection subpage.


Warning! Never modify and save a delivered query using the
original query name. The PeopleSoft system delivers predefined
queries upon which specific processes depend. If you want to
create a different version of a delivered query, save it using a
different name and then modify it.


See PeopleTools: Query


Preview Selection Results This link appears only if the Enable Preview Results check box
is selected on the Selection Tool page for the PS Query tool.


Click this link to preview results based on the parameters that
you selected before you run the process.
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External File Tool
This section describes the fields and links that appear when you select the External File tool in the
Population Selection group box on a page.


Image: Example of the Population Selection group box with the External File tool selected


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Example of the Population Selection group box
with the External File tool selected. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Depending on how your institution sets up the external file tool for population selection, you will be
required to upload a file as an attachment or you will be required to provide a path to a file. If you upload
a file as an attachment, your system will be set up to locate the attachment where the application server
and Process Scheduler can access it. If you provide a path, you must be sure to provide a path that the
server and Process Scheduler can access.


The example used in this section requires an uploaded file to attach.


Selection Tool Displays the type of tool selected. In this example, External File
was selected.


Upload File This button appears only after you select the External File tool.


Click to browse to an existing file to upload. The file can be
stored anywhere; however, it must be either a delimited file or
a flat (fixed length) file that is compatible with PeopleSoft File
Parser.


Note: Proprietary file formats such as Microsoft Excel,
 Microsoft Word, and Lotus Software's Lotus 1-2-3 are not
supported by File Parser. An Excel spreadsheet, for example,
 would need to be saved as a comma separated value (.csv) file
format.


When you upload a file, the system places the file in a path
accessible to the applications server and Process Scheduler, and
attaches the file to the process.


See Understanding the File Parser Process.


Attached File Displays the name of the uploaded and attached file.


Delete File and View File These buttons appear only after you upload a file.
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Click View File to view the uploaded file and verify that its
contents are mapped correctly for parsing.


Click Delete File to delete the uploaded file from the attachment
path.


Create File Mapping Click to access the Population Selection File Mapping page,
where you can map the uploaded file for use with the Population
Selection process.


Edit File Mapping This link appears only after you upload a file and create or
select the file mapping.


Click to access the Population Selection File Mapping page,
 where you can view or edit the mapping created for the
uploaded file.


Preview Selection Results This link appears only if the Enable Preview Resultscheck box
is selected on the Selection Tool page for the External File tool.


Click this link to preview results based on the parameters that
you selected before you run the process.


Warning! When using an external file selection tool, always
preview the results to verify that the contents of your file are
mapped correctly for parsing. If you don't verify the mapping,
 you could have misplaced columns—for example, the column
labelled Institution could contain values for the names of the
IDs.
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External File Mapping
This section shows a completed Population Selection File Map page.


Image: Example of the Population Selection File Map page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Example of the Population Selection File Map page.
You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Running the Population Update Process


This section provides an overview of the Population Update process and discusses how to set parameters
for running the process.


Understanding the Population Update Process
Population Update is a process that uses the Population Selection utility to update values in selected
fields. Your institution or department must choose the records and fields to make available for update and
set user security to identify which users can update the records. The user selects the records and fields to
update on the Population Selection Update run control page.


Each record that can be updated by the process has a query to use for population selection. This query is
joined with other records to determine the population that you want to update when you use the PS Query
selection tool.


Bundle 47


Added SCC_PERSON_AUS for TFN verification.


The application records that are configured to use the Population Update process are:
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Record/Table Description Additional Information


ADM_APPL_DATA Admission Application Data Optional Batch Enterprise Integration Point (EIP) for this record.


ADM_APPL_RCR_
CA


Admission Application
Recruitment Category


Optional Batch Enterprise Integration Point (EIP) for this record.


ADM_PRSPCT_
CAR


Admission Prospect Career Optional Batch Enterprise Integration Point (EIP) for this record.


INAS_CALC_RECS Records needing INAS
Calculations


Hardcoded value "P" for Protection Reason.


INAS_FED_EXT Federal Overrides for INAS


INAS_PROF_EXT Profile Overrides for INAS


ISIR_CONTROL ISIR Internals/Control Data For this record, you can update the existing effective dated row or
insert a new effective dated row.


ITEM_TYPE_
FISCL


Fiscal Item Type Table SetID, Item Type, and Aid Year are required fields.


If any of the Budgeted fields are populated by Population Update, then
"Audit Process Type" will reflect "Population Update".


Population Update does not perform any inserts into the Fiscal Item
Type table, only updates, to existing Item Types.


ITEM_TYPE_
FNOTE


Fiscal Item Type Notes Table SetID, Item Type, and Aid Year are required fields.


Population Update does not perform any inserts into the Fiscal Item
Type Comments table; only updates to existing Item Types.


LOAN_DISBMNT Loan Disbursement


LOAN_ORIGNATN Loan Origination Logic to update Borrower Citizenship Status for Grad PLUS,
 Subsidized, and Unsubsidized Loans.


Override Academic Year Start and Override Academic Year End = Y/
N


Loan Refund Indicator = Student, Borrower


LOAN_ORIG_DTL Loan Origination Detail Hold/UnHold logic, custom translates.


Logic to update Borrower Citizenship Status for Grad PLUS,
 Subsidized, and Unsubsidized Loans.


PELL_DISBMNT Pell Disbursement


PELL_ORIGINATN Pell Origination


PELL_ORIG_DTL Pell Origination Detail The date fields associated with Pell Origination Status and Pell Trans
Status are also updated with the system date.


Corresponding update to Student Aid Attribute.
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Record/Table Description Additional Information


PERS_INST_REL Person Relationships with
Institution


RESIDENCY_OFF Official Residency Data EMPLID, Academic Career, Institution, Effective Term are required
fields.


Population Update does not perform any inserts, only updates, to
existing entries.


Bundle 47. New


SCC_PERSON_
AUS


TFN Verified Populate the TFN Verified check box for selected students.


SFA_ASG_ORG_
DTL


ACG/SMART Origination
Detail


SFA_EASTAGE_
DTL


External Award Staging detail
record


Custom translate for processing status.


SFA_LN_CNSL_
TBL


Loan Counseling Information Counseling Requirement: Required Annually, Required Once.


Status: Completed, Incomplete, Pending.


Comment: limited to 25 characters.


Population Update does not perform any inserts into the Loan
Counseling table, only updates, to existing Loan Counseling rows.


SFA_SAP_STDNT2 SAP Student Career
Exceptions


Operator ID of the person running update and date/time stamp of the
process.


Validation of EMPLIDs selected for Population Update process.


SFA_SAP_STDNT3 SAP Student Term Exceptions Operator ID of the person running update and date/time stamp of the
process.


Validation of EMPLIDs selected for Population Update process.


SFA_SAP_STDNT4 SAP Student Aid Year
Exception


Operator ID of the person running update and date/time stamp of the
process.


Validation of EMPLIDs selected for Population Update process.


SFA_SLC_
STUDENT


SLC Student Data Table


SSR_STDNT_DATA Student Data AUS CHESSN Data - Student Consent values
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Record/Table Description Additional Information


STDNT_AGGR_
LIFE


Student Lifetime Aggregate
Awards


When the NSLDS Total (amount) field is updated, Population Update
sets the Override check box, the Operator ID displays SCC_POP_
UPD, and date/time stamp of the process is captured.


Similarly, you have the option of only selecting (or de-selecting)
the Override check box itself through Population Update without
populating the NSLDS Total (amount) field. When you select the
Override check box, the Operator ID displays SCC_POP_UPD along
with the corresponding date/timestamp. When you de-select the
Override check box, the Population Update routine removes the SCC_
POP_UPD Operator ID.


EMPLIDand AGGREGATE_AREA are required fields


STDNT_AID_
ATRBT


Packaging Status Summary


STDNT_AWARDS Student Awards


STDNT_AWRD_
PER


Student Award Period Table FAN Ltr Status: Hold, Initial, Printed, Revised


EMPLID, Institution, and Aid Year are required fields


STDNT_CAREER Student Career The date field associated with the Synchronize Advisement Report is
also updated with the system date.


STDNT_CAR_
TERM


Student Career Term


STDNT_EQUTN_
VAR


Student Equation Variables


STDNT_FA_TERM Student FA Term Update of Override fields related to update of FA Load, NSLDS Loan
Year, and Direct Lending Year.


Validation of entered FA load value.


For this record, you can update the existing effective dated row or
insert a new effective dated row.


STDNT_PKG_VAR Student Packaging Variables


Related Links
"Securing and Setting Up the Population Update Process" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Application
Fundamentals)
Using the Population Selection Process
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Page Used to Run the Population Update Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Population Selection Update SCC_RUNCTL_POP_UPD Set Up SACR,  System
Administration,  Utilities, 
Population Update, 
Population Update Process, 
Population Selection Update


Set parameters for running the
Population Update process.


Selecting the Update Parameters
Access the Population Selection Update page (Set Up SACR,  System Administration,  Utilities, 
Population Update,  Population Update Process,  Population Selection Update).


Image: Population Selection Update page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Population Selection Update page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Select Record/Field for Update
Record (Table) Name Select the name of the record to update.


Only the records to which you have security access and that
your institution or department has made available for updating
are available values.


Multiple tables can be updated on one run control. A table can
be referenced only once per run control because the table is a
key field for the process.
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When you enter the Record (Table) Name, the fields that are
available for update become available for selection.


Institution and Aid Year Enter the Institution and Aid Year. When you enter the record
name, the system displays the key fields for that record so that
you can specify the exact rows to update in the table.


For example, for Financial Aid records, the Institution and Aid
Year fields appear.


Error Reporting Selection
You can choose to have the process display error messages only or all of the messages that it encounters
during the update, or you can choose not to display any of the messages. Displaying at least the error
messages gives you an opportunity to decide whether to investigate and resolve the problems.


Population Selection
Fields and links in this group box behave as in the standard Population Selection group box throughout
Campus Solutions.


See Understanding the Population Selection Group Box.


Selection Tool Select the Selection Tool that your institution uses to select the
population to update: PS Query,  Equation Engine, or External
File.


Query Name, Equation Name, or File
Name


Enter the name of the query, equation, or file that you use to
select the population that you want to update.


For PS Query, the list of available queries is determined by
Record (Table) Name selected for update.


Select Fields to Update
When you enter the Record (Table) Name, the fields that are available for update become available for
selection.


Field Name and Field Value Select each field that you want to update and the value to use.


When you run the Population Update process, the system finds
the record and updates the field values with the values that
you specify for the records that you have identified using the
Population Selection utility.





		Using the Population Selection Process

		Understanding the Population Selection Group Box

		Using the Population Selection Process

		Pages Used for the Population Selection Process

		Example: Using Population Selection



		Running the Population Update Process

		Understanding the Population Update Process

		Page Used to Run the Population Update Process

		Selecting the Update Parameters
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(USA) Managing PeopleSoft SEVIS Solution
Visa Processing for J and F/M Visas


Understanding SEVIS Visa Processing


Bundle 47. Updates for OPT Employment and OPT Employer, and SEVIS 6.33.


Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) is an internet-based system that electronically
monitors and reports on international students and exchange visitors and their dependents. The U.S.
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) maintains SEVIS. It is an integral part of the DHS program to
improve data collection and reporting, facilitate compliance with regulations, and automate monitoring
of school and exchange programs. The PeopleSoft SEVIS Solution collects data, monitors changes, and
reports student and exchange visitor changes.


The PeopleSoft system extracts information and sends it to SEVIS to be reported to the DHS. You can
audit the information after it is extracted. Once you are satisfied that it is correct, you can produce an
XML file for transmission to SEVIS. The system verifies that the transmission was received, and it
reports any errors. When you send changes to DHS, you receive an XML file from SEVIS that you use
to import the results of the processing. You also receive PDF files containing any new I-20 or DS-2019
forms that are requested.


Understanding the Business Process Flow for Visa Processing
In this business process flow, it is assumed that you have completed the SEVIS setup in the PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions system. This section discusses the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions-to-SEVIS batch
interface functionality business process for student (F/M) visas and for exchange visitor (J) visas.
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This flowchart illustrates the SEVIS visa processing business process. It shows the flow of the SEVIS
alerts through to the XML log and SEVIS processor to the PeopleSoft database and printed I-20 or
DS-2019 form.


Image: PeopleSoft business process flow for SEVIS visa processing


PeopleSoft business process flow for SEVIS visa processing


Identify New and Changed Data to Submit to SEVIS
Follow these steps for identifying new and changed data to submit to SEVIS.


1. Run the SEVIS Alerts process.


Run the appropriate SEVIS Alerts process (Process SEVIS Alerts - F/M or Process SEVIS Alerts - J).
The process identifies information that should be submitted to SEVIS regarding new students (F/M
visas) or exchange visitors (J visas) and data changes for existing students or exchange visitors. The
process also verifies SEVIS business rules, required fields, and certain eligibility edits.


2. Use pages in the appropriate SEVIS Alerts component to evaluate the results of the SEVIS Alerts
process.
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Use the Select Alerts to Report - F/M component to evaluate results for all applicable school codes,
and use the Select Alerts to Report - J component to evaluate results for all applicable program
sponsors.


a. Review all information with errors and take appropriate follow-up action.


Errors indicate transactional data that is missing or that needs to be changed before submission to
SEVIS. You can update the SEVIS Master component if errors exist.


b. Review all information requiring additional data.


Certain SEVIS events require you to enter additional data.


c. Review all data set to send to SEVIS on the Alerts Header page.


The SEVIS Alerts process sets the Send to field to SEVIS based on the default value that is set on
the SEVIS Event Types page, and includes the event in the XML file to send to SEVIS. If you do
not want to include it in the XML file, change the Send to field to either Master or None.


d. Select either Master or None for each remaining event.


Select Master (Master Sync) to directly update the SEVIS Master component with the data for the
event without including it in the XML file. Select None to prevent an event from processing until
you can review it.


e. Save your changes to the Alerts Header page in the Select Alerts to Report component (Select
Alerts to Report - F/M or Select Alerts to Report - J).


Export Data to SEVIS Master or to the XML File to Send to SEVIS
Run the SEVIS Export process for the appropriate visa type (Export SEVIS Events - F/M or Export
SEVIS Events - J).


For events where the Send To field is set to Master on the Alerts Header page, the export process directly
updates the active SEVIS Master row with the data from the event.


For events where the Send To field is set to SEVIS, the export process generates an XML file compliant
with the SEVIS XML schema. The process creates multiple XML files if the number of records
transmitted to SEVIS exceeds 100. The export process also populates the SEVIS Master component with
an inactive row containing the data sent to SEVIS.


Upload XML Batch Documents to SEVIS
To upload the generated XML files to SEVIS, you must use a utility that supports secure sockets layer
(SSL) and HTTPS. The XML batch document upload process is completed outside the PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions system using the utility program of your choice. Consult the U.S. Immigrations and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) web site for information regarding digital certificate registration and batch
file transmission.


See Reference Manual for the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System Batch Interface,
Application Program Interface (API)..


Import the upload results transaction log using the SEVIS Import Results process.



http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm

http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm
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Download XML Transaction Log and PDF Files from SEVIS
To download the XML transaction log files and any form PDF files (I-20 forms or DS-2019 forms)
generated by SEVIS, you must use a utility that supports SSL and HTTPS. The XML transaction log and
PDF files are compressed into a single file in zip format. You print the PDF files outside the PeopleSoft
system.


Consult the U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE) web site for information regarding
retrieval and unzipping of the XML transaction log and PDF files.


Note: Carefully evaluate the Application Program Interface (API) to determine the period during which
the batch process results remain available. The DHS SEVIS system automatically deletes files that are not
downloaded within the specified period.


Import the XML Transaction Log Results
After the compressed batch result file is successfully downloaded and unzipped, import the XML
transaction log result files into the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions system using the SEVIS Import Results
process.


Run the SEVIS Import Results process for all applicable result files. Evaluate the transaction log results
using the SEVIS Import Results pages. Review all transactions with errors and take appropriate follow-up
action.


The import process also updates the SEVIS Master component to reflect the data successfully imported
to SEVIS and populates the SEVIS ID Maintenance page with the SEVIS IDs for any new students or
exchange students and their dependents.


Note: You must resolve eligibility errors returned by SEVIS before the next run of the SEVIS Alerts
process. Allow enough time between reviewing the SEVIS XML transaction log results and running the
process again so that you can modify student or exchange visitor and dependents transactional data to
correct any errors.


Understanding the SEVIS Master Component


Bundle 47. The Employer Details region in the SEVIS Master page is updated with an Extension
Employer check box


When you run the SEVIS Export process (Export SEVIS Events - F/M process or Export SEVIS Events
- J process), all of the data that you export for submission to SEVIS is stored on pages in the SEVIS
Master component (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  SEVIS Maintenance,  SEVIS Master). The SEVIS
Alerts process (Process SEVIS Alerts - F/M or Process SEVIS Alerts - J ) compares the master data to the
ongoing SEVIS data to detect updates to the student or exchange visitor and dependent data that should be
subsequently submitted to SEVIS.


Warning! Do  not manually update data on any of the SEVIS Master component pages unless you have
made changes directly in the DHS SEVIS Real Time Interface (RTI) that cannot be processed using
the Send to Master feature on the Alerts Header page. The data on the SEVIS Master component pages
should always match the data on the RTI.
If the Education Level – Change event has been sent, two active rows are permitted on the Program and
Financial tabs. Otherwise, each tab should have only one active status row. Update existing active rows.
Do not manually add new rows.
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Data in the SEVIS Master component is populated by either the SEVIS Extract Process (CCSEVEXT)
or the SEVIS Master Sync Process (CCSEVSYF), both of which are part of the Export SEVIS Events
process.


Send To SEVIS


If the Send To field on the Alerts Header page is set to SEVIS for an event, the system populates the
SEVIS Master component when running the SEVIS Export process (Export SEVIS Events - F/M or
Export SEVIS Events - J). The data varies by event. The effective status of each record is set to Inactive
until the SEVIS Import Results process runs.


When the Create event (Create Student or Create EV) event is successfully imported to SEVIS and the
SEVIS Import process runs, the SEVIS Master component inactive rows are set to Active. If the Create
event has errors, the system deletes the SEVIS Master component inactive rows. View the errors on the
SEVIS Import Results inquiry page and determine how to correct them before running the SEVIS Alerts
process for the relevant visa type again. The Create event appears on the Alerts Header page again when
the SEVIS Alerts process runs for that visa type.


When the Update events are processed, an inactive effective status row is added to the appropriate record
in the SEVIS Master component. If the event is successfully imported to SEVIS, the data sent to SEVIS
is updated on the active effective status row in the SEVIS Master component and the inactive rows are
deleted. If the Update event has errors, the inactive rows are deleted in the SEVIS Master component.
View the errors on the SEVIS Import Results inquiry page and determine how to correct them before
running the SEVIS Alerts process for the relevant visa type again. The Update event appears on the Alerts
Header page again when the SEVIS Alerts process runs for that visa type.


The SEVIS Import process for F/M visas also updates the SEVIS status when the following events are
successfully processed by SEVIS:


• Registration (Sets SEVIS Status to Active).


• Status – Cancel (Sets SEVIS Status to Cancelled).


• Status – Terminate (Sets SEVIS Status to Terminated).


• Status – Complete (Sets SEVIS Status to Complete).


The SEVIS Import process for J visas also updates the SEVIS status when the following events are
successfully processed by SEVIS:


• Create EV (Sets SEVIS Status to Initial).


• Validate (Sets SEVIS Status to Active).


• Status – No Show (Sets SEVIS Status to No Show).


• Status – Terminate (Sets SEVIS Status to Terminated).


• Status – End (Sets SEVIS Status to Inactive).


• Status – Invalid (Sets SEVIS Status to Invalid).


Send To Master (Master Sync)
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If the Send To field on the Alerts Header page is set to Master, the system populates the SEVIS Master
component when the SEVIS Export process (SEVIS Master Sync – F/M or SEVIS Master Sync – J) runs.
The data varies by event.


When the Create event (Create Student or Create EV) is processed using Master Sync, new active
effective status rows are created for the Bio/Demo, Addresses, Program, Financial, Dependents (if
any) and Employment/SOA (J Visa only) pages in the SEVIS Master component. SEVIS Status on the
Program page is set to Initial.


Warning! You must, on the SEVIS ID Maintenance page, manually enter the IDs assigned by SEVIS to
the student and their dependents for F/M visas or to the exchange visitor and their dependents for J visas.
If the SEVIS IDs are not added, when you process the Update events, errors are detected and indicated in
the Select Alerts to Report component (Select Alerts to Report - F/M or Select Alerts to Report - J).


When you process the Update events using Master Sync, data from the event is inserted into the
appropriate effective status active row in the SEVIS Master component. The existing data on the active
row is overwritten with the new data from the event. The data varies by event. In addition, SEVIS Status
is updated if the event causes an update.


Creating and Updating Student or Exchange Visitor and
Dependent Data


This section discusses how to:


• Create and update biographical data.


• Create and update addresses data.


• Create and update electronic addresses.


• Create and update phone numbers.


• Create and update visa and permit data.


• Create and update port of entry information for F and M visas.


• Create and update citizenship and passport data.


• Maintain SEVIS ID information.


• Create and update employment authorization information for F and M visas.
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Pages Used to Create and Update Student or Exchange Visitor and
Dependent Data


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Biographical Details SCC_BIO_DEMO_PERS Campus Community,  SEVIS,
Personal Information, 
Add/Update a Person, 
Biographical Details


Enter or update basic
biographical and demographic
data for an individual.


Addresses SCC_BIO_DEMO_ADDR Campus Community,  SEVIS,
Personal Information,  Add/
Update a Person,  Addresses


Update an individual's address
information.


Note: This pages does not
appear in the Add/Update a
Person component when you
add a new person. It appears
only when you update an
existing person.


Addresses ADDRESSES_89 Campus Community, 
Personal Information, 
Biographical,  Addresses/
Phones,  Addresses


Enter or update an individual's
address information.


Electronic Addresses E_ADDR_PERS Campus Community, 
Personal Information, 
Biographical,  Addresses/
Phones,  Electronic Addresses


Enter or update an individual's
email address data.


Phone Numbers PHONE_PERS Campus Community, 
Personal Information, 
Biographical,  Addresses/
Phones,  Phones


Enter or update an
individual’s phone number.


Visa/Permit Data SCC_VISA_PERMIT Campus Community,  SEVIS,
Personal Information,  Visa/
Permit Data


Enter an individual's visa and
permit information for SEVIS.


Visa/Permit Data Detail VISA_PERMIT_DETAIL Click the Visa/Permit link on
the Biographical Details page.


Enter an individual's visa and
permit information for SEVIS.


Citizenship/Passport Data LS_CITIZEN_PASSPORT Campus Community,  SEVIS,
Personal Information, 
Citizenship/Passport Data


Enter or update an individual's
citizenship and passport data.


Citizenship Detail SA_CITIZENSHIP_DTL Click the Citizenship link on
the Biographical Details page.


Enter or update an individual's
citizenship and passport data.


SEVIS ID Maintenance SEV_ID_MAINT Campus Community,  SEVIS,
SEVIS Maintenance,  SEVIS
ID Maintenance


Enter or update an individual's
SEVIS ID information.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Port of Entry Data SEV_POE_DATA Campus Community,  SEVIS,
Personal Information,  Visa/
Permit Data,  Port of Entry
Data


Track an individual's port of
entry into the United States
for F or M student visas.


Employment Authorizations SEV_EMPL_AUTH Campus Community,  SEVIS,
Employment Authorizations


Enter or update an individual's
employment authorization
information for F or M
student visas.


Creating and Updating Biographical Data
Access the Biographical Details page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  Personal Information,  Add/Update
a Person,  Biographical Details).


The Biographical Details page in the SEVIS Add/Update component is the same as the Biographical
Details page in the Personal Information, Add/Update component.


See Adding or Updating Biographical Details Data.


SEVIS requires specific biographical data for each student and dependent. The SEVIS Export process
pulls the required data from the Biographical Details page.


In addition to first and last names, the following fields must be completed for each student or exchange
visitor and dependent:


Person Information
Last Name Enter the individual's last name.


Date of Birth Enter the individual's date of birth.


Birth Information (link) SEVIS requires that you enter the name of the individual's birth
city (J Visa only) and country.


Click the Birth Information link next to the Date of Birth field to
enter the individual's birth city and country.


Biographical History
Gender Specify the individual's gender. Options are Male, Female, or


Unknown.


(Links at Bottom)
Visa/Permit Data SEVIS requires that you identify the type of visa issued to the


individual.


Click the Visa/Permit Data link to enter the visa type.
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Citizenship SEVIS requires that you identify the individual's country of
citizenship.


Click the Citizenship link to the enter the country of citizenship.


Creating and Updating Addresses Data
Access the Addresses page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  Personal Information,  Add/Update a Person, 
Addresses).


Note: The Addresses page does not appear in the Add/Update a Person component (shown here) when
you add a new person. It appears only when you update an existing person.


Note: The PeopleSoft system stores up to the ninth digit of the U.S. postal code in the SEVIS Master
component to enable you to store bulk mail codes on the Addresses page as part of the postal code
without affecting SEVIS processing. The alerts process compares up to the ninth digit of the postal code
on the addresses record against the postal code stored in the SEVIS Master component. If the postal code
for a U.S. address is too short (1-4 digits or 6-8 digits) when you run the export and alerts processes,
an error appears on the Alerts page saying that the postal code is invalid. If the postal code is too long
(greater than 9 digits), the process ignores everything after the ninth digit.


For F and M student visas, SEVIS requires a foreign address for each student with a creation reason of
Initial or Initial - Change of Status on the I-20 form.


For exchange visitor J visas, SEVIS requires that each exchange visitor have a U.S. address when
reporting the Validate event.


The address types reported to SEVIS are based on the types defined in the US, Foreign and Mailing fields
on the SEVIS Setup page. You can view address data on the Biographical Details page, and edit the data
on the Addresses page.


The following fields are required for the foreign address:


• Country


• Address 1


The following fields are required for the U.S. and Mailing addresses:


• Address 1


• City


• State


• Postal


Related Links
Adding an Individual to Your Database
Adding or Updating Biographical Details Data
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Creating and Updating Electronic Addresses
Access the Electronic Addresses page (Campus Community,  Personal Information,  Biographical, 
Addresses/Phones,  Electronic Addresses).


Email Information
Enter the individual’s email address. The email address that you select as Preferred is reported to SEVIS
as part of the Create Student, Personal Info, Dependent – Add and Dependent – Edit events for F and M
visas, as well as the Create Exchange Visitor, Biographical and Validate events, Dependent – Add, and
Dependent – Edit for J visas.


Email address is required for students for the Personal Info event. For other events, it is not required, but
is reported when provided.


Note: The SEVIS Schema does not allow for sending a blank email address. If an alert is triggered due to
an email address being removed, you will need to use SEVIS RTI to manually delete the email address.


Creating and Updating Phone Numbers
Access the Electronic Addresses page (Campus Community,  Personal Information,  Biographical, 
Addresses/Phones, Phones).


Enter the individual’s phone numbers.


For J visas, provide a US phone number. The phone number you select as Preferred is reported to SEVIS
as part of Biographical and Validate events.


For students, the US or international phone number you select as Preferred is reported to SEVIS as part
of Personal Info events for F and M visas. If the student does not have a phone number, it is reported to
SEVIS.


Creating and Updating Visa and Permit Data
Access the Visa/Permit Data page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  Personal Information,  Visa/Permit
Data).


Visa/Permit Data
Type Enter the type of visa issued to the individual.


For the PeopleSoft system to send the individual's information
to SEVIS, the visa type that you enter must correspond to a visa
type defined on the Visa Mapping page, which includes only F,
 M, or J visa types.


Number,  Issue Date,  and Expiration
Date


Enter the visa number and appropriate dates.


This information is not required or reported.


Related Links
Entering Visa and Permit Data
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Creating and Updating Port of Entry Information for F and M Visas
Access the Port of Entry Data page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  Personal Information,  Visa/Permit
Data,  Port of Entry Data).


You can record data regarding a student's date and location of entry into the United States. The SEVIS
system is the official record of this data, however, you might find it helpful to record this information in
your PeopleSoft system.


Port of entry data is not required or reported.


Creating and Updating Citizenship and Passport Data
Access the Citizenship/Passport page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  Personal Information,  Citizenship/
Passport Data).


Citizenship/Passport
Country Enter the country of citizenship to use on the I-20 form or the


DS-2019 form.


If you enter more than one non-U.S. country, you must indicate
on the form which citizenship country to send to SEVIS.


Passport Information
Passport Number, Issue Date,
Expiration Date, and Country


Enter the passport number and associated information.


This data is not required or reported.


Related Links
Entering Citizenship and Passport Data
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Maintaining SEVIS ID Information
Access the SEVIS ID Maintenance page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  SEVIS Maintenance,  SEVIS ID
Maintenance).


Image: SEVIS ID Maintenance page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the SEVIS ID Maintenance page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: When SEVIS processes the Create Student and Dependent - Add events for F/M visas or the Create
EV and Dependent - Add events for J visas, it assigns SEVIS IDs to the new students or exchange visitors
and dependents. You must manually enter the IDs assigned by SEVIS into your PeopleSoft system if you
used the Send to Master option on the Alerts Header page to populate SEVIS Master for Create Student,
Create EV or Dependent - Add events.


Use this page to store the SEVIS ID provided by the DHS for students or exchange visitors and their
dependents. The SEVIS ID is an 11-character unique identifier that SEVIS uses for students and their
dependents related to a specific school code and for exchange visitors and their dependents related to
a specific program number. The system displays only the SEVIS IDs of the school codes or program
numbers for which you have security clearance.


Running the SEVIS Import Results process for new students, exchange visitors, and dependents
automatically populates the ID field. You may need to manually enter this value if you initially created the
student or exchange visitor, or the dependent using the DHS SEVIS RTI.


SEVIS Schools for F and M Visas
SEVIS School Code, Effective Date,
and SEVIS ID


Enter each school code for which the student has an I-20 form
or is listed as a dependent on an I-20 form.


Enter the effective date of the SEVIS ID.
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Enter the unique 11-digit identifier for the student or dependent
for the SEVIS school code.


SEVIS Programs for J visas
SEVIS Program Number, Effective
Date, and SEVIS ID


Enter each program number for which the exchange visitor has a
DS-2019 form or is listed as a dependent on a DS-2019 form.


Enter the effective date of the SEVIS ID.


Enter the unique 11-digit identifier for the exchange student or
dependent for the SEVIS school code.


Creating and Updating Employment Authorization Information for F and M
Visas


Access the Employment Authorizations page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  Employment
Authorizations).


Image: Employment Authorizations page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Employment Authorizations page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Employment Type
Employment Type Select the employment type relevant to the authorization or


endorsement for this student.


Options are:


Curricular Practical Training (CPT)


Optional Practical Training (OPT)


Off-Campus (to enter recommendation information for the
student to obtain off-campus employment authorization)


M-1 students are authorized for OPT only. The system does not
enable you to enter CPT or off-campus employment for an M-1
student.


F-1 students are eligible for all employment authorizations.


Note: The fields in the Employment Details group box remain the same for CPT and OPT. The system
displays different fields when you enter the Off-Campus employment type.


Employment Details (for CPT and OPT employment types)
Sequence Number Displays the number that the system uses to track multiple rows.


Completion Type This field appears only for the Employment Type of Optional
Practical Training for F-1 visas.


Values are:


Pre Completion


Post Completion


Note: For Pre Completion, the OPT end date must be on or
before the program end date. For Post Completion, the OPT
start date must be on or after the program end date.


Request Status This field appears for the Employment Types of Optional
Practical Training (OPT) and Off-Campus Employment.


For OPT, the Request Status field value is used in combination
with other values on the Employment Authorizations page to
trigger the OPT Employment – Extend and OPT Employment
– Edit events. For example, if the Extension check box is
selected and the Request Status is Approved, the Extend event is
triggered.


Values are:


Requested


Pending
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Approved


Canceled


Denied


Unknown


Withdrawn


The default value is Requested.


Note: For rows existing prior to SEVIS 6.0, the Request Field
value is set to Unknown in the system. You must change the
value for all current OPT students to trigger the appropriate
event.


Note: Automatic status change updates are not sent as part of
the SEVIS Batch process. You must manually update this field
when the status changes.


Warning! For OPT, SEVIS accepts changes to the Start Date,
 End Date, Employment Code, Completion Type or Academic
Year Met fields only when the Request Status field is set to
Requested or Pending.


Academic Year Met This check box appears for the Employment Type of Optional
Practical Training (OPT).


Select to indicate that the student has met the full academic year
requirement for OPT.


Cancel Employment Select this check box to trigger the CPT Employment - Cancel
or the OPT Employment - Cancel event. If Request Status =
Approved, Cancel Employment events do not appear in the
Alerts record


The start date must be later than the current system date for CPT
Employment.


Cancellation of OPT Employment may be performed only prior
to determination of the OPT by the Service Center.


Can


Start Date Enter the date when the employment is expected to begin.


End Date Enter the date when the employment is expected to end.


Note: Review DHS regulations to ensure that you comply with
the most recent duration rules for the employment type before
entering the authorization start and end date.
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The Curricular Practical Training (CPT) employment type
requires that the end date be not later than the end date for the
student on the I-20 form.


See the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement website for
regulations regarding employment duration.


The authorization end date affects the Program – Complete
event trigger.


See Running the SEVIS Alerts Process.


Employment Code Select either Part-time or Full-time.


Extension This check box appears only for the Employment Type of
Optional Practical Training for F-1 visas. The Extension field
value is used in combination with the Request Status value to
trigger the OPT Employment – Extend event. For example, if
the Extension check box is selected and the Request Status is
Approved, the Extend event is triggered.


If you select this check box:


• At least one employer should be selected as extension
employer.


• Extension Employer check box is enabled for each employer
record where the Self-Employed check box is not selected.


Note: The SEVIS Batch process accepts only requests
where Request Status is Approved and Completion Type is
Post Completion. Go to the U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement website for regulations regarding eligibility for
extensions.


Extension Start Date This field appears only for the Employment Type of Optional
Practical Training (OPT) when the Extension check box is
selected.


The system automatically enters an Extension Start Date of OPT
end date plus one day. You cannot edit this date.


The SEVIS Batch process does not send the Extension Start
Date value to SEVIS.


Extension End Date This field appears only for the Employment Typeof  Optional
Practical Training (OPT) when the Extension is selected.


The system automatically enters an extension end date of the
OPT extension start date plus 24 months.


You can edit this date, and may want to do so when a Cap-Gap
extension is approved.



http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/existing_schools/index.htm

http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/existing_schools/index.htm

http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/existing_schools/index.htm
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The SEVIS Batch process does not send the Extension End Date
value to SEVIS.


Course Relevance If there is only one Employer record, or the same Course
Relevance information is relevant for multiple employers,
 enter remarks identifying the relevance of the employment
to the student's course of study. If different Course Relevance
information is required for different employers or the
information exceeds 250 characters, enter the information for
each employer in the Employer Details region.


Student Remarks This field appears only for the Employment Type of Optional
Practical Training (OPT).


Student remarks are optional, but are submitted to SEVIS when
provided.


Remarks Remarks here are optional, but are submitted to SEVIS when
provided.
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Employer Details for OPT and CPT Employment Types
This region is available only for Optional Practical Training (OPT) and Curricular Practical Training
(CPT) employment types, and displays records from the SEVIS Employer Address page of the parent
record. Use this region to add additional employer records for users with OPT employment type.


Image: Employer Details Grid for OPT Employment Type


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Employer Details Grid for OPT Employment Type.
Only some fields are shown for CPT and only one Employer Details record can be defined for CPT. You
can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Employer Number This field is used to uniquely identify the employer within the
alerts and master records, but is not sent to SEVIS.


Self Employed If you select this check box, the Employer record cannot be
defined as an extension employer.
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External Org ID Optional. If you select an External Org ID, the Employer Name
and address fields are populated.


Employer Name This field is required to save the employer details record.
 Records where Employer Number is 1 and an Employer Name
is not defined are not considered by the alerts process.


If you select Self Employed and this field is blank, then it is
populated with the student’s primary name. You can edit this
field.


Identification Number Optional. Zero values are not displayed nor reported.


Address 1, Address 2, City, State,
Postal Code


If you select Self Employed and this field is blank, then it is
populated with the student’s address. The address type should
match the US address type defined in SEVIS Setup.


Address 1, City, State, and Postal Code are required to save an
employer record.


Employment Code If you do not define a value, then it is derived from the parent
employment record.


Extension Employer Select to indicate that this is the employer associated with the
extension.


This check box is enabled only if you selected the Extension
check box in the OPT Extension region. When you select
Extension, one or more existing employers can be selected
as extension employers and the updated Employer Start Date
and End Date reflect the extension dates. Alternatively, new
employer records can be added specifically for the extension.


Employer Start Date Optional. If you set a date, it must be on or after the Start
Date of the parent employment record. Otherwise, the value is
derived from the parent employment record.


If you selected Extension Employer, the Employer Start Date
must be on or after the Extension Start Date of the parent
employment record.


Employer End Date Optional. If you set a date, it must be greater than the Employer
Start Date and on or before any End Date of the parent
employment record.


If you selected Extension Employer, the Employer End Date
must be on or before any Extension End Date of the parent
employment record.


Course Relevance If you do not enter a value, then it is derived from the parent
employment record.


A value should be defined either for the employer or the parent
employment record. This field allows 1000 characters.
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Supervisor ID If you select an ID, the Supervisor First and Last Name, Phone,
 and Email fields are populated based on the primary name and
preferred phone and email records.


Note: Employer records that have been deleted in RTI at SEVIS can be deleted here, and should also be
deleted from SEVIS Master.


Employment Details (for Off-Campus Employment Type)
When you enter the employment type of Off Campus, the fields in the Employment Details group box
change.


Image: Employment Authorizations (Off-Campus Employment Type) page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Employment Authorizations (Off-Campus
Employment Type) page. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Sequence Number Displays the number that the system uses to track multiple rows.


Cancel Employment Select to trigger the Off Campus Employment - Cancel event.


Start Date Enter the date when the employment is expected to begin.


Note: To trigger the Off Campus Employment - Cancel event,
 the start date must be later than the current system date.


End Date Enter the date when the employment is expected to end.


The date entered must be earlier than or equal to the I-20
Program To Date value.


Reason The available options are Economic Hardship, International
Organization, and Special Student Relief.


The DHS defines the reasons in the Student Off-Campus
Employment Codes section of the Lookup Tables in the
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Application Program Interface on the U.S. Immigrations and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) web site.


See Reference Manual for the Student and Exchange Visitor
Information System Batch Interface, Application Program
Interface (API)..


Request Status This field appears only for the Employment Types of Optional
Practical Training (OPT) and  Off Campus Employment.


Values are:


Requested


Pending


Approved


Canceled


Denied


Unknown


Withdrawn


The default value is Requested.


Note: Automatic status change updates are not sent as part of
he SEVIS Batch process. You must manually update this field
when the status changes.


Recommendation Enter general remarks regarding the student's off-campus
employment.


Remarks are not required, but are submitted if provided.


Tracking Full Course Load Exceptions for F and M Visas


This section discusses how to:


• Track full course load exception rules.


• Track external full course load exceptions.


• Assign full course load exceptions in batch.



http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm

http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm

http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm
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Pages Used to Track Full Course Load Exceptions for F and M Visas
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Full Course Exceptions SEV_FULCRS_EXCP Campus Community,  F/M
Full Course Exceptions,  Full
Course Exceptions


Enter or update exceptions
to the full course load for an
individual with an F or M
visa.


External Full Course
Exception


SEV_FULCRS_EXCP2 Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  F/M Full Course
Exceptions,  External Full
Course Exception


Enter or update information
for exceptions to the full
course load for an individual
with an F or M visa when
using the External System
Extract process.


Full Course Exception Load RUNCTL_CCSEVFCE Campus Community,  SEVIS,
F/M Full Course Exceptions, 
Full Course Exception Load


Process information for
exceptions to the full course
load by student group or job
code for individuals with F or
M visas.


Tracking Full Course Load Exception Rules
Access the Full Course Exceptions page (Campus Community,  F/M Full Course Exceptions,  Full Course
Exceptions).


You can specify exception units for students who are not enrolled for a full course of study as defined
by the academic level and load rules. You can then track students who have your institution's permission
to enroll in less than a full course of study. You are not required to submit to SEVIS the Auth Drop
Below Full Course - Add event for those students. For example, a graduate assistant who, by institutional
agreement and definition, enrolls for fewer units than typical graduate-level students, might not drop
below full-time.


The SEVIS Alerts - F/M process evaluates data entered for students who are not enrolled full-time, but
whose data is entered for the combination of institution, career, and term that the process uses.


The page displays the eligible institutions and careers in which the student is eligible to enroll. Enter
multiple rows with the term and exception units for students who are granted exceptions that span
multiple terms.


You can also use the Full Course Load Exception process to populate this page for large groups of
students.


The system displays the student name, ID, school code, school, institution, and career.


Term Select the term value for which you are granting the student an
exception.


The only terms available are those in which the student has been
term-activated and in which the student is eligible to enroll.


Exception Units Enter the full-time exception units that the student is granted.
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The External System Extract process evaluates this value to
determine the full course status populated in the extract XML
file.


You can enter 0.000 for the exception units.


Comments Enter comments if appropriate.


Tracking External Full Course Load Exceptions
Access the External Full Course Exception page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  F/M Full Course
Exceptions,  External Full Course Exception).


You can specify exception units for students who will not be enrolled for a full course of study as defined
by the academic level and load rules. You can then track students who have your institution's permission
to enroll in less than a full course of study. The exception entered here determines the full-time status
populated in the External System Extract process.


The page displays the eligible institutions and careers in which the student is eligible to enroll. Enter
multiple rows with the term and exception units for students granted exceptions that span multiple terms.


You can also use the Full Course Load Exception process to populate this page for large groups of
students.


Institution and Career Select the institution and career for which the student is term-
activated.


Term Select the term value for which you are granting the student an
exception.


The only terms that appear are those in which the student is
term-activated and in which the student is eligible to enroll.


Exception Units Enter the exception units considered full-time that the student is
granted.


The External System Extract process evaluates this value to
determine the full course status populated in the extract XML
file.


You can enter 0.000 for the exception units.


Comments Enter comments if appropriate.


Assigning Full Course Load Exceptions in Batch
Access the Full Course Exception Load page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  F/M Full Course
Exceptions,  Full Course Exception Load).


The Full Course Exception Load page enables you to assign a full course exception for a group of
students in either a specific student group or with a specific job code rather than adding an exception one
student at a time.
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You can use this process to populate the Full Course Exceptions page or the External Full Course
Exception page depending on the processing type that you select. You can add multiple rows if you have
more than one student group or job code from which you want to select students. If a student meets the
criteria for more than one group, the process assigns the lowest Exception Units to the student.


SEVIS School Code For the direct interface, select the school code from which to
select the students.


For the External Extract process, select the school code that you
want to use for each student granted the full course exception.


Processing Type Select the appropriate option based on the process that your
institution uses to report data to SEVIS. The options for
processing type are Direct Interface and External Extract
Process.


The Direct Interface option selects students with an F-1 or M-1
visa status who have an I-20 record for the selected school code
and who are term-activated for the combination of institution,
 career, and term indicated, and who belong to either the student
group or job code indicated.


The External Extract Process option selects students with an
F-1 or M-1 status who are term-activated for the combination of
institution, career, and term indicated and who belong to either
the student group or job code indicated.


Report Only Select to run the process to obtain a listing of the students
selected without inserting the data into the student's record. This
enables you to check the student population selected before the
data is populated.


Clearing the Report Only field allows the data to populate on the
Full Course Exceptions page for the students selected.


Student Group Select the appropriate student group.


SetID Select the setID for the job code.


Job Code Select the appropriate job code.


Term Enter the term to appear on the Full Course Exceptions page or
External Full Course Exception page.


Exception Units Enter the exception units to appear on the Full Course
Exceptions page or the External Full Course Exception page.


Comment Enter a comment to appear on the Full Course Exceptions page
or External Full Course Exception page.


When you run the External System Export process, the XML indicates the full-time status of the student
by using the full course exception entered.


For example, suppose that a student is enrolled for nine hours and the level and load rules designated this
a three-quarters time. A full course exception of nine hours is entered for the student, so the full-time
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status for the student is set to Y on the XML output, as shown in the following code sample. In addition,
two fields are added to the XML output: the Full Course Override field and the Full Course Exception
Units field.


<EducationalInfo>
 <FullTime>Y</FullTime> 
- <AcademicData>
   <Institution>PSUNV</Institution> 
   <InstitutionDescr>PeopleSoft University</InstitutionDescr> 
   <Career>UGRD</Career> 
   <CareerDescr>Undergraduate</CareerDescr> 
   <SEVISSchoolCodeId>DAL214F12345123</SEVISSchoolCodeId> 
   <AdmitTerm>0487</AdmitTerm> 
   <AdmitTermDescr>2003 Spring</AdmitTermDescr> 
   <EnrollTerm>0487</EnrollTerm> 
   <EnrollTermDescr>2003 Spring</EnrollTermDescr> 
   <PrimaryMajorCIPCode>42.0101</PrimaryMajorCIPCode> 
   <PrimaryMajor>PSYCH</PrimaryMajor> 
   <PrimaryMajorDescr>Psychology</PrimaryMajorDescr> 
   <AcademicProgram>LAU</AcademicProgram> 
   <AcademicProgramDescr>Liberal Arts Undergraduate</AcademicProgramDescr> 
   <ProgramAction>ACTV</ProgramAction> 
   <ProgramActionDescr>Activate</ProgramActionDescr> 
   <ProgramStatus>AC</ProgramStatus> 
   <ProgramStatusDescr>Active in Program</ProgramStatusDescr> 
   <AcademicLoad>H</AcademicLoad> 
   <AcademicLoadDescr>Enrolled Half-time</AcademicLoadDescr> 
   <CourseUnits>9.000</CourseUnits> 
   <FullCourseOverride>Y</FullCourseOverride> 
   <FullCourseExceptionUnits>9.000</FullCourseExceptionUnits> 
   <CurrentSessionEndDate>2003-05-15</CurrentSessionEndDate> 
   <NextSessionStartDate>2003-08-27</NextSessionStartDate> 
   <ExpectedGradTerm>0505</ExpectedGradTerm> 
   <ExpectedGradTermDescr>2003 Fall</ExpectedGradTermDescr> 
   <PrgStartDate>2003-01-20</PrgStartDate> 
 </AcademicData>


Creating and Updating Student Data for I-20 Forms for F and M
Visas


The I-20 form pages included in Campus Solutions display relevant I-20 form data in a sequence similar
to the I-20 form document produced by SEVIS. The SEVIS system produces the actual I-20 form in PDF
format using data provided by your institution.


Campus Solutions’ I-20 Form pages are keyed by the student's ID and school code. Access to the form is
controlled through SEVIS school code security.


To decrease data entry time, use the I-20 template to populate default values for many of the fields on the
I-20 form.


Note: Campus Solutions requires that any student for whom you are entering I-20 form data must have an
appropriate F-1 or M-1 visa type defined on the Visa/Permit Data page.


This section discusses how to create and update I-20 form data.
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Pages Used to Create and Update Student Data for I-20 Forms for F and M
Visas


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


I-20 Form I20_FORM Campus Community,  SEVIS,
I-20 Forms,  I-20 Form


Create or update I-20
information.


Program Selection SEV_I20_SEL_SEC Click the Select Program Data
link on the I-20 Form page.


Select an institution, career,
 and academic program
combination.
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Entering I-20 Form Data
Access the I-20 Form page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  I-20 Forms,  I-20 Form).


Image: I-20 (Certificate of Eligibility for Non-immigrant Student Status) Form page (1 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the I-20 (Certificate of Eligibility for Non-immigrant
Student Status) Form page (1 of 3). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: I-20 (Certificate of Eligibility for Non-immigrant Student Status) Form page (2 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the I-20 (Certificate of Eligibility for Non-immigrant
Student Status) Form page (2 of 3). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: I-20 (Certificate of Eligibility for Non-immigrant Student Status) Form page (3 of 3)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the I-20 (Certificate of Eligibility for Non-immigrant
Student Status) Form page (3 of 3). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: I-20 Form (Certificate of Eligibility for Non-immigrant Student Status) Program Selection
page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the I-20 (Certificate of Eligibility for Non-immigrant
Student Status) Form page (4 of 4), Program Selection page. You can find definitions for the fields and
controls later on this page.


I-20 Form Details
SEVIS Status Displays the status of the student as reflected in the SEVIS


Master component.


Status as of Effective Date Enter the status as of the effective date. The default value is
Active.


Only active I-20 form rows are included in the SEVIS Alerts -
F/M process.


Cancellation Reason If canceling the visa request, enter the cancellation reason.


Entering a Cancellation Reason will trigger the Status - Cancel
event if the student has a SEVIS Status of Initial.


Available reasons include:
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Arrived under different ID


Offer withdrawn


Record created in error


Registered under different ID


Student not attending


Visa for different SEVIS ID


Cap-Gap Status Enter a value if requesting a Cap-Gap extension.


Values are:


Cancelled


Filed


Waitlisted


The value triggers the CapGapExtension event if the I-20 end
date is less than or equal to the system current date.


Institution,  Career,  Acad Program
(academic program), and Admit Term


The system displays the following:


The institution entered for the student.


The career entered for the institution.


The academic program entered for the career.


The admit term entered for the student in the specified program.


Select Program Data Click to access the Program Selection page where you can
determine if more than one combination of institution, career,
 academic program, and admit term exists for the student.


If more than one exists, select the check box on the Program
Selection page for the line that contains the information that you
want to print on the I-20 form.


The valid institutions for the school code and the valid careers
for the institution are based on the setup of the SEVIS School
Code table.


Student Information
Family Name,  First Name, and
Middle Name


Displays the student's last, first, and middle names according to
the respective name type entered on the SEVIS Setup page.


Note: You must make any name changes on the Biographical
Data page.
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See Entering Biographical Details.


Preferred Name Displays the first, middle, last names, and suffix according to
the most recent, non-future effective-dated name record for the
name type defined in the Preferred Name field on the SEVIS
Setup page.


This field is blank if the student does not have a name of the
defined name type.


This field appears only when a name type is defined in the
Preferred Name field in the SEVIS Setup page.


Passport Name Displays the last, first, and middle names, according to the most
recent, non-future effective-dated name record for the name type
defined in the Passport Name field on the SEVIS Setup page.


This field is blank if the student does not have a name of the
defined name type.


This field appears only when a name type is defined in the
Passport Name field in the SEVIS Setup page.


Date of Birth Displays the birth date that is entered on the Biographical
Details page.


Email Address Displays the student’s preferred email address.


Birth Country Displays the country of birth that is entered on the Biographical
Details page.


Citizenship Status (Required) This field appears only when the birth country is
USA or a U.S. territory.


Admission Number Displays the I-94 admission number that is entered on the Port
of Entry Data page.


Citizenship Country Select the citizenship country to report to SEVIS.


If the student has only one non-U.S. citizenship country, the
system displays it by default.


This field is required.


SEVIS Commuter Select if the student is a commuter student.


The commuter student indicator is valid only for students whose
country of citizenship is Canada or Mexico.


Commuter students are not required to provide U.S. address
data.
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US Address
Address 1, Address 2, City, and State Displays the student’s address based on the address type that is


defined on the SEVIS Setup page for the U.S. address.


Explanation Code Select the override reason for an address that does not pass
SEVIS validation. This reason is included in the alert.


Explanation Text This field is enabled only when you select Other override in the
Explanation Code field.


Enter the reason for the override.


Foreign Address
Address 1, Address 2, City,State,
Postal, and Country


Displays the student’s address based on the address type that is
defined on the SEVIS Setup page for the Foreign address.


School Information
Displays the school official, title, address, and approval date information from the School Information
section of the SEVIS School Code table.


Student Creation Reason
You can select only one reason. Options are:


Initial Creation


Initial - Change of Status


Continued Attendance


School Transfer Causes the Transfer Date field and text box to appear. You can enter the date, and in the
text box, enter the name of the school from which the student transferred.


Reinstatement Request


Other Causes a text box to appear where you must also enter an explanation.


Note:
Bundle 47 Updated note


SEVIS accepts the creation reasons of Initial and Initial - Change of Status  in batch processing only.
Additionally, Release 6.33 requires a US address for Create Student events when the Issue Reason = S
(Initial–Change of Status).


Level of Education Enter the individual's level of education. The options are based
on the visa type entered for the student on the Visa/Permit Data
page.


If a visa type is not entered for the student on the Visa/Permit
Data page, no options are available here.
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This value may appear by default from the I-20 template.


Note: A student must have a visa type on the Visa/Permit Data
page for the system to send the student's information to SEVIS.


Values for F-1 visa classification are Primary,Secondary,
 Associate, Bachelor's, Master's, Doctorate, High School,
 Language Training,  and Other.


Values for M-1 visa classifications are High School, Flight
Training, and Other Vocation School.


Comment Click to enter remarks related to the student's level of education.


Comments are required when the Level of Education field value
is set to Other. Otherwise comments are optional.


All comments are sent to SEVIS when provided.


The student has been accepted for a full course of study
Primary Major,Secondary Major, and
CIP Code


Primary major and secondary major information comes from
the academic plan in the PeopleSoft Student Records Student
Program/Plan component. The primary major is from the
academic plan with the minimum sequence number and the
secondary major is from the academic plan with the second
most minimum sequence number, both are where the plan type
is one of the selected major plan types on the SEVIS Setup
page.


See "Maintaining Student Program Stacks" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Student Records).


If no data exists for the academic plan, the information comes
from the academic plan on the application in the PeopleSoft
Student Admissions Maintain Applications component.


See "Updating Applications" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2:
Recruiting and Admissions).


The CIP code is the code related to the academic plan as
assigned on the Taxonomy page in the Academic Plan Table
component (Set Up SACR,  Foundation Tables,  Academic
Structure).


The CIP code is reported to SEVIS.


See "Defining Academic Plans" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions
9.2: Application Fundamentals).


Minor  and CIP Code The minor is determined on the SEVIS Setup page.
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The system compares information from either the Student
Records academic plan or academic subplan where the plan
types are equal to those on the SEVIS Setup page.


The minor selected is the minimum sequence number with the
indicated plan type related to the primary major.


If no data exists for the Student Records academic plan or
subplan, the information comes from the PeopleSoft Admissions
academic plan or subplan on the application in the Maintain
Application component.


The CIP code is the code related to the academic plan or
academic subplan as assigned on the Taxonomy page in
the Academic Plan component or the Academic Sub-Plan
Taxonomy page in Academic SubPlan Table component (Set Up
SACR,  Foundation Tables,  Academic Structure).


The CIP Code is reported to SEVIS.


Length of Study Enter the number of months normally required for completing
the program that the student undertakes.


This value may also display by default from the I-20 template.


From SEVIS release 6.27, this value is no longer reported to
SEVIS.


From Date By default, the system displays the start date of the student's
Admit Term from the Student Records Student Program/Plan
page or the Admissions Application Program Data page as the
date when the student's program begins.


You can modify this.


If sending the Create Student event to SEVIS and the student
creation reason is Initial or Initial - Change of Status, the from
date must be later than or equal to the current system date.


If the Student Creation Reason is Continue the from date must
be prior to the current system date.


To Date Displays the date when the student's program is to be completed.


By default, the system adds the value from the Length of Study
field to the from date and displays it here.


You can modify this.


Initial Start Date Set a date that is on or after the From Date, but should not be
later than 30 days after the From Date.


English Proficiency required Select this check box if the school requires English proficiency
for this student.
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If selected, you must indicate whether or not the student is
proficient by selecting the appropriate values. Options are
Student is proficient or Student is not proficient yet.


If this check box is not selected, you must provide an
explanation in the text box of why English proficiency is not
required at the school.


School estimates student average academic cost for
Months in an academic term Enter the number of months that the student is to attend courses


during an academic term.


This value may also appear by default from the I-20 template.


Tuition and fees Enter the total amount of tuition expenses that the student must
pay.


This value may also appear by default from the I-20 template.


Other expenses Enter other expenses that the student must pay.


If you enter a value, you must click Description and provide an
explanation of the other expense.


This value may also appear by default from the I-20 template.


Description Click to access the page where you must provide an explanation
of the other expenses.


Living Expenses Enter the total amount of living expenses that the student must
pay.


This value may also appear by default from the I-20 template.


Dependent Expenses Enter the total amount of dependent expenses that the student
must pay.


Enter a value here only if the student is accompanied by
dependents.


This value may also appear by default from the I-20 template.


Student means of support for the above length of time
Student's personal funds Enter the total amount of personal funds available to the student


for use in paying for expenses.


Funds from this school Enter the total amount of funds being provided by the school.


If you enter a value here, you must also click Fund Type and
enter an explanation of the funds provided by the school.
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Fund Type Click to access the page where you enter an explanation of the
type of funds provided by the school.


Funds from another source Enter the total amount of funds provided from another source.


If you enter a value here, you must also click Description and
enter an explanation describing the source of the other funding.


Description Click to access the page where you enter a description of the
source of the other funding.


On-campus employment Enter the total amount of funds available to the student through
on-campus employment.


Funding Verified Select this check box when the student's funding is verified and
the student information is ready to send to SEVIS.


You must select this check box for the student information to
be processed for sending to SEVIS. Failure to select it results in
the student's information not being selected for submission to
SEVIS.


The check box becomes unavailable and an error message
appears, if:


• The total means of support provided by the student is not
equal to or greater than the total expenses.


• No visa type is entered for the student.


• A dependent is entered, but no dependent expenses are
entered.


• Dependent expenses are entered, but no dependent is
entered.


Funding Remarks Enter optional, general remarks associated with the funding
information.


School Certification
School Official Enter the designated school official (DSO) responsible for the


student's record.


This prompt list includes only the DSOs assigned to the school
code on the SEVIS School Code table.


This value may also appear by default from the I-20 template.


Title The system displays the title for the DSO from the SEVIS
School Code table.


Date Issued Enter the date when the I-20 form was issued or entered.


The default date is the system date. You can modify it.
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The date is for reference only. It is not sent to SEVIS. The DHS
provides the issue date on the I-20 PDF returned from SEVIS.


City and State Displays the city and state for the DSO from the School
Information section of the SEVIS School Code table.


Dependent Information
Enter dependent information.


Warning! Do not delete dependent rows unless you make an error in adding the dependent's ID. If you
delete the dependent ID, the dependent events will not be reported to SEVIS. Change the status of the
dependent to Cancelled or Terminated instead of deleting the row. If you try to delete the dependent, you
receive a warning regarding the ramifications.


ID Enter the ID of each person accompanying the student as a
dependent. (Dependents and their IDs must appear on the
Biographical Details page.)


Consult the U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement web
site for required data for each dependent.


Email Address Displays the dependent’s preferred email address.


Relationship Status Enter the status of the dependent: Active,  Cancelled,  or
Terminated.


If the status is Active, the dependent is reported with the student
during the Create Student event or the Dependent - Add event
if a Create Student event was previously sent. The Dependent -
Reactivate event also uses this value.


If the status is changed to Terminated, and the student has a
SEVIS Status of Active, the Dependent - Terminate event is
triggered.


If the status is changed to Cancelled,and the student has
a SEVIS Status of Initial,the Dependent - Cancel event is
triggered.


This is a required field with a default value of Active.


Relationship Enter the dependent's relationship to the student. Values include
Child and Spouse.


Regulations permit only one spouse to accompany the student
during study in the U.S. If you enter more than one dependent as
a spouse, you receive an error.


This is a required field.


Reason This field appears only when the Relationship Status field is set
to Terminated or Cancelled.
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If Relationship Status is Terminated, you must provide the
reason for that action. The termination reasons listed are the
values provided by the DHS and sent as part of the Dependent -
Terminate event.


If the Relationship Status is Cancelled, you must provide the
reason for that action. The cancellation reasons listed are the
values provided by the DHS and sent as part of the Dependent -
Cancel event.


Other Reason This link appears only when the Relationship Status field is set
to Terminated and the Termination Reason is Other.


Select the link to enter a further explanation of the termination
reason.


This field is required if Termination Reason is Other.


Birth Country Displays the country of birth that is entered on the Biographical
Details page.


Citizenship Status (Required) This field appears only when the birth country is
USA or a U.S. territory.


Comments Enter any additional remarks regarding the dependent.


Remarks are optional, but if provided are reported to SEVIS
with the following events: Create Student, Dependent - Add,
 Dependent - Edit, Dependent - Cancel and Dependent -
Terminate.


Preferred Name and Passport Name These fields appear in the Dependent Names tab, which appears
only when one or both of the Preferred F/M Dependents and
Passport F/M Dependents check boxes are selected on the
SEVIS Setup page.


These fields are blank if the dependent does not have a name of
the defined type.


Create Remarks Enter any additional remarks regarding the student.


Remarks are optional, but if provided are reported to SEVIS
with the Create Student event.


Creating and Updating Exchange Visitor Data for DS-2019 Forms
for J Visas


The DS-2019 form pages included in the PeopleSoft system display relevant DS-2019 form data in a
sequence similar to the actual DS-2019 form document produced by SEVIS. The SEVIS system produces
the DS-2019 form in PDF format using data provided by your institution.
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PeopleSoft DS-2019 Form pages are keyed by exchange visitor's ID and program number. Access to the
form is controlled through SEVIS program sponsor security.


Note: The PeopleSoft system requires that any exchange visitor for whom you enter DS-2019 form data,
must have the appropriate J-1 visa type defined on the Visa/Permit Data page.


This section discusses how to create and update DS-2019 form data.


Pages Used to Create and Update Exchange Visitor Data for DS-2019 Forms
for J Visas


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


DS-2019 Form DS2019_FORM Campus Community,  SEVIS,
DS-2019 Forms,  DS-2019
Form


Create or update DS-2019
information for exchange
visitor J visas.


Program Selection SEV_DS_SEL_SEC Click the Select Program Data
link on the DS-2019 Form
page.


Select the program to submit
for a student category
exchange visitor.


Dependent Details DS2019_DEP_SEC Click the Details link in that
appears in the Dependent
Information section of the
DS-2019 Form page when the
Relationship Status is either
Terminated or Ended Status.


Enter the reason for changing
a dependent's Relationship
Status to Terminated or Ended
Status.
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Entering DS-2019 Form Data
Access the DS-2019 Form page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  DS-2019 Forms,  DS-2019 Form).


Image: DS-2019 (Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visitor (J-1) Status) Form page (1 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the DS-2019 (Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange
Visitor (J-1) Status) Form page (1 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this
page.
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Image: DS-2019 (Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visitor (J-1) Status) Form page (2 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the DS-2019 (Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange
Visitor (J-1) Status) Form page (2 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this
page.
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Image: DS-2019 (Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visitor (J-1) Status) Form page (3 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the DS-2019 (Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange
Visitor (J-1) Status) Form page (3 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this
page.
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Image: DS-2019 (Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visitor (J-1) Status) Form page (4 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the DS-2019 (Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange
Visitor (J-1) Status) Form page (4 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this
page.


DS-2019 Form Details
SEVIS Status Displays the status of the exchange visitor as reflected in the


SEVIS Master.


Status Enter the status as of the effective date. The default value is
Active.


Only active DS-2019 form rows are included in the SEVIS
Alerts - J process.


Visitor's Category Select the appropriate category for the exchange visitor.


Values are:


Alien Physician


Aupair


Camp Counselor


Government Visitor


Intern


International Visitor


Professor
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Research Scholar


Short-term Scholar


Specialist


Student Associate


Student Bachelors


Student Doctorate


Student Intern


Student Masters


Student Non-Degree


Student Secondary


Summer Work/Travel


Teacher


Trainee


Trainee (Non-speciality)


Trainee (Specialty)


This field is required. The system uses this value to enforce
minimum and maximum duration of stay rules when you save
the page.


Academic Institution,  Academic
Career,  Academic Program, and
Admit Term


If you select any of the student categories other than Student
Intern in the Visitors Category field, the system displays the
following:


• The institution entered for the student,


• The career entered for the institution,


• The academic program entered for the career, and


• The admit term entered for the student exchange visitor in
the specified program.


Select Program Data Click to access the Program Selection page, where you can
determine if more than one combination of institution, career,
 academic program, and admit term exists for the student
exchange visitor.


If more than one exists, select the check box on the Program
Selection page for the line that contains the appropriate
information to print on the DS-2019 form.
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The valid institutions for the program number and the valid
careers for the institution are based on the setup of the SEVIS
Program Sponsor table.


Exchange Visitor Information
Family Name,  First Name,  and
Middle Name


Displays the exchange visitor's last, first, and middle names
according to the name type entered on the SEVIS Setup page.


Note: You must make any name changes on the Biographical
Details page


Preferred Name Displays the first, middle, last names, and suffix according
to the most recent name record for the name type defined for
the Preferred Name field on the SEVIS Setup page. This field
is blank if the exchange visitor does not have a name of the
defined type.


This field appears only when a name type is defined in the
Preferred Name field in the SEVIS Setup page.


Passport Name Displays the last, first, and middle names, according to the most
recent name record for the name type defined for the Passport
Name field on the SEVIS Setup page. This field is blank if the
exchange visitor does not have a name of the defined type.


This field appears only when a name type is defined in the
Passport Name field in the SEVIS Setup page.


Email Address Displays the preferred email address of the exchange visitor.


Phone Displays the preferred phone number of the exchange visitor.


Gender,  Date of Birth,   City of
Birth,  and Birth Country


Displays data entered on the Biographical Details page.


Birth Country Reason This field appears only if the birth country is USA or a U.S.
 territory.


SEVIS requires that you enter the applicable reason, either Born
to Foreign Diplomat or Expatriated.


Country Select the citizenship country to report to SEVIS.


If the exchange visitor has only one non-U.S. citizenship
country, the system displays it by default.


This field is required.


Permanent Country Select the country of permanent residence to report to SEVIS.


This field is required.


Position Code Select the position to report to SEVIS that describes the
exchange visitor in his or her home country.
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This field is required.


US Address
Address 1,  Address 2,  City,  and
State


Displays the exchange visitor’s address based on the address
type entered on the SEVIS Setup page for the U.S. address.


Explanation Code Select the override reason for an address that does not pass
SEVIS validation. This reason is included in the alert.


Explanation Text This field is enabled only when you select Other override in the
Explanation Code field.


Enter the reason for the override.


Creation Reason You can select only one reason, either New or Continuing.


If you select New, the Start Date and End Date fields appear.
 You must enter the exchange program start and end dates.


If you select Continuing, the Initial Start Date,  Form Number,
  Start Date,  and End Date fields appear. You must enter the
exchange program's original start date and the number of the
assigned IAP-66 or DS-2019 form in addition to the exchange
program start and end dates.


Note: The creation reason is no longer reported to SEVIS in
batch, therefore it is assumed that all exchange visitors have
a creation reason of New. Use Continuing only for recording
historical data. A warning appears when you save the DS-2019
Form with a creation reason of Continuing.


Start Date  and End Date Enter the date that the exchange visitor's program begins and the
date that the program is to be completed.


A visitor cannot enter the U.S. more than 30 days prior to
program start date. Exchange Program start date must be equal
to or later than the current date. The system delivers an error if
the start date is not equal to or later than the current system date.


Also, the program duration cannot exceed the maximum
duration of stay and cannot be less than the minimum duration
of stay.


These are required fields.


Initial Start Date and Form Number For a creation reason of Continuing, you must enter the original
date when the exchange visitor's program began and the number
of the IAP-66 or DS-2019 form assigned to the exchange visitor.


The initial start date must predate the current date. The system
delivers an error if the start date is not prior to the current date.
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The format for the form number is X-1-12345-1234567. The
system delivers an error if the format is not correct.


Both the Initial Start Date and Form Number fields are required
for a creation reason of Continuing.


Subj/Field Code (subject/field code) Enter the CIP code that represents the exchange visitor's subject
or field of study.


The field is available or unavailable based the Visitor's Category
selected. For student categories (Student Associate, Student
Doctorate, Student Intern, and so on), the subject and field
of study information comes from the student program/plan
academic plan with the minimum sequence number where the
plan type is equal to the plan types defined for primary major on
the SEVIS Setup page. If no data exists on the student program/
plan academic plan, the information comes from the academic
plan in the Maintain Applications component.


For nonstudent categories (Alien Physician, Aupair, Camp
Counselor, Intern, and so on), you must enter the subject or field
of study.


The CIP code is the code related to the academic plan as
assigned on the Taxonomy page in the Academic Plan Table
component (Set Up SACR,  Foundation Tables,  Academic
Structure).


This field is required. The CIP code is reported to SEVIS.


See "Understanding Academic Structure" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals).


If the exchange visitor code is a program category other
than Student, the field is available and you must select the
appropriate subject/field code.


Subj/Field Remarks Enter remarks to further describe the subject and field of study.


Remarks are required.


Degree Level and  Field of Study These fields appear only when Visitor's Category is set to
Student Intern.


Mailing Address
Address 1, Address 2, City, and State Displays the student’s address based on the address type that is


defined on the SEVIS Setup page for the mailing address.


Explanation Code Select the override reason for an address that does not pass
SEVIS validation. This reason is included in the alert.


Explanation Text This field is enabled only when you select Other override in the
Explanation Code field.
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Enter the reason for the override.


Total Estimated Financial Support
You must enter at least one amount of monetary support in this section


Current Program Sponsor Funds Enter the U.S. dollar amount of financial support provided by
the program sponsor.


Received US Government Funds Select to report to SEVIS that the exchange visitor has received
funding from the U.S. Government.


US Government Agency Code and
Amount; US Government Agency
Code 2 and Amount


Enter the U.S. Government organization that is providing
funds to the exchange visitor, and the U.S. dollar amount of the
funding they provide.


For each agency that you enter, you must also enter the amount
of funding.


If you enter a value of OTHER in either the US Government
Agency Code or US Government Agency Code 2 field, you
must enter the name of the agency in the Name field. SEVIS
requires that you enter the name of the US government agency
providing funds.


Intl Organization Code (international
organization code) and Amount; Intl
Organization Code 2 (international
organization code 2) and Amount


Enter the international organization that is providing funds to
the exchange visitor, and the U.S. dollar amount of the funding
they provide.


For each organization that you enter, you must also enter the
amount of funding.


If you enter a value of  OTHER in either the Intl Organization
Code or Intl Organization Code 2 field, you must enter the name
of the organization in the Name field. SEVIS requires that you
enter the name of the international organization providing funds.


Other Organizations Support and
Name


Enter the total U.S. dollar amount of funding provided by any
other organization, and enter the name of the organization.


Exchange Visitor's Government Enter the U.S. dollar amount of funding provided by the
government of the exchange visitor's country.


Binational Commission Enter the U.S. dollar amount of funding provided by the
binational commission of the exchange visitor's country.


Personal Funds Enter the total amount of personal funds available to the
exchange visitor for expenses.


Total Financial Support The system calculates the total of funds entered on this page and
displays the total here.


Funding Verified and Remarks Select this when the exchange visitor's funding is verified and
the exchange visitor information is ready to send to SEVIS.
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 Enter optional, general remarks associated with the funding
information.


You must select the Funding Verified check box for the
exchange visitor information to be processed for sending to
SEVIS. Failure to select it results in the exchange visitor's
information not being selected for submission to SEVIS.


The check box becomes unavailable and an error message
appears if:


• No visa type is entered for the exchange visitor.


• The visa type is not mapped to 03 on the Visa Mapping
page.


• No amount of financial support is entered.


Responsible Officer Enter the RO/ARO responsible for the exchange visitor's record.
 This prompt displays only the RO/AROs assigned to the
Program Sponsor on the SEVIS Program Sponsor table.


This field is required.


Address Line 1,  Address Line 2, 
City,  State, and Postal


Displays the address data entered in the Program Sponsor
Information section of the SEVIS Program Sponsor table for the
selected responsible officer.


Date Prepared Enter the date when the DS-2019 form was issued or entered.


The default date is the current system date. You can modify it.


This date is informational only and is not sent to SEVIS. The
DHS provides the date prepared on the DS-2019 PDF returned
from SEVIS.


Date Signed Enter the date that the DS-2019 form was signed.


This date is informational only. It is not sent to SEVIS.


Dependent Information
Enter dependent information.


Warning! Do not delete dependent rows unless you make an error in adding the dependent's ID. If
you delete the dependent ID, the dependent events are not reported to SEVIS. Change the status of the
dependent to Deleted, Ended Status, or Terminated instead of deleting the row. If you try to delete the
dependent row, you receive a warning regarding the ramifications.


ID Enter the ID of each person accompanying the exchange visitor
as a dependent. (Dependents and their IDs must appear on
the Biographical Details page in the Add/Update a Person
component.)
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See Reference Manual for the Student and Exchange Visitor
Information System Batch Interface, Application Program
Interface (API) .


Email Address Displays the dependent’s preferred email address.


Relationship Status Enter the status of the dependent: Active, Deleted, Ended Status,
 or Terminated.


If the status is Active, the dependent is reported along with the
exchange visitor on the Create EV event or the Dependent - Add
event if a Create EV event was previously sent.


If the status is changed to Terminated, the Dependent -
Terminate event is triggered.


If the status is changed to Ended Status, the Dependent – End
Status event is triggered.


If the status is changed to Deleted, the Dependent – Delete event
is triggered.


The Dependent – End Status and Dependent – Terminate events
trigger only if the exchange visitor's SEVIS status is Active.


The Dependent - Delete event triggers only if the exchange
visitor's SEVIS status is Initial.


This is a required field with a default value of Active.


Relationship Enter the dependent's relationship to the exchange visitor.
 Values are Child or Spouse.


Regulations permit only one spouse to accompany the exchange
visitor during study in the U.S. If you enter more than one
dependent as a spouse, you receive an error.


This is a required field.


Permanent Country Select the country to report to SEVIS as dependent's country of
permanent residence.


This is a required field.


Details Appears only if the Relationship Status field is set to Ended
Status or Terminated.


Click to access the Dependent Details page where you must
enter the reason for the status – either an end of status reason or
termination reason respectively.


Remarks Enter any additional remarks regarding the dependent.



http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm

http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm

http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm
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Remarks are optional, but if provided are reported to SEVIS
with the Create EV, Dependent - Add, Dependent - Edit,
 Dependent - Cancel, and Dependent - Terminate events.


Birth Country Reason This field appears only if the birth country is USA or a US
Territory. You must enter the applicable reason, either Born to
Foreign Diplomat or Expatriated.


Preferred Name and Passport Name These fields appear in the Dependent Names tab, which appears
only when one or both of the Preferred J Dependents and
Passport J Dependents check boxes are selected on the SEVIS
Setup page.


These fields are blank if the dependent does not have a name of
the defined type.


Site of Activity
Enter information about the site of the exchange visitor activity.


Warning! Do not delete site of activity rows unless you make an error in adding the site of activity. If you
delete the site of activity, the site of activity events are not reported to SEVIS. Change the status of the
site of activity to Inactive instead of deleting the row. If you try to delete the site of activity, the system
displays a warning regarding the ramifications.


Site of Activity Enter the site of activity to report to SEVIS.


The default value is the site that is set up on the SEVIS Program
Sponsor table. You can add multiple sites of activity when
creating an exchange visitor.


Primary Select to indicate the site is the primary site to print on the
DS-2019 Form.


Status Enter the status of the site of activity. The default value is
Active.


If you change the status to Active, the system reports a Site of
Activity - Add event to SEVIS if a Create EV has already been
sent.


If you change the status to Inactive, the system reports a Site of
Activity - Delete event to SEVIS.


Address 1,  Address 2,  City,  State,
and Postal


Enter address data for the site from the Site of Activity table.


The system displays this information from the Site of Activity
Table, but is editable. Changing this data after it is sent to
SEVIS triggers a Site of Activity – Edit event.


Explanation Code Displays the override reason for an address that does not pass
SEVIS validation. This reason is included in the alert.
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The value in this field defaults from the Site Activity Table
when a Site Activity code is added or updated.


Explanation Text Displays the reason for the override.


The value in this field defaults from the Site Activity Table
when a Site Activity code is added or updated.


Remarks Enter remarks to further describe the site of activity.


The system sends these remarks to SEVIS with the Site of
Activity - Add, Site of Activity - Edit, and Site of Activity -
Delete events.


Dependent Details page
Access the Dependent Details page (click the Details link in that appears in the Dependent Information
section of the DS-2019 Form page when the Relationship Status is either Terminated or Ended Status).


Fields appear on this page based on the dependent's Relationship Status, either Terminated or Ended
Status.


Termination Reason or End Status
Reason


If you change a dependent's Relationship Status to Terminated,
  the Termination Reason field appears where you must enter
a reason for terminating the dependent. Valid values are:
Conviction of a Crime,  Unauthorized Employment,  and Other.
 The available reasons listed are the values provided by the DHS
and sent as part of the Dependent - Terminate event.


If you change a dependent's Relationship Status to Ended Status
the End Status Reason field appears where you must enter
a reason for ending the dependent's status. Valid values are:
Death,  Divorce,  Other,  or  Over 21.


For either Terminated or Ended Status, if you select a reason of
Other you must also complete the Other Reason field.


You can submit only one reason to SEVIS. The system displays
an error if you attempt to enter both an termination and an end
status reason.


Effective Date Appears only if you enter a termination reason. Enter the
termination date for the dependent.


The field is required for a termination reason.


Other Reason Appears if you enter an end status reason or termination reason
of Other. Provide an explanation for the reason entered.


This field is required for an end status reason or termination
reason of Other.


Remarks Enter any additional remarks about the end of status or
termination.
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Remarks are optional, but if provided are reported to SEVIS
with the Dependent - Terminate or Dependent - End Status
events.


Using Dependent Search


Using Dependent Search, you can search on a dependent's name to determine who the individual's
primary document holder is and how the dependent and primary document holder are related. The system
looks at I-20 and DS-2019 forms data to return the results of the search.


Page Used for Dependent Search
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Dependent Search SEV_DEP_SRCH Campus Community,  SEVIS,
Search Tools,  Dependent
Search


Find the primary document
holder for a dependent.


Using Dependent Search
Access the Dependent Search page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  Search Tools,  Dependent Search).


Spouse of or Child of Displays the ID of the dependent's primary document holder,
 either Spouse of or Child.


The field label change to reflect the dependent's relationship to
the primary document holder. For example, suppose that Gabriel
Fisher, the dependent on whom you search, is the son of the
primary document holder. The field label would be Child of.


School Code or Program Number Displays the SEVIS school code or program number from the
primary document holder's I-20 or DS-2019 form if the form
data contains the dependent's ID.


The School Code field appears only if the system finds I-20
form data that contains the dependent's ID.


The Program Number field appears only if the system finds
DS-2019 form data that contains the dependent's ID.


View Form This link appears only if you have security access to the school
code or program number listed.


Click to access the form, either the I-20 or DS-2019 form, on
which the system found the dependent's ID. The form appears in
a new browser window in update/display mode.
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If you do not have the security access to the school code or
program number, this link does not appear and you are not able
to view the forms.


Running the SEVIS Alerts Process


The SEVIS Alerts process identifies data changes that are reportable to SEVIS, logs those changes, and
copies all relevant data into the Select Alerts to Report component for review before you submit the data
to SEVIS. You can set the process to run at scheduled intervals. Each time the SEVIS Alerts process (for
F/M visas or for J visas) runs, the SEVIS alerts data is moved to SEVIS events history and the SEVIS
Alerts process records are refreshed with data from the new run of the process.


Before running the process again, allow for the processing time required for SEVIS to return batch
results and to run the SEVIS Import Results process. Refer to the process flow to better understand and
determine when to run the SEVIS Alerts process.


This section discusses how to:


• Run the SEVIS Alerts process for F and M visas.


• Run the SEVIS Alerts process for J visas.


Understanding Name Population
This section describes the processing for events that include name fields for a student, exchange visitor, or
dependent.


Note: Separate First and Middle Name fields are populated in the alerts records and in SEVIS Master.
The concatenation of First and Middle Name values into a single Given Name element in the XML file is
handled as part of the Export to SEVIS process.


Dummy First Name
If the First Name value in the name record that is reported matches the Dummy First Name defined in
SEVIS Setup, then both the First and Middle Name values are set to blank in the alerts record for the main
name record, and for any values that are reported for Preferred Name and Passport Name. This is done
before the name values are converted or validated.


Character Conversion
During the population of names in the alerts record, where possible, non-standard Latin characters are
converted to standard A-Z or a-z characters. Character conversion is applied to First Name, Middle Name,
Last Name, Passport Name and Preferred Name. Because some non-standard Latin characters are allowed
for Preferred Name, the list of converted characters is a subset of the characters converted for the other
name fields. For information about character conversion, see Understanding Name Character Conversion.


In some cases, a single non-standard character must be replaced with two characters and, in certain
circumstances, this may cause the overall length of the name field to exceed the maximum 30 characters
allowed in the alerts record. For each of the converted names fields, if the value exceeds the maximum
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characters allowed, then the value is truncated to 30 characters before being stored. An error for the alert
is also logged.


Validation
Validation is applied for First Name, Middle Name, Last Name, Preferred Name, and Passport Name.
Where only alphabet characters or spaces are allowed, in most cases invalid characters are converted
to valid A-Z or a-z during character conversion. The validation gives errors when other non-standard
characters exist. If the name value has been truncated to 30 characters as part of the name conversion,
then an error is also logged for the alert.


Field Error Conditions


Last Name • If the field:


• is blank


• contains characters other than A-Z or a-z


• contains multiple spaces in sequence


• has any of the values (regardless of case): fnu, lnu,
 unknown, not application, none


• If the value is truncated to 30 characters during
conversion of non-standard characters


First Name • If the field:


• contains characters other than A-Z or a-z


• contains multiple spaces in sequence


• has any of the values (regardless of case): fnu, lnu,
 unknown, not application, none


• If the value is truncated to 30 characters during
conversion of non-standard characters


Middle Name • If the field contains:


• characters other than A-Z or a-z


• multiple spaces in sequence


• contains the following values (regardless of case):
fnu, lnu, unknown, not application, none


• If the value is truncated to 30 characters during
conversion of non-standard characters
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Field Error Conditions


Preferred Name If the field contains:


• multiple spaces in sequence


• other characters aside from the following allowed
characters:


• A-z


• a-z


• apostrophe


• comma


• hyphen


• full stop or period


• upper or lower case characters with grave, acute,
 circumflex, diaeresis, ring above


Passport Name If the field:


• exceeds the maximum 39 characters


• contains characters other than A-z or a-z


• contains multiple spaces in sequence


Understanding Name Comparison
The alerts process compares the Last Name, Middle Name, First Name, Preferred Name, and Passport
Name values from SEVIS Master with the relevant name record to determine whether to generate update
events Personal Info and Dependent – Edit for F/M visas, and Biographical and Dependent – Edit for J
visas. The comparison for Preferred Name and Passport Name is done only if a name type is defined in
SEVIS Setup.


If the First Name value in the name record matches the Dummy First Name value defined in setup, then
the First Name and Middle Name are both considered blank when they are compared with the values in
SEVIS Master.


Character conversion is applied to the name record fields and SEVIS Master name values prior to the
comparison.


Understanding Name Character Conversion
The following sections describe the conversion of name characters for Full Name, Passport Name, and
Preferred Name.
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Full Name/Passport
For First Name, Middle Name, Last Name, and Passport Name, the conversions in the following table are
performed to replace non-standard Latin characters prior the values being validated.
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Note: The characters marked with an asterisk (*) denote characters that are allowed in the Preferred
Name field.


Image: Character Conversion for Punctuation Marks; Capital and Small A


This table illustrates the Character Conversion for Punctuation Marks; Capital and Small A.
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Image: Character Conversion for C and D


This illustrates the Character Conversion for C and D.
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Image: Character Conversion for Capital and Small E


This illustrates the Character Conversion for Capital and Small E.


Image: Character Conversion for Capital and Small G; Capital and Small H


This illustrates the Character Conversion for Capital and Small G; Capital and Small H.
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Image: Character Conversion for Capital and Small I; Capital and Small J


This illustrates the Character Conversion for Capital and Small I; Capital and Small J.


Image: Character Conversion for Capital and Small K; Capital and Small L


This illustrates the Character Conversion for Capital and Small K; Capital and Small L.
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Image: Character Conversion for Capital and Small N; Capital O


This illustrates the Character Conversion for Capital and Small N; Capital O.
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Image: Character Conversion for Small O; Small Q; Capital and Small R


This illustrates the Character Conversion for Small O; Small Q; Capital and Small R.
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Image: Character Conversion for Capital and Small S; Capital and Small T; Capital U


This illustrates the Character Conversion for Capital and Small S; Capital and Small T; Capital U.
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Image: Character Conversion for Small U; Capital and Small W; Capital and Small Y; Capital and
Small Z


This illustrates the Character Conversion for Small U; Capital and Small W; Capital and Small Y; Capital
and Small Z.
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Image: Character Conversion for Other Special Characters


This illustrates the Character Conversion for Other Special Characters.


Preferred Name
The Preferred Name field can include some non-standard Latin characters that are allowed by SEVP. For
example, characters with diaeresis, circumflex, grave, acute and ring above are allowed. This means that
some of the conversions for the Full Name and Passport Name are not performed for Preferred Name.
Also, punctuation marks such as, apostrophes, commas, and hyphens are allowed in Preferred Name.


Refer to the tables in the Full Name/Passport Name section for the character conversion.
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Pages Used to Run the SEVIS Alerts Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Process SEVIS Alerts - F/M,


Process SEVIS Alerts - J


RUNCTL_CCSEVCMP • Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  F/M Alerts, 
Process SEVIS Alerts -
F/M


• Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  J Alerts, 
Process SEVIS Alerts - J


Determine the events sent to
the SEVIS Alerts table and
extract the data to be sent to
SEVIS for the respective visa
type (F/M or J).


Running the SEVIS Alerts Process for F and M Visas
Access the Process SEVIS Alerts - F/M page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  F/M Alerts,  Process SEVIS
Alerts - F/M).


The SEVIS Alerts process detects changes to your international student population that should be reported
to SEVIS. A unique batch ID is generated each time the process runs. The naming scheme for this batch
ID is YYYYMMDD-NNNNN, where YYYYMMDD represents the date on which the process runs and
NNNNN represents the unique counter number. For example, the batch ID 20021219-00001 indicates that
the process was run on December 19, 2002 and 00001 is the unique counter number. This batch ID and
the SEVIS school code are keys to the records that you review on the Alerts Header page in the Select
Alerts to Report - F/M component.


Note: All reportable institutions and careers for the SEVIS school code must appear on this page or the
data will not be reported to SEVIS.


See Setting Up SEVIS School Codes.


SEVIS School Code Enter the SEVIS school code for the process that you want to
run.


Validate SEVIS CIP Code Select Yes for the alerts process to compare CIP codes against
the corresponding CIP Code Table page (Set Up SACR, 
Foundation Tables,  Reporting Codes,  CIP Code Table). When
the Valid SEVIS CIP Code field on the CIP Code Table page is
set to Yes, the process compares the code in the event against the
valid code on the table. If the codes do not match, or if no valid
code is available for comparing (the Valid SEVIS CIP Code on
the CIP Code Table page is set to No), the process generates an
error message that appears in the alerts.


The validation process checks for valid CIP codes for these F/M
events:


• Create Student, Education Level – Add.


• Education Level – Cancel.


• Program – Edit.
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Select No to disable the automatic CIP code validation process.
 When the validation process is disabled, no validation notices
appear in the alerts.


See "Modifying CIP and HEGIS Codes" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals).


Refresh Click to refresh the page with data retrieved for the specified
school code.


Trigger Complete Program After
If you enter a 0 or no number in the F Students or M Students fields, the Program - Complete event will
trigger and appear on alerts for a complete program, but not based on the I-20 or OPT end date.


F students Enter the number of days after either the I-20 end date or the
OPT end date has passed for a complete program event to
appear on the Alerts page for an F-1 student.


The number can be between 0 and 60.


M students Enter the number of days after either the I-20 end date or the
OPT end date has passed for a complete program event to
appear on the Alerts page for an M-1 student.


The number can be between 0 and 30.


Academic Information Selection
As of November 15, 2003, DHS regulations changed for reporting a registration event. The regulations
changed from having to report the event within 90 days from the current term start date to having to report
it within 30 days from the current term start date. The As of Date on the SEVIS Alerts process reflects
this 30-day requirement.


Institution and Career The system displays values for these when you click Refresh.
 You cannot edit values for these on this page. You must make
valid changes for the SEVIS school code on the SEVIS School
Code Table page.


The Institution field appears only if more than one institution is
mapped to the SEVIS school code.


Current Term Enter the current term for each institution and career listed.


The current term appears by default if the system date is
between the term begin and end dates and only one term is
defined for the institution and career within those dates.


The current term value is used to determine the current session
end date that is reported to SEVIS, and it is also used for the
Registration and Auth Drop Below FC events.


Next Term Enter the term that follows the current term for each institution
and career listed.
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The prompt displays all terms for which the start date is greater
than the system date.


This term is used to determine the next session start date that is
reported to SEVIS.


As of Date Enter the date for each institution and career listed.


The Registration and Auth Drop Below FC events are triggered
based on this date.


DHS regulations require that you report the Registration event
within 30 days of the current term start date. You receive an
error if the date that you enter does not meet the criteria. You
can set this date prior to the start date of the current term entered
if you want to report the Registration event prior to the current
term begin date.


You should update this field each time the Current Term and
Next Term fields are refreshed.


When you have entered the data, click Run to run the process.


Note: A warning message appears if the SEVIS Alerts process has been run in the past 12 hours. If any
of the process's work was in progress when the SEVIS Alerts process for F/M visas runs again within that
time period, you might lose the results of that work.


Bundle 47. Updated validation reports a batch error for Create Student events if the Issue Reason is not
I or S. The system sets Send To = None, preventing the alert being sent to SEVIS but allows synching to
Master. When an error is reported, either correct the Student Creation Reason on the I-20 Form, or synch
the event to Master. If a Create Student Issue Reason is S,  a US Address is required.


EIN, Supervisor First Name, Last Name, Phone and Email are required for Employer records for an OPT
extension.


This table lists, by event, what must happen for an event to appear in the Alerts Header page for a student.
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Event Trigger Logic


Create Student The student has an immigration status on the Port of Entry
Data page that equals the SEVIS visa type 01 (F-1) or 02 (
M-1).


OR


If the Immigration Status field is blank on the Port of Entry
Data page, the student has a visa type on the Visa/Permit Data
page that equals SEVIS visa type 01 (F-1) or 02 (M-1) where
the country is USA.


AND


The most recent effective-dated I-20 form has a status equal to
Active.


AND


The most recent effective-dated I-20 form has the Funding
Verified field set to Y.


AND


No rows exist in the SEVIS Master component for the user ID
and school code on the I-20 form.


Note: For F-1 students, if the Secondary Major CIP and Minor
CIP fields are not populated from the academic record of the
student during the alerts process, then the process enters a CIP
code of 00.0000 for those fields.
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Event Trigger Logic


Selection Criteria for All Events Listed Below The student has an immigration status on the Port of Entry
Data page that equals the SEVIS visa type 01 (F-1) or 02 (
M-1).


OR


If the Immigration Status field is blank on the Port of Entry
Data page, the student has a visa type on the Visa/Permit Data
page that equals SEVIS visa type 01 (F-1) or 02 (M-1).


AND


The most recent effective-dated I-20 form has an Effective
Status of Active.


AND


The most recent effective-dated I-20 form has Funding
Verified set to Y.


AND


The SEVIS Status field in the SEVIS Master component is
Initial or Active.
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Event Trigger Logic


Auth Drop Below FC – Add The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


The As of Date field on the Process SEVIS Alerts − F/M page
is earlier than or equal to the date when the process is run.


AND


The Registration event has been previously sent for the current
term on the run control page.


AND


The Auth Reason field is either blank on the Registration
page of the SEVIS Master component or the end date of the
specified Auth Reason has passed.


AND


The total number of currently enrolled units for all institutions,
 careers, and current terms on the Process SEVIS Alerts - F/M
page is less than the minimum full time level/load rules units
for the academic program on the most recent effective-dated
I-20 form.


If Instruction Mode values are entered on the SEVIS Setup
table, compare to Instruction Mode on Class table. If equal,
 use only the one class where STDNT_ENRL.UNT_TAKEN
is greatest toward calculating full time. If no Instruction Mode
values are entered on the SEVIS Setup table, apply all classes
toward calculating full time.


AND


No Full Course Exception value exists for the run control term
or the units do not meet those required for the exception.


Note: You can also manually enter this event on the Select
Alerts to Report – F/M component.
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Event Trigger Logic


Auth Drop Below FC – Cancel This event is manually entered on Alerts – F/M. No logic
exists to trigger the event.


To manually enter the event, the following conditions must be
met:


SEVIS Status is Active.


AND


No inactive effective status rows exist on the SEVIS Master
component, Registration page.


AND


A Drop Below Full Course Auth Reason value exists,


AND


The Drop Below Full Course Start Date value on the SEVIS
Master component is later than the current system date.


Auth Drop Below FC – Edit This event is manually entered on Alerts – F/M page. No logic
exists to trigger the event.


To manually enter the event, the following conditions must be
met:


The student has a SEVIS Status of Active,


AND


No inactive effective status rows exist on the SEVIS Master
component, Registration page.


AND


A Drop Below Full Course Auth Reason  value exists.


If the date when the event is added is earlier than the Drop
Below Full Course Start Date, then New Start Date, New End
Date, Reason, and Remarks fields may be edited.


The New Start Date cannot be less than the student's Program
Start Date on the SEVIS Master component and must be later
than or equal to the date on which the SEVIS Batch request is
processed.


The New End Date cannot be earlier than the current date, and
it cannot be later than the student's Program End Date on the
SEVIS Master component.
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Event Trigger Logic


CPT Employment – Add The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


Employment type is Curricular Practical Training on the
Employment Authorizations page and no employment type
exists in the SEVIS Master component.


Each new Curricular Practical Training sequence number
added to the Employment Authorizations page that does not
exist in the SEVIS Master component results in the event
being triggered.


CPT Employment – Cancel The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


Employment type on the Employment Authorizations page is
Curricular Practical Training (02) and Cancel Employment is
Y. .


AND


The Cancel Employment value is N on the SEVIS Master
component.


AND


Employment Start Date on the SEVIS Master component is
later than the current system date.


Dependent – Add The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


A dependent ID exists on the most recent effective-dated I-20
form where the Relationship Status value is Active.


AND


The dependent ID does not exist in the SEVIS Master
component.


Dependent – Cancel The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial.


The Dependent Relationship Status value on the most recent
effective-dated I-20 form is Cancelled.


AND


No Termination Reason or Cancel Reason appears on the
SEVIS Master Dependents page for the dependent.
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Event Trigger Logic


Dependent – Edit The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


A difference exists between the data in the SEVIS Master
component and the following dependent data:


• Last Name


• First Name


• Middle Name


• Name Suffix


• Preferred Name


• Passport Name


• Birthdate


• Sex


• Birth Country


• Citizenship Status


• Citizenship Country


• Preferred Email Address


• Relationship on I-20 Dependents page


Dependent – Reactivate The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


The Relationship Status value in the SEVIS Master component
is Terminated.


AND


The Relationship Status value on the most recent effective-
dated I-20 form is Active.
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Event Trigger Logic


Dependent – Reprint This event must be manually entered on the Alerts Header
page. No logic exists to trigger the event.


To enter this event manually, the following conditions must be
met:


The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


No inactive status rows exist on the Dependents page in the
SEVIS Master component.


The Additional Data prompt displays initial or active status
dependents from which to select. You must select the
dependent ID to send the event to SEVIS.


Dependent – Terminate The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


The Relationship Status value in the SEVIS Master component
is Active.


AND


The Relationship Status value on the most recent effective-
dated I-20 form is Terminated.


Disciplinary Action This event must be manually entered on the Alerts - F/M page.
 No logic exists to trigger the event.


To enter the event manually, the following conditions must be
met:


The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


No inactive rows exist on the Bio/Demo page of the SEVIS
Master component.
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Event Trigger Logic


Education Level – Cancel The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


AND


Two effective status active rows exist on the SEVIS Master
component, Program tab.


AND


The Level of Education value on the most recent effective-
dated I-20 form does not match the Level of Education value
on the Initial Status SEVIS Master Program row.


OR


The  From Date value on the most recent effective-dated I-20
form is different from the From Datevalue on the Initial Status
SEVIS Master Program row.


Education Level – Change The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


AND


The most recent effective-dated I-20 Level of Education value
is different from the Level of Education value on the SEVIS
Master component.


OR


The From Date on the most recent effective-dated I-20 form
is different from the From Date value on the SEVIS Master
component, and the From Date value on the current I-20 form
is later than the current system date.


OR


The the Initial Session Start Date on the most recent effective-
dated I-20 form is different from the value on the SEVIS
Master component.


Note: For F-1 students, if the Secondary Major CIP and Minor
CIP fields are not populated from the academic record of the
student during the alerts process, then the process enters a CIP
code of 00.0000 for those fields.
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Event Trigger Logic


Financial Info The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


A difference exists between the data in the SEVIS Master
component and the following data on the most recent
effective-dated row on the I-20 form:


• Months in an Academic Term


• Tuition and Fees


• Living Expenses


• Dependent Expenses


• Other Expenses


• Student's Personal Funds


• Funds from this School


• Funds from Another Source


• On Campus Employment


Off Campus Employment – Add The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


Employment type is Off-Campus on the Employment
Authorizations page and no employment type exists in the
SEVIS Master component.


Each new Off-Campus sequence number added to the
Employment Authorizations page that does not exist in the
SEVIS Master component, triggers the event.


Off Campus Employment – Cancel The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


Employment type is Off-Campus (03) and Cancel Employment
is Y on the Employment Authorizations page.


OR


The Rescind Recommendation value is Y on the Employment
Authorizations page for Off-Campus employment.


AND


Employment type is Off-Campus where Recommend
Employment is Y and Rescind Recommendation is not Y in the
SEVIS Master component.
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Event Trigger Logic


Off Campus Employment – Edit The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


AND


Any of the following field values on the Employment
Authorizations page where the employment type is Off-
Campus, is different from the same values on the SEVIS
Master component:


• Start Date (greater than or equal to the day that the
process runs)


• End Date


• Reason


OPT Employment – Add The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


Employment type is Optional Practical Training on the
Employment Authorizations page and no employment type
exists in the SEVIS Master component.


Request Status on the Employment Authorizations page is not
Approved.


Each new Optional Practical Training sequence number added
to the Employment Authorizations page that does not exist in
the SEVIS Master component triggers the event.


Also, multiple employer records can now be included.


OPT Employment – Cancel The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


AND


Employment type is Optional Practical Training (01), and
Cancel Employment is Y on the Employment Authorizations
page.


AND


Cancel Employment is N on the SEVIS Master component


AND


Employment start date on the SEVIS Master is greater than the
current system date


AND


Request Status on the Employment Authorizations page is not
Approved.
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Event Trigger Logic


OPT Employment – Extend The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


AND


Employment Type on the Employment Authorizations page
and on the SEVIS Master component is Optional Practical
Training (01).


AND


Cancel Employment is N on the SEVIS Master component.


AND


Request Status on the Employment Authorizations page is
Approved.


AND


Completion Type on the Employment Authorizations page is
Post Completion.


AND


Extension is N on the SEVIS Master component.


AND


Extension is Y on the Employment Authorizations page.


Multiple employer records can now be included. Each
employer whose Extension Employer check box is selected is
included. An error is reported if an employer is not included.
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Event Trigger Logic


OPT Employment – Edit The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


AND


Employment Type on the Employment Authorizations page
and on the SEVIS Master component is Optional Practical
Training (01).


AND


Cancel Employment is N on the SEVIS Master component.


AND


The End Date or Extension End Date on the Employment
Authorizations page is greater than or equal to the system
current date.


AND


Request Status on the Employment Authorizations page is
either Requested or Pending, and any of the following field
values on the Employment Authorizations page are different
from the same values on the SEVIS Master component:


• Employment Code


• Academic Year Met


Note: The system also validates Edit events for Employer
records associated with the original OPT segment, and not
associated with the extension (where Extension Employer is
not selected).
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Event Trigger Logic


OPT Report Participation The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


AND


Employment Type on the Employment Authorizations page
and on the SEVIS Master component is Optional Practical
Training (01).


AND


Cancel Employment is N on the SEVIS Master component.


AND


Request Status on the Employment Authorizations page is
Approved.


AND


Last Participation Reported is Not Reported on the SEVIS
Master component and the current date is less than or equal
to the 6 month report date which is the OPT Extension Start
Date plus (6 months minus 15 days). The event continues to
trigger until the event is sent to SEVIS or to the SEVIS Master
component and the Last Participation Reported field on the
SEVIS Master is 6 Month Reported.


OR


Last participation Reported is 6 Month Reported on the SEVIS
Master component and the current date is less than or equal
to the 12 month report date which is the OPT Extension Start
Date plus (12 months minus 15 days). The event continues to
trigger until the event is sent to SEVIS or to the SEVIS Master
component and the Last Participation Reported field on the
SEVIS Master component is 12 Month Reported.


OR


Last participation Reported is 12 Month Reported on the
SEVIS Master component and the current date is less than or
equal to the 18 month report date which is the OPT Extension
Start Date plus (18 months minus 15 days). The event
continues to trigger until the Last Participation Reported field
on the SEVIS Master component is 18 Month Reported.
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Event Trigger Logic


OPT Employer – Add This event is triggered for each new Employer Details record
that is added to an existing OPT Employment record.


The student has a SEVIS Status of Active


AND


On the Employment Authorizations page, the Employment
type is Optional Practical Training (01)


AND


In SEVIS Master, Cancel Employment is N


AND


End Date or Extension End Date on the Employment
Authorizations page is greater than or equal to the system
current date


AND


An OPT Employment event (Cancel, Edit, Report
Participation, or Extend) has not already been generated for
the same Employment Authorizations record


AND


The Employer Number on the Employment Authorizations
page does not exist in the SEVIS Master Employer Details
record


AND


If the Employer Number is ‘1’, the Employer Name is not
populated in SEVIS Master Employment. This condition is
included to prevent Add events being generated where the
employer has already been reported under the old schema.
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Event Trigger Logic


OPT Employer – Edit This event is triggered for each Employer Details record that is
updated for an existing OPT Employment record.


The student has a SEVIS Status of Active


AND


On the Employment Authorizations page, the Employment
type is Optional Practical Training (01)


AND


In SEVIS Master, Cancel Employment is N


AND


End Date or Extension End Date on the Employment
Authorizations page is greater than or equal to the system
current date


AND


An OPT Employment event (Cancel, Edit, Report
Participation, or Extend) has not already been generated for
the same Employment Authorizations record


AND


The Employer Number on the Employment Authorizations
page exists in SEVIS Master Employer Details record and
one of the following values has changed: Employer Address
1, Employer Address 2, Employer City, Employer State,
 Employer Postal, Employer Start Date, Employer End Date
OR the Employer Number is ‘1’ and does not exist in SEVIS
Master Employer Details and one of the following values has
changed: Employer Address 1, Employer Address 2, Employer
City, Employer State, Employer Postal.
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Event Trigger Logic


Personal Info The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


A difference exists between any of the following field values
on the SEVIS Master component and the same field values on
their originating records:


Name Type (The name type to compare against is based on
the name type entered as the passport name on SEVIS Setup
page. That name type is used to compare the name parts in the
SEVIS Master component to the Name Type on the Bio/Demo
page.)


• Last Name


• First Name


• Middle Name


• Name Suffix


• Preferred Name


• Passport Name


On the Bio/Demo page:


• Birthdate


• Gender


• Birth Country


• Citizenship Status


• Citizenship Country


• Preferred Phone Number


• Preferred Email Address


On the Visa Permit Data/Port of Entry page, the Port of Entry
Admission Number.


On the I-20 form, the Commuter check box.


The address type for the U.S. address is based on SEVIS
Setup Address Mapping page. That address type is used to
compare the U.S. address in the SEVIS master component to
the Address Type on the Addresses page:


• Address1


• Address2


• City
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Event Trigger Logic


• State


• Postal


The U.S. address Explanation Code and Text in the SEVIS
Master component are compared to the values on the I-20
form.


The address type for the foreign address is based on the
SEVIS Setup Address Mapping page of the SEVIS Master
component. That address type is used to compare the foreign
address in the SEVIS master component to the Address Type
on the Addresses page:


• Address1


• Address2


• City


• State


• Postal


• Country


Program - Cancel Extension The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


The student's visa type is M-1.


AND


The To Date on the most recent effective-dated I-20 form
is the same as the original To Date on the SEVIS Master
component.


Program - Manage Session The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial.


The From Date on the SEVIS Master component is not the
same as the From Date on the most recent effective-dated I-20
form.


OR


The To Date on the SEVIS Master component is not the same
as the To Date on the most recent effective-dated I-20 form.


OR


The Initial Session Start Date on the SEVIS Master component
is not the same as the Initial Session Start Date on the most
recent effective-dated I-20 form.
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Event Trigger Logic


Program - Edit The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


AND


A difference exists between English Proficiency Required or
English Proficiency on the most recent effective dated row of
the I-20 Form and SEVIS Master component.


OR


A difference exists between primary major CIP, secondary
major CIP, or minor CIP in the SEVIS Master component and
the following data on either the Student Plan/Subplan page or
the Application Program Data page:


Primary major, secondary major, and minor are determined by
first checking the student plan or subplan, and if no data exists,
 taking the data from the application plan or subplan.


Primary major, secondary major, and minor are determined
from the SEVIS Setup page. Primary major is from the active
academic plan with the minimum student career number and
minimum sequence number where the plan type is equal to any
of the major academic plan types on the SEVIS Setup page.


Secondary major comes from the active academic plan with
the second most minimum sequence number where the plan
type is equal to any of the listed major academic plan types on
the SEVIS Setup page.


Minor uses either the academic plan or academic subplan
where the plan types are equal to those entered on the SEVIS
Setup page. The minor selected from the academic subplan is
the minimum sequence number with the plan type indicated
related to the primary major. The minor selected from
academic plan is the minimum sequence number where the
plan type is equal to any of the minor plan types on the SEVIS
Setup page.


Note: For F-1 students, if the Secondary Major CIP and Minor
CIP field are not populated from the academic record of the
students during the alerts process, then the process enters a
CIP code of 00.0000 for those fields.


Program - Extension The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


The To Date on the SEVIS Master component is earlier than
the To Date on the most recent effective-dated I-20 form.
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Event Trigger Logic


Program - Shorten The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


The To Date on the SEVIS Master component is later than the
To Date on the most recent effective-dated I-20 form.


Registration The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


AND


The As of date on the Process SEVIS Alerts – F/M component
is earlier than or equal to the date when the process runs.


AND


The term in the SEVIS Master component Registration page is
not equal to the current term on the Process SEVIS Alerts – F/
M component, or the term on the SEVIS Master Registration
page is blank.


AND


The student is currently enrolled in any institution, career, or
term from the Process SEVIS Alerts – F/M component.


OR


The student has a full course exception for the current term on
the Process SEVIS Alerts - F/M page for the institution and
career on the I-20 form.


Note: If the Next Term (Process SEVIS Alerts – F/M page)
has a start date that is later than the student's length of study
To Date (I-20 Form page), then the system selects the Last
Session check box on the Addl Data page (Select Alerts to
Report – F/M component). This identifies the registration
event as registration for the last session available within the
student's allowed length of study.


Reprint You must manually enter this event on the Alerts F/M page.
 There is no logic to trigger the event.


The following conditions must be met to manually enter this
event:


• The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


• Reprint Reason is Required on the Additional Data page.
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Event Trigger Logic


Request Cap – Gap Extension The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


AND


The Program End Date on the SEVIS Master component is
less than or equal to the system current date.


AND


The SEVIS Master component Cap-Gap Status field is blank
and the I-20 Form Cap-Gap Status field is populated.


OR


The SEVIS Master component Cap-Gap Status field is
different than the Cap-Gap Statusvalue on the current
effective-dated I-20 Form row.


Status - Cancel The student has a SEVIS Status of  Initial.


AND


A cancel reason exists on the most recent effective-dated I-20
form.


AND


No cancel reason exists on the SEVIS Master component.
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Event Trigger Logic


Status - Complete The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


AND


The Program Action is COMP (complete program) on Student
Program/Plan for the program on the I-20 form, and the
student degree term end date for Completion Term is earlier
than or equal to current date and no OPT employment exists
where the OPT end date is later than the current date.


OR


The I-20 To date plus the number of days in the M Students or
F Students field (as appropriate) on the Process SEVIS Alerts
– F/M Run Control page is earlier than or equal to the current
date and no OPT employment exists where the OPT end date
is later than the I-20 to date.


OR


If the OPT end date is later than the I-20 to date and the OPT
end date plus the number of days in the M Students or F
Students field, as appropriate, on the Alerts – F/M Run Control
page is earlier than or equal to the current date.


OR


If the OPT extension end date is later than the I-20 to date
or the OPT end date and the OPT extension end date plus
the number of days in the M Students or F Students field, as
appropriate, on the Alerts – F/M Run Control page is earlier
than or equal to the current date.


Note: The event will not trigger based on the I-20 to date,
 the OPT end date, or the OPT extension end date if the M
Students or F Students field is blank on the Process SEVIS
Alerts— F/M Run Control page. However, the event will
trigger if Program Action is COMP and the M Students or F
Students field is blank.


You can manually trigger this event.
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Event Trigger Logic


Status - Terminate The student has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


Program Action is DISC, DISM, WADM,  SPND, LEAV, or
ADRV on the Student Program page for the institution, career,
 and program in the SEVIS Master component.


AND


None of the program actions exist in the SEVIS Master
component.


AND


The student has no OPT employment, or the end date of the
OPT employment is earlier than or equal to the effective date
of the program action.


OR


Program Action is WADM, WAPP, or ADRV on the Application
Program Data page for the institution, career, and program in
the SEVIS Master component.


AND


None of the program actions exist in the SEVIS Master
component.


AND


The student has no OPT employment or the end date or
extension end date of the OPT employment is earlier than or
equal to the effective date of the program action.


You can manually enter this event on Alerts - F/M.


Note: Entering both a Cancellation Reason on the I-20 Form
and a Program Action of WADM, WAPP, or ARDV on the
Application Program Data page triggers the Status - Cancel
event, but it does not trigger the Status - Termination event.


Status - Verify The student has a SEVIS Status of Active.


AND


The most recent effective-dated row from the SEVIS Master
component is 180 days (6 months) less than the current system
date.
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Running the SEVIS Alerts Process for J Visas
Access the Process SEVIS Alerts - J page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  J Alerts,  Process SEVIS Alerts
- J).


The SEVIS Alerts process detects changes to your international exchange visitor population that should
be reported to SEVIS. A unique batch ID is generated each time the process runs. The naming scheme for
this batch ID is YYYYMMDD-NNNNN, where YYYYMMDD represents the date on which the process
runs and NNNNN represents the unique counter number. For example, the batch ID 20041219-00001
indicates that the process was run on December 19, 2002 and 00001 is the unique counter number. This
batch ID and the SEVIS program number are keys to the records that you review on the Alerts Header
page in the Select Alerts to Report - J component.


Warning! All reportable institutions and careers for the SEVIS program number must appear on this page
or the data will not be reported to SEVIS.


See Setting Up Program Sponsors.


SEVIS Program Number Enter the SEVIS program number for the process you want to
run.


Validate SEVIS CIP Code Select Yes for the alerts process to compare CIP codes against
the corresponding CIP Code Table page (Set Up SACR, 
Foundation Tables,  Reporting Codes,  CIP Code Table). When
the Valid SEVIS CIP Code field on the CIP Code Table page is
set to Yes, the process compares the code in the event against the
valid code on the table. If the codes do not match, or if no valid
code is available for comparing (the Valid SEVIS CIP Code on
the CIP Code Table page is set to No), the process generates an
error message that appears in the alerts.


The validation process checks for valid CIP codes for these J
events:


• Create Exchange Visitor


• Program – Edit Subject


Select No to disable the automatic CIP code validation process.
 When the validation process is disabled, no validation notices
appear in the alerts.


See "Modifying CIP and HEGIS Codes" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Application Fundamentals).


Refresh Click to refresh the page with data retrieved for the specified
program number.


Academic Information Selection
Institution The Institution field appears only if more than one institution is


mapped to the SEVIS program number.
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You cannot edit the institution on this page. You must make
valid changes for the SEVIS program number on the SEVIS
Program Sponsor Table page.


Career The system displays the career when you click Refresh. You
cannot edit the career on this page. You must make valid
changes for the SEVIS program number on the SEVIS Program
Sponsor Table page.


Current Term Enter the current term for each institution and career listed.


The current term appears by default if the system date is
between the term begin and end dates, and only one term is
defined for the institution and career within those dates.


The current term value is used for the Validate event for student
category exchange visitors.


As of Date Enter the date for each institution and career listed.


The Validate event is triggered for student category exchange
visitors based on this date.


Update this field each time the Current Term field is refreshed.


When you have entered the data, click Run to run the process.


Note: A warning message appears if the process has been run in the past 12 hours. If any of the process's
work was in progress when the SEVIS Alerts process for J visas runs again within that time period, you
might lose the results of that work.


This table lists, by event, what must happen for an event to appear on the Alerts Headers page for an
exchange visitor. Unless otherwise noted, all update events in the table are for active status exchange
visitors.
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Events Trigger Logic


Create Exchange Visitor The exchange visitor has a Visa Type on the Visa Permit Data
page is SEVIS Visa Type 03 (J-1) where the Country is USA.


AND


Status is Active on the most recent effective-dated DS-2019
form.


AND


Funding Verified is Y on the most recent effective-dated
DS-2019 form.


AND


The reason code is provided if Country of Birth is US or US
Territory.


AND


No rows exist for  ID and Program Sponsor on the DS-2019
form in the SEVIS Master component.


Selection Criteria for All Events Listed Below The exchange visitor's immigration status in port of entry data
is SEVIS Visa Type 03 (J-1).


OR


If the Immigration Status field is blank on the Port of Entry
Data page, the exchange visitor's visa type on the Visa Permit
Data page is SEVIS Visa Type 03 (J-1) where the Country is
USA.


AND


Effective Status is Active. on the most recent effective-dated
DS-2019 form.


AND


Funding Verified is Y on the most recent effective-dated
DS-2019 form.


AND


SEVIS Status on the SEVIS Master component is Initial,
 Inactive or Active.
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Events Trigger Logic


Biographical The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


A difference exists between any of the following fields
on SEVIS Master component and the same fields on their
originating records:


The Name Type to compare against is based on the Name Type
entered as the Passport Name on SEVIS Setup page. Name
Type is used to compare the name parts in the SEVIS Master
component to the Name Type on the Bio/Demo page.


• Last Name


• First Name


• Middle Name


• Name Suffix


• Preferred Name


• Passport Name


On the Bio/Demo page:


• Birthdate


• Sex


• Birth Country


• Birth Location


• Preferred Phone Number


• Preferred Email Address


Address Type for the U.S. address is based on the SEVIS
Setup Address Mapping page. Address Type is used to
compare the U.S. address in the SEVIS Master component to
the Address Type on the Addresses page:


• Address1


• Address2


• City


• State


• Postal


The U.S. address Explanation Code and Text in the SEVIS
Master component are compared to the values on the I-20
form.
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Events Trigger Logic


Address Type for the mailing address is based on the SEVIS
Setup Address Mapping page. Address Type is used to
compare the mailing address in the SEVIS Master component
to the Address Type on the Addresses page:


• Address1


• Address2


• City


• State


• Postal


The mailing address Explanation Code and Text in the SEVIS
Master component are compared to the values on the DS-2019
form.


Most recent effective-dated row on the DS-2019 for:


• Permanent Residence Country


• Position Code


• Citizenship Country


• Birth Country Reason


Dependent – Add The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


A dependent ID exists on the most recent effective-dated
DS-2019 form where the relationship status is Active


AND


The dependent ID does not exist in the SEVIS Master
component.


Dependent – Delete The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial.


The relationship status in the SEVIS Master component is
Active.


AND


The relationship status on the most recent effective-dated
DS-2019 form is Deleted.
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Events Trigger Logic


Dependent – Edit The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


For each dependent listed in the SEVIS Master component,
 a difference exists between the data on SEVIS Master
component and the following data:


• Last Name


• First Name


• Middle Name


• Name Suffix


• Preferred Name


• Passport Name


• Birthdate


• Birth Location


• Sex


• Birth Country


• Citizenship Country


• Preferred Email Address


• Relationship (on DS-2019 form)


• Permanent Residence Country (on DS-2019 form)


• Birth Country Reason (on DS-2019 form)


Dependent – End Status The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Active.


The relationship status on the most recent effective-dated
DS-2019 Form is Ended Status and an end status reason is
provided.


AND


The relationship status for the dependent ID on SEVIS Master
component is Active.
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Events Trigger Logic


Dependent – Reprint This event must be manually entered on the Alerts Header
page. No logic exists to trigger the event.


The following conditions must be met to manually enter this
event:


• The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Active.


• No inactive status rows exist on the SEVIS Master
Dependents page.


• Dependents with Initial or Active status are available from
the Additional Data prompt list.


You must select the dependent ID to send the event to
SEVIS.


Dependent – Terminate The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Active.


The relationship status in the SEVIS Master component,
 Dependents page is Active.


AND


The relationship status on the most recent effective-dated
DS-2019 form is Terminated and a termination reason is
provided.
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Events Trigger Logic


Financial Info The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


A difference exists between the data on the SEVIS Master
component and the following data on the most recent
effective-dated row on the DS-2019 form:


• Received U.S. Gov Funds


• Current Program Sponsor


• GovtOrg1


• GovtOrg1Amount


• GovtOrg2


• GovtOrg2Amount


• InternatOrg1


• InternatOrg1Amount


• InternatOrg2


• InternatOrg2Amount


• EV Govt


• Binational Commission


• Other Org


• Personal Funds


Program – Amend The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial.


The Start Date on the SEVIS Master component is different
from the Start Date on the most recent effective-dated
DS-2019 form.


OR


The End Date on SEVIS Master is different from the End Date
on the most recent effective-dated DS-2019 form.
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Events Trigger Logic


Program – Edit Subject The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


AND


If the Program Category on most recent dated DS-2019 row is
1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, or 1f.


AND


A difference exists between the Subject Field code on the
SEVIS Master component and the minimum sequence number
on Student Plan where the Plan Type equals any of the plan
types defined on the SEVIS Setup for the Institution and
Career page of the student exchange visitor.


OR


If the Program Categoryis not 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, or 1f.


AND


A difference exists between the Subject Field code on the
SEVIS Master component and the Subject Field code on the
most recent effective-dated DS-2019 form.


OR


If Visitor's Category on the DS-2019 Form is Student Intern (
1G), and a difference exists between the Foreign Degree Level
on the SEVIS Master component and the Foreign Degree
Level on the most recent DS-2019 row.


OR


If Visitor's Category on the DS-2019 Form is Student Intern
(1G), and a difference exists between the Foreign Field of
Study on the SEVIS Master component and the Foreign Field
of Study on the most recent DS-2019 row.


Note: For compare processing, the alerts process strips out all
blanks and spaces from the Foreign Degree Level and Foreign
Field of Study fields and converts the data to all upper case.


Program – Extension The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Active.


The End Date on SEVIS Master is less than the End Date on
the most recent effective-dated DS-2019 form.
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Events Trigger Logic


Program - Matriculate The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Active.


The Visitor Category on the SEVIS Master component
is different from the Visitor Category on the most recent
effective dated DS-2019 Form when any of the following
scenarios occur:


• Student Associate to Student Bachelors


• Student Associate to Student Masters


• Student Associate to Student Doctorate


• Student Bachelors to Student Master


• Student Bachelors to Student Doctorate


• Student Master to Student Doctorate


Program – Shorten The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Active.


The End Date on the most recent effective-dated DS-2019
form is earlier than the End Date on the SEVIS Master
component.


Reprint The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Active.


This event must be manually entered on the Alerts Header
page. No logic exists to trigger the event.


Site of Activity – Add The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


A Site of Activity with a status of Active exists on the most
recent effective-dated DS-2019 form that does not exist on
SEVIS Master component.


Site of Activity – Delete The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial.


A Site of Activity with a status of Inactive exists on the
most recent effective-dated DS-2019 form and the same
Site of Activity has a status of Active on the SEVIS Master
component.
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Events Trigger Logic


Site of Activity – Edit The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial or Active.


Address 1, Address 2, City, State,Postal, Explanation Code,
and Explanation Text fields for each active Site of Activity
on the most recent effective-dated DS-2019 form are different
from any of the same fields on the SEVIS Master component.


OR


The name on the most recent effective-dated row on the Site of
Activity table is not equal to the name on the SEVIS Master.


Status – Correct Infraction The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Active or Inactive.


This event must be manually entered on the Alerts Header
page. No logic exists to trigger the event.


Status – End
Note: This event is not supported in release 6.23 and is no
longer generated.


The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Active.


If Program Category on the most recent effective-dated
DS-2019 row equals 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, or 1f.


Student Program program action is Complete Program (
COMP) for the institution, career, and student career number
on the SEVIS Master component, and the program action
on the SEVIS Master component is not equal to Complete
Program.


Status - Invalid This event must be manually entered on the Alerts Header
page. No logic exists to trigger the event.


The following conditions must be met to manually enter this
event:


• The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial.


• No inactive status rows exist on the SEVIS Master Bio/
Demo and Employment/SOA pages.
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Events Trigger Logic


Status - No Show This event must be manually entered on the Alerts Header
page. No logic exists to trigger the event.


The following conditions must be met to manually enter this
event:


• The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial.


• No inactive status rows exist on the SEVIS Master Bio/
Demo and Employment/SOA pages.


Status - Terminate This event must be manually entered on the Alerts Header
page. No logic exists to trigger the event.


The following conditions must be met to manually enter this
event:


• The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Inactive or
Active.


• No inactive status rows exist on the SEVIS Master Bio/
Demo and Employment/SOA pages.


Validate The exchange visitor has a SEVIS Status of Initial.


The As of Date on the Process SEVIS Alerts - J run control
page is the same as or earlier than the current date.


AND


The exchange visitor has a term activation row for the
current term on the Process SEVIS Alerts - J page where the
institution and career equals the data on Term Activation.


Note: Manually enter this event on the Alerts Header page
of the Select Events to Report - J component if the exchange
visitor is in a nonstudent program category.
For manual validate events, an error is not reported for phone
numbers that exceed 10 digits.


Related Links
Understanding Name Population


Viewing SEVIS Alerts Process Data


Use pages in the Select Alerts to Report - F/M or Select Alerts to Report - J component to review the
events triggered for each student or exchange visitor after running the SEVIS Alerts process for the
specific visa type.
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The SEVIS school code for F/M visas or the SEVIS program code for J visas and batch ID information
are keyed to the data on the Alerts Header page in the component. The batch ID is a unique number
generated by the SEVIS Alerts process. Access to the component is controlled through program code or
school code security respectively. By using the SEVIS program code or school code and batch ID, you
are able to review errors, enter additional data, and indicate if the event should be submitted to SEVIS or
to the SEVIS Master component. You can also indicate if a new I-20 is needed for the student or a new
DS-2019 form is needed for the exchange visitor.


On the Alerts Headers page, default values appear for the New Form and Send To fields according to the
values defined on the SEVIS Event Types page. The system displays these default values only if the event
has no errors.


Set the Send To field on the Alerts Header page to Master to update the event in the SEVIS Master
component, or set the field to None to prevent processing the event until you can evaluate errors and
determine whether to send it to SEVIS or update the SEVIS Master component.


Note: The system automatically sets the Send To field on the Alerts Header page to SEVIS when the Send
to SEVIS check box is selected for the event type on the SEVIS Event Types page and when no errors
are detected during processing and no additional data is required. Only rows set to send to SEVIS on the
Alerts Header page are extracted to the XML file to send to SEVIS.


Clicking Set All "Send To" to SEVIS sets the Send To field to SEVIS for all events where no errors exist
and additional data is required.


After reviewing and correcting events data in the Select Alerts to Report component, run the Export
SEVIS Events process to create the XML file to send to SEVIS or to update the SEVIS Master
component before running the SEVIS Alerts process for that visa type again. Refer to the process flow at
the beginning of this document to better understand when to run this process.


Note: Data entered on the Additional Data page in the Select Alerts to Report component is lost if the
Export SEVIS Events process is not run before the SEVIS Alerts process is run again for that visa type.


This section discusses how to:


• Select data to review.


• Review alerts data.


• Enter additional data for an event.


• View event errors data.
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Pages Used to View SEVIS Alerts Process Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Selection SEV_REV_U_FILTER • Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  F/M Alerts, 
Select Alerts to Report -
F/M,  Selection


• Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  J Alerts,  Select
Alerts to Report - J, 
Selection


Select data to review.


Alerts Header SEV_ALERT_HEADER • Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  F/M Alerts, 
Select Alerts to Report -
F/M,  Alerts Header


• Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  J Alerts,  Select
Alerts to Report - J, 
Alerts Header


Review data on alerts page.


Addl Data (additional data) SEV_REV_FMUPD • Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  F/M Alerts, 
Select Alerts to Report -
F/M,  Addl Data


• Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  J Alerts,  Select
Alerts to Report - J, 
Addl Data


Enter any additional data
required for this event.


Errors SEV_REV_U_ERRORS • Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  F/M Alerts, 
Select Alerts to Report -
F/M,  Errors


• Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  J Alerts,  Select
Alerts to Report - J, 
Errors


View event errors.


Message Explanation SEV_REV_ERR_EXPL Click More on the Errors
page.


Review the error message
information.


Selecting Data to Review
Access the Selection page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  F/M Alerts,  Select Alerts to Report - F/M, 
Selection).


SEVIS School Code or SEVIS
Program Number


The system displays either the SEVIS School Code and
associated fields for F and M visas, or the SEVIS Program
Number and associated fields for J visas.
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Filter Options
If you have a large number of events to view, you can filter the data based on options in this area.


School Official or Responsible Officer For the F and M visas school official, enter the DSO assigned to
the students who appear on the Alerts Header page. The prompt
displays all DSOs defined on the SEVIS School Code Table
page for the SEVIS school code listed.


For the J visas responsible officer, enter the RO/ARO assigned
to the exchange visitors who appear on the Alerts Header page.


Student ID or Exchange Visitor For the F and M visas student ID, enter the student's ID (
EmplID) whose events you want to review.


For the J visas exchange visitor, enter the exchange visitor's ID (
EmplID) whose events you want to review. The prompt displays
all IDs that have events.


Event Type Select a specific event to review.


Errors Select to review events that have errors or events that have no
errors.


Additional Data Select to review events requiring additional data or events that
require no further editing.


Send to SEVIS Select to review events that have no additional data, or that have
optional or required additional data.


Alert Nbr Range (alert number range)
From and Through


The system assigns a unique alert number to each event row for
each Batch ID. Select an alert number range to review only the
events within the range.


Clear Click to clear the data in theFilter Options group box.


Apply Click to filter the alerts results based on the data entered in the
Filter Options group box.


Show All Click to show all of the events on the Alerts Header page.
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Reviewing Alerts Data
Access the Alerts Header page. (For F/M alerts, Campus Community,  SEVIS,  F/M Alerts,  Select Alerts
to Report - F/M,  Alerts Header. For J alerts, Campus Community,  SEVIS,  J Alerts,  Select Alerts to
Report - J,  Alerts Header.)


Image: Alerts Header page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Alerts Header page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


The Alerts Header page lists the events that will trigger when the Process SEVIS Alerts process runs for
the specific visa type.


If the Send To SEVIS check box on the SEVIS Event Types page is selected for the event type, and the
event has no errors, the system sets the Send To value to SEVIS, and the Extract SEVIS process includes
the event in the XML file to send to SEVIS. If the Form Request Available check box on the SEVIS
Event Types page is selected, the system also displays the New Form check box already selected on the
Alerts Header page to request a new I-20 for F and M visas or a new DS-2019 form for J visas. You can
change the default Send To value for each event.


The Extract SEVIS process does not include events set to Master or None in the XML file to send to
SEVIS.


When the Send To field is set to Master (for Master Sync), the Alerts process synchronizes the event data
by directly uploading it to the appropriate fields on the active effective status row in the SEVIS Master
component, and the Extract SEVIS process updates the SEVIS Status value if needed.


For Create Student for F and M visas or Create EV events for J visas set to Master, the Alerts process
inserts new active status rows in the SEVIS Master component, and the Extract SEVIS process sets the
SEVIS Status to Initial. This enables you to update the SEVIS Master component with data entered
manually in SEVIS RTI.
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Note: If you set the Send To field to Master for a Create Student, Create EV, or Dependent - Add event
types, you must manually enter the SEVIS ID for the student or exchange visitor and their dependents on
the SEVIS ID Maintenance page.


When errors occur, the SEVIS Alerts process sets the Send To field to None. You can change it to Master
to send the event without clearing the errors. Review the errors before changing it. Correct errors as
necessary, and run the Alerts process for that visa type again to trigger the events with no errors before
updating the SEVIS Master directly.


An example of when you might want to change None to Master for F and M visas without correcting the
data is when the error occurs because the From date is not later than or equal to the current system date
for an initial creation Create Student event. The student might have been created in RTI in the past and
you need to reflect the dates as they appear in RTI, and therefore the error is acceptable.


An example of when you might want to change None to Master for J visas without correcting the data is
when the error occurs because the Start date is not later than or equal to the current system date for Create
EV event. The exchange visitor might have been created in RTI in the past and you need to reflect the
dates as they appear in RTI, and therefore the error is acceptable.


You can add a row to manually enter an event for a student or exchange visitor if the Allow Manual
Addition check box is selected for the event type on the SEVIS Event Types page and the student has a
SEVIS ID for the specified school code or the exchange visitor has a SEVIS ID for the specified program
code.


When the SEVIS Alerts process for the visa type runs, it moves all events with no errors to the View
SEVIS Events History component.


SEVIS School Code or SEVIS
Program Number


The page displays either the SEVIS School Code and associated
fields for F and M visas or the SEVIS Program Number and
associated fields for J visas.


Send All Rows to SEVIS Click to set all the Send To fields to SEVIS for all events with no
errors and for which no additional data is required.


Only events that have no errors and need no additional data can
be changed.


Set All Rows to None Click to set all of the Send To fields to None, preventing them
from being submitted to SEVIS during the Extract process.


Send All Rows to Master Click to set all the Send To fields to Master for all events for
which no additional data is required.


SEVIS Alert Events
Name Click the name to access the individual's Bio/Demo Data page


in update/display mode.


The page opens in a new window.


Details This link is available only when the Compare Detail check box
on the SEVIS Event Types page, Event Defaults tab, is selected
for the event type
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Click to access the Compare Detail page where you can view
the changes in data that triggered the event.


Form Click the link to open the I-20 form for F and M visas or the
DS-2019 form for J visas in update/display mode.


The form opens in a new window.


Errors Appears only if errors are detected.


Click the link to access the Errors page.


You must correct errors and run the Alerts Process for that visa
type again to be able to set the Send to field to SEVIS. You can
select Master without clearing the errors.


Addl Data (additional data) or Reqd
Data (required additional data)


If the Addl Data link appears, additional data is optional. Select
the link to access the Additional Data page where you can enter
the data.


If the Reqd Data link appears, additional data is required. Select
the link to access the Additional Data page where you must
enter values in the required fields before you can set the Send To
field to either Master or SEVIS.


No link appears if no additional data is permitted or required.


For a list of the event types that have required or optional
additional data, refer to the description of the Addl Data field on
the SEVIS Event Types page.


New Form The system requests a new I-20 form for F and M visas or a
new DS-2019 form for J visas if the event has no errors and if
the New Form check box for the event type is selected on the
SEVIS Event Types page.


You can override the default value.


Send to Select:


• Master to update the SEVIS Master component directly
with data already entered in the SEVIS RTI. The SEVIS
Extract process for the visa type does not include events set
to Master in the XML file to send to SEVIS.


• SEVIS to include the event in the XML file to send to
SEVIS. The system automatically displays SEVIS if the
event has no errors and the Send To SEVIS check box for
the event type is selected on the SEVIS Event Types page.


• None to prevent the process from updating the SEVIS
Master component with the event data or from including the
event in the XML file.


DSO Name or RO Name For F and M visas, the system displays the name of the DSO
listed on the most recent I-20 form, and for J visas the system
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displays the name of the RO listed on the most recent DS-2019
form. Select the name to view a list of DSOs or ROs. If a
different DSO or RO is responsible for this event, select the
correct one to include in the XML file to send to SEVIS.


Entering Additional Data for an Event
Access the Addl Data page. (For F/M visas, Campus Community,  SEVIS,  F/M Alerts,  Select Alerts to
Report - F/M,  Addl Data. For J visas, Campus Community,  SEVIS,  J Alerts,  Select Alerts to Report - J,
Addl Data.)


Fields and data on this page change based on the event type.


None, Send to SEVIS, Master Synch These options appear based on the value set in the Send To field
on the Alerts Header page. If additional data is required data,
 then you must enter it before you can select Send to SEVIS or
Master Synch and save the page.


End Program Reason For Program - Shorten, select the reason for shortening the
program:


• APED – Adjusted program end date


• CSHS – Cultural shock/homesickness


• DOE – Death of EV


• IFS – Inadequate financial support


• MEHE – Medical emergency/health


• MEHF – Medical/health of family


• OTHR – Other


• POCE – Program objectives completed early


• WFP – Withdrawal from program


The US Address region appears below Email Address and is read-only. This follows the format of the
I-20 form. Also, the fields Explanation Code and Explanation Text are available. These fields allow you
to view any values that have been populated from the I-20 or DS-2019 form, as well as enter or update the
values as required.


Note: If you update the values in Explanation Code and Explanation Text on this page, you must also
update the corresponding fields on the I-20 or DS-2019 form. This ensures that the values are in sync with
the information reported to SEVIS and what is stored in SEVIS Master.
If you do not update the fields on the I-20 or DS-2019 form, a PersonalInfo or Biographical event is
generated for the difference in values between SEVIS Master and the I-20 form or DS-2019 form. This
applies to the events CreateStudent, PersonalInfo and Registration for F/M, and Create EV, Biographical,
and Validate for J.
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For a list of the event types that have required or optional additional data, refer to the SEVIS Event Types
page, Addl Data field description.


Viewing Event Errors Data
Access the Errors page. (For F/M visas, Campus Community,  SEVIS,  F/M Alerts,  Select Alerts to
Report - F/M,  Errors. For J visas, Campus Community,  SEVIS,  J Alerts,  Select Alerts to Report - J, 
Errors.)


The Errors page lists data errors detected by the Alerts process for the event. You must correct the data
error before the event can be included in the XML file to send to SEVIS. However, you can choose to
ignore the error for Master Sync and set the Send To field on the Alerts Header page to Master. Most
errors indicate that required data is missing for the student or exchange visitor, or the dependent. If data is
missing for a dependent, the ID of the dependent is listed in the error. Consult the U.S. Immigrations and
Customs Enforcement web site for a listing of required fields by event.


See Reference Manual for the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System Batch Interface,
Application Program Interface (API).


Select the More link to view additional detail regarding the error.


Viewing Event History Information


The system provides a listing by ID of each event from the Select Alerts to Report components that did
not contain errors. This provides a historical tracking of the events triggered by the Process SEVIS Alerts
process for the visa type and the events submitted to SEVIS. You can view the data sent to SEVIS and the
results of the processing by SEVIS.


This section discusses how to:


• View the event history summary.


• View event history detail information.


• View event process details.


Pages Used to View Event History Information
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


History Summary SEV_HIST_SUMMARY Campus Community,  SEVIS,
View SEVIS Events History, 
History Summary


View a listing of events
without errors that have
triggered for a student or
exchange visitor.


History Detail - F/M SEV_HIST_DETAIL Campus Community,  SEVIS,
View SEVIS Events History, 
History Detail - F/M


View the data for each event
for F and M visa holders.


History Detail - J SEV_HIST_DETAIL_EV Campus Community,  SEVIS,
View SEVIS Events History, 
History Detail - J


View the data for each event
for J visa holders.



http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm

http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Details SEV_HST_I_CRE_SEC Click the More link on the
History Detail - F/M or the
History Detail - J page.


View additional data from the
event.


SEVIS Alerts Addresses SEV_REV_U_ADD_SEC Click the Addr Info link on
the History Detail - F/M or the
History Detail - J page.


View address data related to
the event.


Process Detail SEV_HIST_DWN_RSLT Campus Community,  SEVIS,
View SEVIS Events History, 
Process Detail


View the results of the
processing by SEVIS.


Viewing the Event History Summary
Access the History Summary page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  View SEVIS Events History,  History
Summary).


All events on the SEVIS Alerts page that do not have errors are listed here. The history summary data is
populated each time the Process SEVIS Alerts process for the visa type is run. The date when the event
is triggered, the batch ID, and the DSO assigned to the student on the I-20 form for F and M visas or the
RO/ARO assigned to the exchange visitor on the DS-2019 for J visas, appear along with the additional
information listed here.


SEVIS School Code or SEVIS
Program Number


The system displays either the SEVIS School Code and
associated fields for F and M visas or the SEVIS Program
Number and associated fields for J visas.


Addl Data (additional data) You can click this link to access the History Detail page where
you can view the data extracted for the event.


From the History Summary page for F and M visas, the link
takes you to the History Detail - F/M page.


From the History Summary page for J visas, the link takes you
to the History Detail - J page.


File Error Appears only if an error is received from SEVIS.


Click this link to view the error information generated during
processing the event and received from SEVIS.


Sent to Displays the destination where the data was sent: SEVIS, Master,
 or None.


New Form The system selects this check box if a new form was requested
for the event


Viewing Event History Detail Information
If you ran the Process SEVIS Alerts - F/M process, access the History Detail - F/M page(Campus
Community,  SEVIS,  View SEVIS Events History,  History Detail - F/M).
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If you ran the Process SEVIS Alerts - J process, access the History Detail - J page (Campus Community, 
SEVIS,  View SEVIS Events History,  History Detail - J).


You can view the data that was submitted for the event listed. The data varies depending on the event.


Consult the U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement web site for a listing of data elements sent for
each event.


See Reference Manual for the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System Batch Interface,
Application Program Interface (API).


More This link appears only for the F and M visas Create Student
event.


Click this link to access the Details page where you can view
additional data extracted for the event.


Addr Info (address information) This link appears for F and M visas for the Create Student, Edit
Personal, and Student Registration events.


This link appears for J visas Create EV, Personal Info and
Validate events.


Click this link to access the SEVIS Alerts Addresses page where
you can view address data extracted for the event. For F and M
visas, the data should include the foreign and U.S. addresses.
 For J visas, it should include only U.S. addresses.


Viewing Event Process Details
Access the Process Detail page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  View SEVIS Events History,  Process
Detail).


If the Sent To value on the History Summary page is SEVIS, and the SEVIS transaction log is processed
for the event through the SEVIS Import Results process, you can view the results of the import on the
Process Detail page.


SEVIS School Code or SEVIS
Program Number


The system displays either the SEVIS School Code and
associated fields for F and M visas or the SEVIS Program
Number and associated fields for J visas.


Extract Batch ID Displays the ID number provided in the upload extract file.


This is a unique number for each extract created by the SEVIS
Export process.


Request ID Displays the identifier used by your school to define the specific
record in the upload extract file.


This is a unique number for each event created by the SEVIS
Export process.



http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm

http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm
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SEVIS Process Date Time Displays the date and time that the record was processed by
SEVIS.


File Process Result/Error Code If the event does not load to SEVIS successfully, this field
shows the error code returned during the processing of the
individual record.


File Upload Status If the event loads to SEVIS successfully, this field value is
Successful.


If the event does not load to SEVIS successfully, this field value
is Unsuccessful.  You must correct the error and resubmit it to
SEVIS. When you run the Process SEVIS Alerts process for that
visa type, the system triggers the event again and sends it to the
Select Alerts to Report component for review.


Note: You must correct the data before the Process SEVIS Alerts process for that visa type runs again or
you will send the event to SEVIS with the error.


Remarks If the event does not load to SEVIS successfully, this field
provides a text description of the error code returned during the
processing of the individual record.


Generating an XML File to Send to SEVIS


You must run an XML extract process to create the data files in the format that SEVIS requires.


Pages Used to Generate an XML File to Send to SEVIS
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Export SEVIS Events - F/M RUNCTL_SEV_EXTRACT Campus Community,  SEVIS,
F/M Alerts,  Export SEVIS
Events - F/M


Generate the XML file
of F and M visas data for
transmission to SEVIS.


Export SEVIS Events - J RUNCTL_SEV_EXT_J Campus Community,  SEVIS,
J Alerts,  Export SEVIS
Events - J


Generate the XML file of J
visas data for transmission to
SEVIS.


Generating the XML File
Access the Export SEVIS Events - F/M page for F/M visas processing (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  F/
M Alerts,  Export SEVIS Events - F/M) or access the Export SEVIS Events - J page for J visas processing
(Campus Community,  SEVIS,  J Alerts,  Export SEVIS Events - J).


The SEVIS Export process includes two processes, the SEVIS Extract Process (CCSEVEXT for F and
M visas or CCSEVEXJ for J visas) which creates the XML file to send to SEVIS, and the SEVIS Master
Sync Process (CCSEVSYF for F and M visas or CCSEVSYJ for J visas) which updates the SEVIS
Master directly. Which process runs depends on the:
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• visa type


• value in the Send To field on the Alerts Header page for that visa type


• selection that you make on the Process Scheduler Request page


To force the extract and Master Sync processes to run at the same time, select the Export and Master
Synch option on the Process Scheduler Request page.


Image: Example of the Process Scheduler Request page for the SEVIS Export process for F and M
visas


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Example of the Process Scheduler Request page for
the SEVIS Export process for F and M visas. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on
this page.


When the Send To field on the Alerts Header page is set to Master and you select the SEVIS Master
Synch option for the visa type in PeopleSoft Process Scheduler, the process updates the SEVIS Master
component directly. Events set to Master are not included in the XML file produced by the Master Sync
process.


When the Send To field on the Alerts Header page is set to SEVIS and you select the SEVIS Extract
Process option for the visa type, the process extracts data into an XML file that is compliant with the
SEVIS Create - Update Student or Create EV schema and therefore ready to send to SEVIS. Only events
set to SEVIS are included in the XML file produced by the extract process.


The extract process creates an XML file using a 30-character file name with the SEVIS extract batch ID
and the SEVIS school code for F and M visas or the program code for J visas. For example, the XML
filename for F and M visas might be 00000000005DAL21400078230.xml where the 00000000005 is
the SEVIS extract batch ID and DAL21400078230 is the SEVIS school code. The XML filename for J
visas might be 00000000005G-2-10128.xml where the 00000000005 is the SEVIS extract batch ID and
G-2-10128 is the SEVIS program number.


Note: The SEVIS system currently accepts XML files with names no longer than 30 characters, including
the .xml file extension. The XML file produced by the PeopleSoft SEVIS Export process does not display
the first three characters of the extract batch ID.


The SEVIS extract batch ID value is recorded on the Installation Defaults - CC page. The extract process
controls and sequentially numbers the extract batch ID value with each new run.


The PeopleSoft application delivers the SEVIS extract batch ID value set to 00000000000000 and the
field is set to display-only on the Installation Defaults - CC page.
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Warning! Exercise extreme care if you update the SEVIS extract batch ID value. The batch ID value is an
important key to SEVIS batch XML documents. PeopleSoft Campus Solutions controls the SEVIS extract
batch ID value. The SEVIS system no longer requires sequential batch ID numbering. However, the Batch
ID submitted with each file must be unique.


SEVIS School Code or SEVIS
Program Number


For F and M visas, enter the SEVIS school code for the data to
be exported.


For J visas, enter the SEVIS program number for the data to be
exported.


DSO EmplID (designated school
official employee ID) or Responsible
Officer


For F and M visas, enter the ID of the assigned DSO for the data
to export.


For J visas, enter the ID of the assigned responsible officer (RO)
or assistant responsible officer (ARO) of the data to export.


This field is optional for either visa type and is used to limit the
export file to only those individuals whose current form (I-20
or DS-2019) is associated with the specified responsible ID (
DSO or RO/ARO). Depending on business processes, if your
institution has multiple responsible IDs, you might find it useful
to limit the XML data files to a specific ID. This can assist with
the organization and review of transaction log results and forms
received from SEVIS.


File Path Enter the path to the destination where you want the system to
store the created export file.


Downloading and Viewing SEVIS Results


Before you can view results from SEVIS, you must complete the upload of the XML file to SEVIS, the
download of the XML transaction log, and the download of PDF form files from SEVIS (I-20 PDF for
F and M visas or DS-2019 PDF for J visas) using the utility program of your choice that supports SSL
and HTTPS. Many utility programs (freeware, shareware, and licensed) support SSL and HTTPS data
transmissions.


Consult the U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement web site for digital certificate and batch file
transmission instructions.


See Reference Manual for the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System Batch Interface,
Application Program Interface (API).


After you send the XML file to SEVIS, you receive the upload results from SEVIS to verify that the
information was received. You also receive the processed results of the data file and PDF format files for
printing the forms.



http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm

http://www.ice.gov/sevis/schools/batch.htm
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Warning! The upload command must include an output statement for receiving the transaction log
containing the upload results. If the upload is unsuccessful, the file needs to be loaded using SEVIS
Import Results process for the visa type so that the SEVIS Master rows are deleted and the error can be
corrected. The events appear on the Alerts Header page in the Select Alerts to Report component again
after the Alerts process for the visa type runs.
The following is a sample of a cURL command asking for the upload results for F and M visas: cURL -E
seviscert2.pem:sevistest -F orgid=SEA214F00078000 -F batchid=12340000091540 -F userid=tpdso-4140
-F xml=@40000091540SEA214F00078000.xml https://egov.ice.gov/sbtsevisbatch/action/batchUpload -k
-v -L -o batch91540.xml
The following is a sample of a cURL command asking for the upload results for J visas: cURL -E
seviscert2.pem:sevistest -F orgid=G-2-10128 -F batchid=12340000091530 -F userid=kander6952 -F
xml=@12340000091530G-2-10128.xml https://egov.ice.gov/sbtsevisbatch/action/batchUpload -k -v -o
batch91530j.xml


This section discusses how to:


• Download SEVIS import results.


• View results of the XML upload to SEVIS.


• View results of the SEVIS download.


• View individual student or exchange visitor record results.


• View individual dependent record results.


• View employment or Site of Activity record results.


Pages Used to Download and View SEVIS Results
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Import Process RUNCTL_SEV_DOWNLD Campus Community,  SEVIS,
SEVIS Import,  Import
Process


Enter SEVIS Download
process parameters to import
the acknowledgement file and
results file from SEVIS.


File Upload Result SEV_UPLOAD_RSLT Campus Community,  SEVIS,
SEVIS Import,  Import
Results,  File Upload Results


Review the acknowledgement
file.


Download Results SEV_DOWNLD_RSLT Campus Community,  SEVIS,
SEVIS Import,  Import
Results,  Download Results


Review the transaction log
results file.


Student/EV (student/exchange
visitor)


SEV_DOWNLD_RSLT2 Campus Community,  SEVIS,
SEVIS Import,  Import
Results,  Student/EV


Review the individual
transaction record results for
a student (F and M visa) or
exchange visitor (J visa).


Dependents SEV_DOWNLD_RSLT3 Campus Community,  SEVIS,
SEVIS Import,  Import
Results,  Dependents


Review the individual
transaction record results for a
dependent.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Employment/SOA SEV_DOWNLD_EMP Campus Community, SEVIS,
 SEVIS Import, Import
Results, Employment/SOA


Review the employment
records for a student (F and
M visa) or the Site of Activity
address for an exchange
visitor (J visa).


Downloading SEVIS Import Results
Access the Import Process page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  SEVIS Import,  Import Process).


The SEVIS Import Results process loads file acknowledgement and transaction log results obtained from
SEVIS into the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions system.


Single File Select to load a single transaction log file.


File List Driven Select to load multiple fields.


To load multiple files, you must create a document (for example,
 .txt) that lists all of the file acknowledgement and transaction
log files that you want to load.


This graphic provides a visual example of the file list produces for the File List Driven option.


Image: Example of a file list for the File List Driven option


Example of a file list for the File List Driven option


File Name Enter the file name using the file naming convention approved
by SEVIS.


File Path Enter the path to the file location.


Viewing Results of the XML Upload to SEVIS
Access the File Upload Result page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  SEVIS Import,  Import Results,  File
Upload Results).


This page reflects the SEVIS upload results status of the overall batch file from the XML document
upload. The information is based on results provided in the file acknowledgement returned by SEVIS.
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Note: You must run the SEVIS Import Results process for the visa type to load information from the
upload results file produced as a result of uploading the XML file to SEVIS.


Image: Example of upload results


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Example of upload results. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


SEVIS School Code or SEVIS
Program Number


The page appears with the SEVIS School Code field displayed
for F and M visas, or the SEVIS Program Number field
displayed for J visas.


File Processing Status Displays the status of the file from SEVIS. The possible status
values are Exported,  Upload Acknowledged,  Transaction Log
Downloaded, or Processing Complete.


Each time the SEVIS export process for a visa type runs, a new
row with the extract batch ID and either SEVIS school code for
F and M visas or the SEVIS program number for J visas appears
with the exported file processing status.


After you load the file acknowledgement log from SEVIS, the
status changes to Upload Acknowledged.


After you load the transaction log from SEVIS, the status
changes to Processing Complete.


System Displays the SEVIS batch system from which the transaction
log was requested. Values include PROD, ALPHA, or BATCH.


File Upload Date Time Displays the date and time that the upload request was
processed by SEVIS.


File Upload Result/Error Code If the file processing is unsuccessful, the file upload error from
SEVIS appears. This can be any number of explanations of the
error from the File Errors Setup Table. One example is File does
not comply with SEVIS XML Schema.


You should correct all errors before running the SEVIS Alerts
process for that visa type again.


File Accepted Indicates whether SEVIS accepted the file for processing.
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This value is not sent with the transaction log, but remains on
the page for historical reference.


Download Result/Error Code If the file download was unsuccessful, the download error from
SEVIS appears. The code and description are based on the
SEVIS File Errors table.


You should correct all errors before running the SEVIS Alerts
process for the visa type again.


Viewing Results of the SEVIS Download
Access the Download Results page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  SEVIS Import,  Import Results, 
Download Results).


This page shows the status of the batch XML document processed by the SEVIS system. The information
is based on results provided in the transaction log returned by SEVIS after the file is accepted and
processed.


SEVIS School Code or SEVIS
Program Number


The page appears with the SEVIS School Code field displayed
for F and M visas, or the SEVIS Program Number field
displayed for J visas.


File Upload Status Displays the Successful or Unsuccessful file status returned from
the SEVIS system.


File Process Result/Upload Error
Code


If the file upload is unsuccessful, the file upload error from
SEVIS appears here.


File Validation Status Displays the Pass or No Pass status of the file schema validation
performed by the SEVIS system before transaction records are
processed.


The value is not included in the transaction log, but remains on
the page for historical reference.


Records Requested for Process Displays the number of unique records included in the XML
document to be processed.


Records Successfully Processed Displays the number of records successfully processed by the
SEVIS system.


Records Failed Validation Displays the number of records unsuccessfully processed by the
SEVIS system.


File Validation Errors
File Validation Error If the file validation fails, the file validation error code from


SEVIS appears here.


You should correct all errors before running the SEVIS Alerts
process for the visa type again.
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Remarks Displays the SEVIS file validation error description.


Viewing Individual Student or Exchange Visitor Record Results
Access the Student/EV page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  SEVIS Import,  Import Results,  Student/
EV).


This page shows the results of an individual student or exchange visitor transaction record. The
information is based on results provided in the transaction log returned by SEVIS.


SEVIS School Code or SEVIS
Program Number


The page appears with the SEVIS School Code field displayed
for F and M visas, or the SEVIS Program Number field
displayed for J visas.


Students/Exchange Visitors
ID Displays the ID assigned to the individual in the PeopleSoft


system.


SEVIS ID Displays the ID assigned to the individual by the SEVIS system.


For new students or exchange visitors submitted to SEVIS
using the Create Student or Create EV event, the SEVIS ID
is returned only if the record is successfully processed by the
SEVIS system.


School Official or Responsible Officer Displays the PeopleSoft ID and name of the school official the
for F and M visas or the responsible officer for J visas that is
assigned to the event.


If an error is encountered when updating SEVIS Master, this
field displays Master Record Error.


SEVIS Process Date Time Displays the date and time that the XML file was processed by
SEVIS.


File Process Result/Upload Error
Code


If the file upload is unsuccessful, the file upload error from
SEVIS appears here.


You should correct all errors before running the Process SEVIS
Alerts process for that visa type again.


Remarks Displays the SEVIS file process error description.


Viewing Individual Dependent Record Results
Access the Dependents page (Campus Community,  SEVIS,  SEVIS Import,  Import Results, 
Dependents).


This page shows the results of an individual dependent transaction record. The information is based on
results provided in the transaction log returned by SEVIS.
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SEVIS School Code or SEVIS
Program Number


The page appears with the SEVIS School Code field displayed
for F and M visas, or the SEVIS Program Number field
displayed for J visas.


Students/Exchange Visitors
ID The system displays the PeopleSoft ID for the student or


exchange visitor.


Dependents
Dependent ID Displays the ID assigned to the dependent in the PeopleSoft


system.


Dependent SEVIS ID Displays the ID assigned to the dependent by the SEVIS system.


For new dependents submitted to SEVIS using the Create
Student event, Create EV event, or Dependent - Add event,
 the SEVIS ID is returned only if the record is successfully
processed by the SEVIS system.


File Upload Status Indicates whether the record was processed successfully.


This value is not used in the transaction log, but remains on the
page for historical reference.


File Process Result/Error Code If the file upload is unsuccessful, the file upload error from
SEVIS appears here.


You should correct all errors before running the Process SEVIS
Alerts - F/M or Process SEVIS Alerts - J process for that visa
type again.


Remarks Displays the SEVIS file process error description.


This value is not used in the transaction log, but remains on the
page for historical reference.


Viewing Employment or Site of Activity Record Results
Access the Employment/SOA page (Campus Community, SEVIS, SEVIS Import, Import Results,
Employment/SOA).


This page shows the results of an individual student or exchange visitor transaction record. The
information is based on results provided in the transaction log returned by SEVIS.


SEVIS School Code or SEVIS
Program Number


The page appears with the SEVIS School Code field displayed
for F and M visas, or the SEVIS Program Number field
displayed for J visas.
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Address Details
Site of Activity and Site ID Read-only. This appears only for exchange visitors (J visas).


Employer Name and Start Date Read-only. This appears only for students (F and M visas).
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redundancy and other measures to ensure the safe use of such applications if the Programs are used for 
such purposes, and we disclaim liability for any damages caused by such use of the Programs. 


The Programs may provide links to Web sites and access to content, products, and services from third 
parties. Oracle is not responsible for the availability of, or any content provided on, third-party Web sites. 
You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If you choose to purchase any products or 
services from a third party, the relationship is directly between you and the third party. Oracle is not 
responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the 
agreement with the third party, including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related to 
purchased products or services. Oracle is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you may 
incur from dealing with any third party. 


Oracle, JD Edwards, and PeopleSoft are registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. 
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. 


Open Source Disclosure 


Oracle takes no responsibility for its use or distribution of any open source or shareware software or 
documentation and disclaims any and all liability or damages resulting from use of said software or 
documentation. The following open source software may be used in Oracle’s PeopleSoft products and the 
following disclaimers are provided. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


Apache Software Foundation 
 


This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/). Copyright 1999-2000. The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved. 
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS'” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE 
SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


OpenSSL 
 


Copyright 1998-2003 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved. 


This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit 
(http://www.openssl.org/). 


 
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, 
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


 
SSLeay 


 
Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All rights reserved. 


This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young  (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product 
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All 
rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


Loki Library 


Copyright 2001 by Andrei Alexandrescu. This code accompanies the book: Alexandrescu, Andrei. 
“Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns Applied”. Copyright (c) 2001. 
Addison-Wesley. Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software for any purpose is 
hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both 
that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation 
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Helma Project 


Copyright 1999-2004 Helma Project. All rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND 
ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HELMA PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR 
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


 
Helma includes third party software released under different specific license terms. See the licenses 
directory in the Helma distribution for a list of these licenses. 


 
Sarissa 


 
Copyright 2004 Manos Batsis 


 
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser 
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the 
License, or (at your option) any later version. 


 
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without 
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See 
the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. 


 
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if 
not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307 
USA. 
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PeopleSoft Campus Community 
Documentation Updates for CS Bundle #47 


 
 


 
 


Documentation about CS 9.0 bundle changes is incorporated into the relevant 9.2 PeopleBook 
chapters. PDFs of the updated chapters are attached. 


Use this Overview document to view a list of bundle changes and updated chapters. 
 


 
 
 


Cross references in PDF chapters appear as follows: 
 


• If a cross reference is to a topic in the same book (for example, Campus Community 
topic A contains a cross reference to Campus Community topic B), the cross reference 
displays only the topic title. 


 
• If a cross reference is to a topic in a different book, the cross reference displays the topic 


title and the book name. 
 


• Some cross references appear as links but are actually text-only. 
 
 


Here is a list of the bundle 47 changes and the chapters that contain documentation about those 
changes. Chapters are in the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community 
PeopleBook unless noted otherwise. 
 


• A new check box in the Person data, Regional – Australia, Tax File Number (TFN) 
region indicates whether a TFN has been verified by HEIMS and the ATO.  


 Adding a Person to Your Campus Solutions Database.pdf 


 Using the Population Selection Process.pdf 
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Using PDF Package Documentation 
These instructions are for Adobe Reader X, with the latest updates installed (with the PDF open, 
click Help, Check for Updates). 
The package opens with this Overview document that lists the bundle changes and updated 
chapters. 
Click the Files tab to view the list of chapters. 
To search for documentation about the changes within a particular chapter, click on the chapter 
.pdf in the left hand pane. In the Search field in the top right hand corner of the PDF package, 
enter “bundle xx” where xx is the bundle number, and click the search icon. 
You can search the entire package for documentation updates by selecting Edit, Search Entire 
Portfolio. 


Note. This PDF package is an update to the PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 PeopleBook. It 
describes the Patch ID # 25497275 / Product Update ID # 936125 that was posted to My Oracle 
Support in October 2017. Use this PDF package in conjunction with your PeopleBook to maintain a 
complete set of documentation. 
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 (AUS) Generating Government Reports.pdf (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 
9.2: Student Records) 


 


• Updates for OPT Employment and OPT Employer, and SEVIS 6.33.  


 (USA) Managing PeopleSoft SEVIS Solution Visa Processing for J, F,M 
Visas.pdf 


 


• Documentation-only update. The feature table for Letter Generation and 
Communication Generation has been updated to clarify the features and capabilities 
that apply to these processes. 


 Setting Up Communications.pdf 
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